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ABSTRACT

The research described in this report is presented as a partial requirement for 
the degree of Master of Engineering at the University of Auckland. It is part of an 
inter-related study of the water resources of the Kaipara catchment, carried out by 
the Auckland Regional Water Board in conjunction with the University of Auckland.

The aim of this thesis was to produce a streamflow prediction model for use in 
the Kaipara catchment. The model was to be capable of assessing the effects of land 
use changes and to be used in conjunction with a river model produced by Mukumba (1978) 
for simulating unsteady in-channel river flow.

The work has resulted in development of a mathematical computer model which 
simulates streamflow as a result of rainfall falling on the catchment. It has been 
applied on a small experimental basin in the Kaipara catchment and has been named the 
Auckland Rainfall Runoff Model (abbreviated ARRM). The model attempts to simulate 
the movement of rainfall as it falls on the catchment in a physically realistic manner. 
It simulates the hydrologic processes involving interception, infiltration, surface 
runoff, interflow, percolation between soil zones and groundwater runoff.

The model reads rainfall, evaporation and streamflow data and simulation can 
proceed using a variable time interval between 5 minutes and 1 hour.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

A number of hydrological problems are associated with the Kaipara catchment, 
north of Auckland, which prompted a program of studies with the support of the Auckland 
Regional Water Board. The object of these studies was to develop

(1) a mathematical model for simulation of the unsteady flow in the Kaipara river, 
including the influence of tides, and

(2) a runoff model for the catchment which not only would simulate the runoff process 
but could also be used in a predictive mode in terms of changing land use.

The first problem was tackled by Mukumba (1973) who reported on a one dimensional 
finite difference model describing the channel flow. It can be used to assess the 
effects of river works such as stop banking and channel straightening. 30th the Water 
Board and University personnel were involved in field work and collection of data. A 
number of river cross sections have been measured and stage-discharge measurements have 
been made. In a coordinated effort river stages were recorded at 18 stations at 15 
minute intervals over 12 hours. At present the work is being extended by the develop
ment of a two dimensional finite element model of the river and its flood plain.

The second problem is the subject of this study. The aim is to develop a model 
which will be capable of including the widely varying characteristics of the catchment 
is well as its very varied land use.

The task of modelling for land use is a very formidable one because the hydrologic 
response of a given area can vary markedly without change in land use. The additional 
complications arising from changes of land use multiply the difficulties.

The ultimate aim is to use the model as the input to the river flow model.

1.2 APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

The sequence of the various steps in the study, Figure 1.1, can be summarised as 
follows:

(i) Study of the characteristics of the Kaipara catchment.

(ii) A review of literature on the processes of physical hydrology.

(iii) A review of literature on the modelling techniques of hydrological processes and 
simulation of catchment runoff.

(iv) Selection of an existing model and evaluation of its performance.

The major problem that emerged was that the model selected, involved too many 
empirical expressions, instead of physically realistic equations of the hydrological
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processes. Consequently, the study was continued with the aim of

(v) developing an improved model which would incorporate more of the relationships 
of physical processes.

This

(vi)

led to

the performance of the new model, andevaluation of

(vii) discussion of the results.

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3 
(Section 3.1)

Chapter 3 
(Section 3.2)

Chapter 5 
(Section 3.3)

Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Chapter 7

Figure 1.1: Flowchart Showing the Outline of the Study Described in this Report
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CHAPTER 2

THE KA I PARA CATCHMENT

2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Kaipara catchment lies to the north west of Auckland City (Figure 2.1). It 
extends from Taupaki in the south, to Helensville in the north. The Waitakere Ranges 
and Woodhill State Forest border its western boundary while the.Riverhead State Forest 
borders its eastern boundary. It has a total catchment area of‘ 277 square kilometres 
and a mean catchment length of 30 kilometres. The main river length is SS kilometres.
The land is generally undulating with extensive flat areas along the main river channels, 
The climate in the catchment is characterized by warm humid summers and mild winters.
The prevailing wind is from the south-west. The average annual precipitation is 
estimated at 1200 mm falling on ISO to 250 days and the mean potential evaporation at 
886 mm per year.

2.2 LAND USE

The catchment has a wide variety of land uses (Figure 2.2). Most of the catchment 
however, is occupied by sheep and beef cattle farms on steeper areas and by dairy farms 
on the flatter undulating land. In the upstream areas of Kumeu and Huapai, there are 
a number of horticultural land uses such as orchards, vineyards, market gardens and 
nurseries. Smaller commercial and residential areas are beginning to develop particu
larly in Kumeu, Huapai and Waimauku. Helensville is the only major township in the 
catchment. Two major industrial plants exist, namely the Kaipara Dairy Company in 
Helensville and the New Zealand Particle Board Factory in Kumeu. As previously 
mentioned there are also two State Forests in the catchment.

2.3 GEOLOGY AND SOIL TYPES

The catchment also has a variety of geological formations. The western border is 
formed from the volcanic Manukau Breccia of the Waitakere Ranges, while along the lower 
lying areas of the main river course are sand dunes and sediments. In contrast, the 
northern and eastern areas of the catchment are formed from the siltstones and sand
stones of the Waitemata Group.

Similarly the soil types (Figure 2.3) and their drainage properties vary widely 
(Cox, 1972). The yellow-brown sands have excellent drainage properties, ranging from 
excessively drained on the sand dunes, to free drained on the sandy soils. The brown 
granular clays and loams are derived from andesitic rocks and volcanic ash. They are 
moderately leached and have quite good drainage properties. The fine free-draining 
yellow-brown loams are derived from pumiceous volcanic ash, mainly water-sorted.
These are found in the Kumeu area and are good soils for horticultural purposes. The 
recent soils from alluvium have predominantly poor drainage characteristics. However 
there is a tendency for this soil to be well drained on the levee and more poorly 
drained away from the levee. The yellow-brown earths are formed from strongly weathered 
sedimentary rocks. There is a leaching sequence with the moderately to strongly leached 
soils having better drainage. However generally they have poor drainage properties.
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MAP KEY -LOCATION
Figure 2.1: Location of Kaipara Catchment

Catchment under consideration.



KEY — LAND USE

Pastoral.

Forest and scrub.

Agricultural and horticultural.

Industrial, commercial ana residential

Figure 2.2: Land Uses in the Kaipara Catchment
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MAP KEY - SOILS

Northern yellow-brown earths.

Podzolized northern yellow-brown earths and podzols. 
\

Northern brown granular loams and clays.
5

Northern yellow-brown sands.

c - /\a
\ j
v — —---------V
V/ /

....

H Northern recent, gley and organic soils
Figure 2.3: Soil Types in the Kaipara Catchment
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Subsequently the podzolised yellow-brown earths and podzols are in the poor and very 
poor drainage range. Similarly the podzolised brown granular clays are poorly drained 
soils.

Gradwell (1971) has listed some typical properties of the Northern Auckland soils 
in a study to determine their available water capacities. Table 2.1 displays some of 
the typical physical characteristics of two of these soils.

Soil Group Depth
Subsoil

to
(mm)

Available 
Moisture (5)

Total
Porosity (%)

Macro
Porosity (i)

Dry Bulk 
Density (g/ml)

Northern yellow- 
brown earths and 
podzols

305 20.3 50.9 2.48 1.27

Northern brown 
granular clays 178 17.5 68.8 6.8 0.83

i Table 2.1: Typical Soil Characteristics
V

i

2.4 THE KAIPARA RIVER SYSTEM

The Kaipara River system (Figure 2.4) starts with its principal tributary, the 
Kumeu River from the Waitakere Ranges. The two rivers meet one kilometre upstream of 
Waimauku Road bridge. Numerous other streams discharge into the Kaipara River, the 
major ones being the Ararimu, Waikoukou, Tikokupu, Wharauroa, Waimauku, Mangakura, and 
Awaroa streams. The Kaipara River is relatively small in size upstream, but becomes 
relatively large in the lower reaches where it meanders extensively and finally 
discharges into the Kaipara Harbour.

/
\ ■

v 2.S WATER RESOURCES
I

There are two climatological stations in the catchment, one in the Woodhill State 
Forest and the other in the Riverhead State Forest. Recently (in 1978) an evaporimeter 
was installed at the Kumeu research station by the DSIR which measures daily evaporation 
rates. There is an automatic raingauge in Kumeu (installed in 1977) and a further one 
in the Riverhead State Forest. Continuous river flow recorders have also only recently

\ been installed. The first was on a tributary of the Kumeu River in 1977 and the other
was on the Kaipara River at Waimauku in 1979. Other riverflow data in the catchment 
consists of a 2b year period of unprocessed river level data taken on the Kaipara 
River near Woodhill. Occasional gaugings, mainly at low flows have been made but are 
not representative of natural conditions because of major abstractions for irrigation.

v

By comparison with surrounding catchments the streamflow in the catchment is low. 
'Tonkin and Taylor (1973) presented a minimum flow map which gives an approximate guide

to natural low flows. Their study indicated a considerable variability in low flows 
with extremely low minimum flow values in some areas. As an approximation, the catch
ment has a mean riverflow of 20 litres/sec/km2.

Insufficient data is available to accurately assess the groundwater potential in 
the catchment. However assessments can be made based on rock types. Waitemata sand
stones have yeilded good flows but the rocks are not good acquifers. The water is
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Figure 2.4: Kaipara River System
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often taken from fissures or fracture zones within the rock body. There is evidence 
suggesting yields may increase at greater depths and bores at depths of around 300 
metres may be necessary. Such a deep bore exists at the New Zealand Particle Board 
Factory in Kumeu which indicates a promising potential source of supply. Many wells 
show a high drawdown and slow recharge and it is speculated that yields could decrease 
after a few years of supply. The water bearing capacity of the loosely consolidated 
sands, gravels and shellbeds are thought to make these a good groundwater source at 
moderate to shallow depths. Little is known about the potential supply of the Manukau 
Breccia formation, but it is considered to be an unlikely source of major water supply 
(Tonkin and Taylor, 1975).

The major demands for supply come from the horticultural land users. Irrigation 
needs are high during the summer months when stream flows are extremely low and 
evaporation rates high. Other users of water include farmers who require water for 
their stock and general farm needs. Residential, commercial and industrial needs are 
at present relatively small in comparison with agricultural needs. Because ground
water sources are limited, there is a need to assess the stream water supply in 
conjunction with the demands. Preliminary estimates have been made to determine this 
and are summarised in Table 2.2. A reasonably good assessment of current usage can be 
made by analysis of stock numbers, areas under irrigation and their typical consumption 
rates. These are compared with estimates supplied from data from water rights in 
Table 2.2 below.

Kumeu River Kaipara River

Kumeu Confluence Woodhill Helensville

Catchment area (km2) 43 67 200 277

Peak demands (ml/d)
Irrigation 4.40 7.80 8.80 9.10
Stock 0.2S 0.40 1.45 2.25
Other 0.05 0.35 0.50 3.00

Total 4.70 8.55 10.7S 14.35

Water Right Estimates
(Used as a Comparison) 3.00 4.90 6.30 9.10

River Flows (ml/d)
Mean 56 87 259 3S9
Minimum recorded (1962) 0.20 - 11.60 -
Minimum assuming a specific discharge
of 1.0 litres/sec/km2 3.72 S.79 17.70 24.00

Table 2.2: Preliminary Estimates of Water Demands and Usage

These preliminary estimates show that the Kumeu River could dry up if no limita
tion on abstractions are placed, particularly during a drought. The ARWB is currently 
compiling further water right applications which will give better estimates of the 
demands. The summer flows of the Kumeu River can be extremely low and the water rights 
granted from a tributary of the river are known to allow more abstraction of water than 
is sustained by the estimated low flow conditions. However, further work is required 
to accurately assess low flows.
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The Ararimu Stream is currently being investigated by the ARWB as a possible source 
of public water supply as construction of a dam on the stream could give valuable 
supplies. The stream is fed mainly by the Riverhead State Forest where abstractions 
are minimal.

2.6 FLOODING PROBLEMS

The major problem in the Kaipara catchment in the past and at present is the 
extensive flooding that occurs in lower reaches. A combination of factors have com
pounded the problems. These include a tidal effect which reaches up to Davidson's 
cattle bridge, dense weed growth and the Railway bridge piers which obstruct the flow. 
Before channel straightening works and the clearing of weeds were started in 1962, 
the floodwaters were known to take up to three weeks to drain. .The object of the 
channel works was to reduce the duration of the flooding of farmlands to a period of 
no more than three days. Flooding still occurs three or four times each year on the 
floodplains between Waimauku and Te Pua and most extensively on the right side river 
bank. The farmlands around the railway bridge and Kiwitah Road are often under a metre 
of water and pockets of flooding also occur in other areas. The channel works have 
been successful and drain the floodwaters within three days. Further cuts of river 
bends are being made upstream at present and the current construction of a new railway 
bridge should further reduce the problems. Illegal stopbanks have in the past been 
constructed by a few farming companies to protect their own land from flooding.
However smaller farms downstream have claimed that this has increased flooding on their 
land. Other farmers have been stopped from building stopbanks because of the increased 
risk of damage to farms further downstream.

2.7 LAND USE CHANGES .

In recent years there have been a number of land use changes in the catchment. 
Pressure for further changes is expected in the future. Such changes may drastically 
alter the hydrological characteristics of the catchment and hence there is a need to 
be able to assess the affects of the changed land uses. Both Kumeu and Huapai have 
slowly developed into small urban townships. Further residential, commercial and 
industrial growth is likely and only a lack of adequate sewage disposal and water supply 
facilities is restraining it. The existence of a railway line and easy road access to 
Auckland is likely to create pressures for continued development. Urbanisation will 
affect the hydrological balance within the catchment due to an increased stormwater 
runoff, a decreased water quality, and the subsequent need for a municipal water 
supply and waste water disposal network. Proposals such as industrial development of 
land adjacent to the Kaipara River in the borough of Helensville will therefore need 
to be carefully considered.

The fertile areas of Kumeu and Huapai are under pressure of increased horticultu
ral development. This would inevitably result in further demands on the water resources 
of the area during summer months. This kind of land use change could also increase soil 
erosion and the silt load of runoff.

2.8 PLANNING OF THE WATER RESOURCES

The Kaipara catchment presents a wide variety of hydrological problems that need 
to be considered in the planning of water resources. It illustrates some of the 
conflicts in water resources management caused by the pressures of urbanisation and 
other land use changes. These problems are summarised below:
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1. The annual rainfall is relatively low - a mean of 1200 mm per year has been 
estimated. The potential evapotranspiration is relatively high at around 850 mm 
per year.

2. Extensive flooding occurs 4 or 5 times each year, inundating farms for up to 4 
days. The flooding is further complicated by tidal influences in the lower 
reaches.

3. The catchment has a variety of geological formations and soil types. Poorly 
draining yellow brown earth is found on high ground and granular loams and sands 
in lower areas. Free draining yellow brown loams are typical of the Kumeu area 
which has good horticultural characteristics. These differences in soil type 
mean that the poorly draining areas are subject to flooding in winter and the free 
draining areas suffer from drought effects in summer. The ground water supply in 
these areas is limited, hence streamflow is relied upon fqir water supply. It is 
possible that in future the demand for water will exceed that available.

4. Water supply planning is further complicated by the number of different land use 
types. Two State Forests, orchards, vineyards, small urban, commercial, and 
industrial areas, and a large number of cattle and dairy farms illustrate this 
fact. Continued urbanisation will increase flooding problems whilst agricultural 
development is likely to cause further strains on the water resources in summer.

5. Excess abstractions from the Kaipara River will increase salinity intrusion which 
may affect both the river and groundwater supply, particularly in downstream 
regions.

6. River flow records are scarce and inadequate. Only very limited continuous river 
flow records are available. Observations of minimum river flows indicate 
unusually low flows in comparison with other nearby catchments.

Careful investigation and planning of the resources will help to solve the 
problems presented in the catchment. Currently the ARWB is attempting to formulate 
a water allocation plan to distribute the available water in a rational and equitable 
manner. This has involved the collation of water resources data such as the taking, 
discharging, damming and diverting of water from the streams in the catchment. Monitor
ing for the plan requires continuous estimates of the water resources available, the 
effects of any land use changes and their respective water demands. Future land use 
trends tend to depend largely on economic and political influences which are often 
unforseeable.

Almost all the land in the Kaipara catchment that could be considered for urban 
use is valuable fertile land and is used for food production. The Town and Country
Planning Act requires the protection of land of high, actual or potential, value for 
food production. Hence current policy is for Auckland's urban development not to 
extend into areas such as Kumeu and Huapai where many productive orchards, vineyards 
and market gardens exist.

In the meantime irrigation demands have increased and further demands are likely 
in the future, particularly in the Kumeu area. Serious deficiencies are occurring and 
farmers may have to resort to individual impoundment of water or the formation of "in
channel" reservoirs to regulate low flows to enable continued abstraction directly from 
the river. Environmentally also, the area has severe limitations for growth. Urban
isation of Kumeu and Huapai and other areas in the Kaipara catchment would substantially 
increase peak runoff rates and thereby add to the flooding problems. Either protective 
works to contain the river or retention of peak urban stormwater flows would be 
necessary.
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2.9 THE KUMEU EXPERIMENTAL BASIN

The need for reliable and continuous streamflow estimates is of major importance 
for the prediction of the effects of both drought and flood conditions.

In May 1977 the Auckland Regional Water Board set up the automatic riverflow 
recorder on a tributary of the Kumeu River at the New Zealand Particle Board Factory 
in Access Road. The aim of this recorder was to obtain low flow and flood flow infor
mation. Its drainage area can be considered as a representative basin to which a 
correlation within the Kaipara catchment can be established. An automatic raingauge 
was also set up in July 1977 for aquisition of complimentary rainfall data within the 
basin.

The catchment area of the basin is 6.61 km2 and its location and land uses are 
shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. For the purpose of ‘this study the only 
suitable corresponding rainfall-streamflow data available was one year of record extend
ing from August 1977 to July 1978 inclusive. It is hoped that this data can be used 
as a basis for estimating runoff for other parts of the Kaipara catchment and for the 
catchment as a whole.

Figure 2.5: Land Uses of the Kumeu Experimental Basin
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CHAPTER 3

HYDROLOGIC MODELLING - A LITERATURE SURVEY

The review of literature is divided into two sections. The first section is a 
review of the methods used in modelling the physical processes of hydrology. The 
general methods for modelling streamflow are reviewed in the second section. Following
the literature surveys there is a discussion on the selection of a suitable model for

i
application in the Kaipara catchment.

5.1 THE PHYSICAL PROCESSES OF HYDROLOGY - A LITERATURE SURVEY

A diagrammatical sketch of the hydrologic cycle is shown in Figure 3.1. The 
physical processes of the cycle which are important in determining the rainfall-runoff 
process are

1. Interception

2. Infiltration

3. Percolation

4. Interflow

5. Groundwater Flow

6. Surface Runoff

7. Evapotranspiration

An understanding of the physics of these processes is essential for formulating 
a model to simulate their behaviour. Each of these processes are now discussed in 
further detail.

3.1.1 Interception

A portion of the precipitation at the beginning of a storm is stored on the vege
tal cover as interception. The effect of vegetal cover in reducing the amount of 
precipitation reaching the ground is usually insignificant in studies of major floods. 
However interception by some types of cover amounts to a considerable portion of annual 
rainfall and is therefore important in water balance studies. Drops that fall on 
vegetation are initially retained on the surfaces. The moisture accumulates and spreads 
out into a thin film to cover the surface of the vegetation. However there is a finite 
capacity for the vegetation to retain such water. This capacity is reached when the 
gravitation force balances the surface tension of the moisture. The thickness of the 
moisture film varies for different types of vegetation, but it is estimated to lie 
within the narrow range of values of 1 to 6 millimetres. When the interception 
capacity has been reached, further rain falling on the cover moves down the branches 
and trunks as stemflow to reach the ground. Moisture that drops directly from the 
cover to the soil is called throughfall and may begin before the capacity is reached.

Direct measurement of interception using measurements of gross precipitation, 
stemflow, and throughfall is extremely difficult. Wells and Blake (1972) carried out
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Figure 3.1: Processes of the Hydrologic Cycle
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studies in New Zealand to assess the significant features influencing interception.
They concluded that the antecedent moisture conditions, and the intensity and frequency 
of individual storms, in addition to wind and atmospheric conditions, are the major 
factors. Blake (1975) derived linear relationships relating interception to precipita
tion for numerous New Zealand species of vegetation. He noted, however, that a linear 
relationship is an oversimplification and is only realistic while the interception 
storage is being filled.

Many equations have been formulated to calculate interception. Horton (1919) 
suggested that the total interception during a storm could be described by the surface 
storage of the vegetation and an evaporation rate expressed as

I - C + AET
s

where C = storage capacity of the vegetation in mm

A = ratio of the vegetal surface area to its projected area 

E * evaporation rate in mm/min

T =■ duration of rainfall in min

It was assumed that the storage capacity was always filled during a storm and hence 
the equation is independent of the amount of precipitation. Linley et al (1949) 
modified Horton's equation to allow for low intensity rainfall which may not exceed the 
storage capacity. They assumed that the interception given by Horton is approached 
exponentially and is expressed by

I - (C + AET) (1 - ekP)

where P » gross precipitation in mm

k = constant obtained from observed data

Merriam (1960) suggested that only the storage component should follow the exponential 
curve and derived the equation

kPI = C(1 - eKr) + AET

The use of a parabolic equation to calculate interception is reported on by Blake 
(1975) in the form of

I =■ APa + BP

where I » depth of water intercepted in mm 

A, B = constants

P » gross precipitation in mm

This equation does not relate interception to the physical properties of the cover, 
but is based on experimental data.

However, in most models where the interception process is not a major consideration, 
the following simple expressions are used:

I = P for P S C - Ii

and C - It for P > C - ItI
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where 1^ =■ initial interception storage in nun.

These relationships assume that rainfall directly fills any deficit in the storage 
capacity.

3.1.2 Infiltration

Infiltration is the movement of water through the surface into the soil profile. 
It is an important process in hydrologic studies because it is the major factor determ 
ining the magnitude of surface runoff.

A given soil at a particular time has a potential infiltration rate and is 
primarily dependant on the soil moisture content, soil porosity and vegetation cover. 
The actual infiltration rate is the rate at which water actually infiltrates into the 
ground and is dependant on the rate of rainfall. In a dry soil the potential rate is 
initially high, and during rainfall it decreases with time until it reaches a constant 
steady rate. A typical potential infiltration rate curve is illustrated in Figure 3.2

Figure 3.2: The Potential Infiltration Rate Curve

Determination of the potential infiltration rates have been based on the general 
theory of "moisture movement in porous media" derived from field and laboratory data. 
However laboratory testing has been restricted to

(a) a small class of soils having a low content of non-swelling clay,

(b) a single layer of soil, and

(c) vertical flow in one dimension.

The principle concepts of infiltration theory are well understood and have been 
described in detail by Childs (1969), Philip (1957, 1958) and many others.

Infiltration studies have generally followed two parallel paths.
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1. Research by soil physicists and applied mathematicians who use the basic equations 
of motion for moisture in a partially saturated porous media and solve these by 
analytical and numerical methods.

2. Applied research by hydrologists who formulate empirical relationships satisfying 
laboratory and field data.

The relationships are generally based on the well known Darcy equation and the equation 
of continuity.

vertical flow in a partially saturated porousDarcy's equation for one dimensional 
medium is

V - —3Z
at' - k„

/
where V « velocity or flux of flow in the vertical direction in mm/sec 

ke » effective permeability of the medium in mm/sec

P » piezoraetric head in mm
3 P— = piezometric gradient 
3Z

Z » distance travelled downward by wetting front in mm

The effective permeability ke is a variable dependent on the moisture content of 
the soil. The piezometric head P consists of a capillary potential and a gravitational 
potential given by

PcP»— +Z»i|, + Z 3.2Y

where Pc = capillary suction pressure in N/mm2 

Y = bulk density of soil in N/mm3 

til ■ capillary potential in mm

The continuity equation for moisture movement in a partially saturated medium 
in one dimension is

as av
at JT

where 0 - volumetric moisture content

Substitution of equations 3.1 and 3.2 into 3.3 gives

30 = 3 f, 34,1 3kc
Tt ’ az [kc azj TT

3.3

3.4

which describes the rate of change of soil moisture content resulting from an 
unlimited supply of water at the soil surface. The potential infiltration rate can 
thus be determined by solving this equation numerically. With the aid of assumptions 
the equations can be simplified. Some of the approaches based on simplifications are 
described below.

Potential Infiltration Rate Equations

One of the earliest infiltration equations was presented by Green and Ampt 
(1911). Their work pre-dates much of the developments in the theory of moisture 
movement through porous media but has been shown to be a simplification of it. The
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equation is

where f 1 potential infiltration rate in mm/sec 

ke = effective permeability in mm/sec

H » depth of ponded water at the surface in mm 

Z » depth of the wet front in mm 

sp » capillary potential in mm

The equation makes the following assumptions for the wetted zone:

i
(1) a uniform moisture content throughout the soil profile :

(2) a constant effective permeability, and

(3) a constant capillary pressure.

The concept is illustrated in Figure 3.3 below.

8- » MOISTURE CONTENT

Figure 3.3: Soil Profile Assumed in Green and Ampt Infiltration Equation

Equation 3.5 can be considered to be a simplification of equation 3.1 with 
(H + Z - j») representing the pressure head across the wetted zone.

The main problem is evaluation of the capillary potential, p, as a function of 
the moisture content 9 for the soil. Porter (1972) noted an inconsistency in the value 
of ke used by researchers. Values of 0.5 ks to ks, the saturated permeability have 
been used. Despite this, good agreement has been reported with both experimental and 
theoretical analysis. Other researchers (eg Swartzendruber, 1974; Swartzendruber and 
Youngs, 1974; Morel-Seytoux and Khanji, 1974) have carried out further studies using 
equation 3.5.

Horton (1933, 1940) carried out experiments on small areas subjected to both 
natural and artificial rainfall of high intensities. In studying the outflow hydro
graphs he noted that the potential infiltration rate appeared to vary initially
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exponentially with time but approached a constant rate after one to three hours. He 
expressed the infiltration rate as

f = fc * (f0 - £c) e"kt

where fc = the final constant infiltration rate in mm/min 

f0 1 maximum initial infiltration rate in mm/min

k » constant
t = time since infiltration began in min.

The major disadvantage of the Horton equation is determining the initial 
infiltration rate f0, and the constant k, which defines the rate of reduction with 
time. Both are important parameters and can lead to serious errors if inaccurate 
values are used. Philip (1957d) found that the Horton equation failed badly, particu
larly at large times. The Horton equation is not related to any physical properties.

Philip (1957d) solved equation 3.4 for a uniform semi-infinite medium subjected 
to the following boundary conditions.

(a) The soil at the top surface is always fully saturated. Hence the moisture content 
is given by

9 • 8S for Z ■ 0, t > 0

where 9S » saturated moisture content

which is the situation when the rate of rainfall exceeds the infiltration rate.

(b) The soil below the surface, initially has the same moisture content so that

9 = 9^ for Z < 0, t » 0

The solution was presented in the form of the power series

zee, t) » a + b t + c t* + d t2 + . . . 3.6

where Z = depth from soil surface to a point in the profile in mm 

9 ■ volumetric moisture content in mm3/mm3

t ■ time interval over which infiltration has occurred in sec 

a,b,c,d, ... « functions of capillary conductivity and diffusivity

From equation 3.6 Philip showed that the cumulative infiltration F could be expressed 
as

, 3
F = S t1 + A t + B tJ * C tz + ... 3.7

where S, A, B, C, ... are parameters that depend on the moisture content.

For most practical purposes, only the first two terms are significant. This 
results in a simple, physically and theoretically based equation for the cumulative 
infiltration as

F » S t1* * A t 3.8

Differentiating with respect to time gives the potential infiltration rate

f • S t 13 + A 3.9
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The two above equations are known as the Philip infiltration equations. Philip 
(1957d) named the parameter 3 as the sorptivity and presented it as a new physical 
property of porous media. "In some ways akin to permeability, this is essentially a 
measure of the capacity of the medium to absorb or desorb liquid by capillarity."
In his analyses he showed that the dependence of sorptivity (and hence infiltration) 
on the initial moisture content, 9j. can be expressed as

S « (9S - ei)15 3.10

Philip discusses this initial moisture content and its relationship on both the 
sorptivity and also on the parameter A.

Talsma (1969) carried out field measurements to determine the sorptivity of a 
variety of soils at different moisture contents based on Philips equations, however a 
wide range of values were obtained.

Holton (1961) assumed that the dominant factors influencing the infiltration 
rate were the soil moisture storage, surface-connected porosity and the effect of root 
paths. He expressed the infiltration process in terms of the volume of pore space 
available in a soil at any given time. The equation he formulated is

£ = A . S* + fc 3.11

where f » infiltration rate in mm/min
A » infiltration rate of available pore space in mm/min (an index of surface-

connected porosity dependant on vegetation cover)
Sa = available pore space in the surface layer in mm
n * parameter dependant on the soil type 

fc = constant rate of infiltration in mm/min
The available pore space Sa (at any given time) is dependant on the porosity of 

the soil and the current soil moisture content. Hence Sa is given by

Sa “ (®m * ®c)

where 0m « maximum moisture content which is taken to be the difference between the 
water content at saturation and wilting point

0C * current moisture content 
d • depth of soil layer in mm

It was concluded from field tests on runoff plots that Sa could actually range from 
30% of the available pore space to 100% where the vegetation cover of the land is 
good. Later Holtan and Lopez (1970) modified equation 3.11 to give

f « G I . A . s” + fc

where GI = the growth index of vegetation.

The growth index is equal to the ratio of actual evapotranspiration to the 
potential evapotranspiration. This allows for the stage of vegetation growth and 
for seasonal effects.

Values of fc for major soil types of the USA and data for estimating A and n have 
been established by the US Department of Agriculture.
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3.1.3 Percolation

Percolation is the movement of moisture through the soil profile. It is common 
to consider a particular soil having a maximum amount of water it can retain before 
percolation occurs. This maximum limit is called the field capacity. If the soil 
receives any further water, some moisture will drain freely due to gravitation.
Many researchers, however, have criticized the concept that percolation occurs only 
when the field capacity has been exceeded. In recent years with the use of more precise 
experimental techniques, the field capacity concept as originally defined has been 
recognized as arbitrary. Gardner et al. (1970) found that the moisture content of a soil 
decreases continuously at a very slow rate. Richards (1960) stated that the concept 
is an over-simplification which could give rise to gross errors.

i
Soil water movement can be calculated mathematically by solving the partial differ

ential equations describing movement of moisture in partially saturated porous media. 
Brooks and Corey (1964) investigated percolation and assumed that Darcy's equation 
applied to both the flow of water and air in a porous medium. For the assumption to 
be valid both air and water must form continuous networks within the medium and any 
isolated bubbles of air must be regarded as part of the porous matrix. Thus for a 
homogeneous fully saturated soil in which pores contain only water, the saturated 
permeability ks, governs the flow. When both air and water occupy the pores the flow 
is governed by the effective permeability ke, in accordance with Darcy's law.

In their study Brooks 
effective permeability ke, 
They defined the effective

and Corey sought to define the relationships between the 
the saturation S, and the capillary suction pressure Pc. 
saturation Se as

Se
S - Sr 
1 - sr

3.12

where Sr is the residual saturation.

Experiments on a large number of different soils showed that the logarithms of 
Pc plotted against the logarithms of Se resulted in a straight line. The intercept of 
this line with the ordinate at Se ■ 1.0 is called the bubbling pressure P5, which is 
a constant for the medium. It is defined as the negative pressure at which air bubbles 
first appear when dewatering a porous medium.

The relationship was given by
1
T for Pc > P5 3.13

where X is a constant for the medium and is called the pore size distribution index.

From the experimental work and analysis the effective permeability was expressed 
as

Substitution of equations 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 into equation 3.1, provided the solution 
for the rate of movement of moisture in the soil in terms of three parameters, the 
pore size distribution index X, the saturated permeability ks, and the bubbling 
pressure P5, which are all constants for a particular soil. This work was continued by 
Brooks and Carey (1966) and Laliberte, Corey and Brooks (1966).

The process of percolation using approximate solutions of the partial differential 
equations was studied by Gardner et al. (1970a). They concluded that the moisture
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content in the upper layers of soil during percolation could be described by

8 = a (t + c) "b

where a, b, c are constants and t is the time after moisture supply ceases at the sur 
face. At large times (t >> c) the expression reduced to

which has been used as an empirical expression by a number of researchers.

The cumulative drainage can be expressed as

R • ab (In t - In tjj

which is a convenient expression because it gives the increase in drainage at any 
arbitrary initial time ti after t starts.

Fleming (197S), reported in his work the following equation for percolation,

where Dr » drainage rate in mm/min

fc - steady state infiltration rate in mm/min 

Vu » unsaturated pore volume in mm

G » maximum gravitational water; actual soil moisture minus field capacity 
in mm

to be used in conjunction with Holtan's infiltration equation. Dr is set equal to 
zero when the actual soil moisture is less than the field capacity.

3.1.4 Interflow

Interflow is postulated as water which moves laterally through the upper soil 
layers to the stream channel. It is largely dependant on the geology of the area and 
may even reappear at the surface to join surface runoff if the subsurface formations 
are favourable. Interflow may be important in karstic areas where limestone geology 
leads to underground lateral channels. However it is a process which is distrusted 
by some hydrologists as its occurrence is inferred from the analysis of streamflow 
hydrographs. The major problem with interflow is that it is difficult to measure and 
calculate. Many researchers have simply assumed that the contribution of interflow 
could be given by a linear discharge - storage relationship of the form

Qi * ci S

where Qi =■ interflow discharge in m’/s 

S » soil moisture storage in m3

Ci - timing constant in sec 1

Jamieson and Amerman (1969) assumed interflow to be a linear function of soil 
moisture in excess of the field capacity.
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In calculating the interflow, analysis of hydrographs is required to determine the 
timing constant in the discharge-storage relationship which involves an arbitrary 
separation of groundwater flow from the hydrograph.

3.1.5 Groundwater Flow

Groundwater flow is probably the most neglected and least scientifically treated 
component of streamflow, having received very little attention from researchers. Yet 
in a drought study for example, groundwater flow would be an important factor for a 
community which relies solely on streamflow for water supply.

One of the earliest formula was due to Barnes (1940) who quantified groundwater 
discharge as

Qt

Qt

Qo

Qo
. -ct

where Qo ■ groundwater discharge at any instant in m’/s

Qt * groundwater discharge t days later in m3/s 
Qt-iKr ■ daily depletion constant » —— 

t ■ time in days 

c ■ depletion constant

When plotted, the equation gives a straight line on semi-logarithmic paper. By 
being proportional to the original flow Qo, the equations imply that groundwater flow 
is a function of the groundwater volume in storage. These equations usually under
estimate the beginning of a recession and overestimate the advanced stages of the 
hydrograph.

A non-linear storage equation for the recession curve was presented by Denisov 
(1961) and also by Shen (1961) in the form of

k Qn 3.15

where Q - groundwater discharge rate in m’/s 

S ■ groundwater storage volume in m3 

k, n are constants

The constants k and n are found from hydrograph analysis by introducing the continuity 
equation

3.16

where I - inflow to the groundwater storage in m3/s

For the recession curve, I - 0 and substitution of equation 3.15 into equation 3.16 
gives

-Q - kn Q11'1 ^2.
dt

. 12 . A. q2"11
Jt kn
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Taking logarithms, the equation reduces to

log( ' 3? J
Hence a logarithmic plot of [ " j 

(2 - n) and the intercept on the

- (2 - n) log Q - log (kn)

against Q is a straight line with a slope of
[ - 7^ I axis equal to (kn).
k dt >

Glover (1966) used an analogy between seepage toward a stream and drainage towards 
parallel tile lines to describe groundwater flow. The one dimensional differential 
equation for the flow was written as

32 h * Ks ^a 3h 3.17
3x2 n 3t

where h « drainable depth in metres

x » coordinate distance measured along the direction of flow in metres

Ks » saturated permeability of aquifer in m/hr 

n ■ porosity of the aquifer

Da • average saturated depth in metres 

t - time in hrs

If an initial uniform drainable depth H is drained to parallel drains at a distance 
2L apart, equation 3.17 can be solved for the following initial and boundary conditions

1. h » H for t » 0

2. h - 0 for x » 0

3. h - 0 for X = 2L

0 < x < 2L

t > 0

t > 0

The solution is

nHi
j-1,3,5.

i exp 
j Kg D,

J vsin 4_ x
2L

3.18t

where H » original groundwater level in m

2L » spacing of drains, or width of stream boundaries normal to the stream in 
metres

Substituting R 
as

and integration of equation 3.18 gives the storage

S(t) 16HL n A- exp 
j-1,3,5... J

_ TT2 j2 R2 t 
' 4

Differentiating with respect to time and dividing by the original storage So, gives 
the drainage discharge per unit volume

q(t) » 2R2 J exp
j-1,3,5...

-n2 j2 R2 t 1 
4 J

3.19

Hence equation 3.19 is analogous to a unit response of groundwater released from the 
storage to the channel. Employing a hydrograph separation technique Aron and Borelli 
(1973) used equation 3.19 to estimate the volume going into storage, and fitted the 
value of R by trial and error. Naney et al. (1978) wanted to use a model for ungauged
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areas and hence instead of fitting R they obtained the value from in situ field data.
A water-balancing scheme involving rainfall and evapotranspiration data was incorporated 
and avoided the need for a hydrograph separation technique.

3.1.6 Surface Runoff

Surface runoff or overland flow is the movement of water over the land surface to 
the stream channel system. The depth of flow is usually very small but can take place 
over a widespread area. Surface runoff rates are affected by factors such as variations 
in slope, length and roughness of the land surface.

Researchers have carried out experiments on surfaces of different cover, length, 
and slope and developed empirical relationships as a result. Izzard (1946) derived 
the following simple equations based on experimental data.

q* * 43200

_ 0.007 i + c
S*1

1
De ■ kL qe3

60 qe

where qe - discharge rate at equilibrium in ft’/sec 

i ■ rainfall intensity in ins/hr 

L » surface runoff length in ft

De » detention storage at equilibrium in ft3 

te ■ time to equilibrium in min

S » slope of flow plane
c ■ roughness coefficient dependant on the type of surface

These empirical relationships are unsuitable for land areas where infiltration is 
prominent and are only used for small and impervious areas such as road parements.

Other methods of modelling surface runoff have been developed but are not closely 
related to the characteristics of the land surfaces. They are actually general methods 
of modelling the flood hydrograph. For example Morgali and Linsley (1965) and Abel- 
Razaq et al. (1967) have used finite difference techniques to model surface runoff.
Unit hydrograph and hydrologic models have also been used and these are discussed 
further in section 3.2.

3.1.7 Evapotranspiration

The process of evapotranspiration plays an important role in all water balance 
studies. This is because the volume of water leaving the land surface by evapotrans
piration is often greater than the total volume of streamflow. The actual rate of 
evapotranspiration depends on a large number of factors such as the type of surface, 
vegetation, humidity and wind energy. It is also dependant on the availability of 
water. The potential rate of evapotranspiration is the maximum rate possible assuming 
an unlimited supply of water.
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The potential evapotranspiration rate can be determined by direct measurement of 
evaporimeter pans or by calculation of formulae using meteorologic data. Amongst the 
well known formulae are those of Penman, Thornthwaithe and Blaney and Criddle. The 
Penman formula was the first to combine both energy balance and aerodynamic theory of 
wind to derive a relationship between evapotranspiration and meteorological variables. 
The formula is given as

E » EH + EA

or E fS) (R - G? + 
Is J ji + S!

I 8J

where E

R

G

g

S

Ea

es
w

evapotranspiration from an unlimited water supply^

net radiation

ground heat flow

0.65 where P is atmospheric pressure in mb

rate of increase in saturation vapour pressure with temperature at the 
air temperature

0.262 (es - ea) (1 + 0.216 W) for short grass

saturation vapour pressure at air temperature

mean wind speed in knots at a height of 10 m

EH is termed the energy component and EA, the aerodynamic component.

The potential evapotranspiration is

Ep - f E

where f is a factor depending on the month or season and the type of vegetation cover.

The potential evaporation formulae mentioned above are generally calculated as a 
monthly average, while pan measurements are made on a daily basis. Often in hydrologic 
studies the distribution of evapotranspiration throughout the day is required. It is 
impractical to take meteorological measurements at intervals during the day and hence 
both the formula method or pan measurement cannot be used directly.

On the basis of limited experimental data, Van Bavel (1966) expressed potential
evapotranspiration throughout the day as

e ■
« 2 7T (t - 3) 1 t > 3

21 J

and e ® 0 t ( 3

where e = instantaneous evapotranspiration rate in mm/hr 

Ep » total daily evapotranspiration rate in mm/day

t = time in hours from midnight

Fleming (1970) proposed two generalised diurnal distributions using a wider field 
of experimental data. One distribution is for a clear day and the other for a cloudy 
day. The data was used to derive dimensionless distribution functions. The clear day 
distribution was in the form of a hyperbola and is given by
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EVI • 2.78 - (7.73 * A) 0.5 3.20

where A » 31.4 (DHOUR)2 - 3.36 DHOUR + 2.23

with the condition that if equation 3.20 is negative EVI » 0. For a cloudy day the 
distribution function was in the form of a simple truncated triangle given by

EVI - 0 0.0 < DHOUR £ 0.06

EVI - 6.75 (DHOUR - 0.060) 0.06 < DHOUR 0.26

EVI - 1.35 0.26 < DHOUR 0.80

EVI » 1.35 - 6.7S (DHOUR - 0.80) 0.80 < DHOUR S 1.00

The evaporation index EVI above is defined by /

EVj _ evaporation rate during time interval 
average daylight evaporation rate

and the time index DHOUR as .

DHOUR ■ time from sunrise 
day length

The distributions would be very approximate because of widely varying conditions 
within the catchment and meteorological conditions throughout the day. However they 
are useful approximations for special hydrological applications.

3.2 MODELLING OF STREAMFLOW - A LITERATURE SURVEY

Numerous methods exist for modelling the rainfall-runoff relationship. Some 
methods are used for specific purposes, often subject to given limitations of data and 
computational facilities. The following literature survey discusses some of the general 
concepts involved in these models and their developments. Subsequently it is intended 
to select the most suitable method to simulate streamflow in the Kaipara catchment.

3.2.1 Introduction

The first experimental evidence that rainfall is sufficient to sustain riverflow 
was by Edme Marriotte in 1684 who carried out measurements in the Seine River basin.
Yet it is only in recent years that hydrologic research has begun to understand the basic 
physical processes involved in producing runoff. Coupled with this has arisen a demand 
for improved hydrologic response models.

One of the first published methods for estimating flood peaks was by Mulvaney 
(1850) widely known as the Rational formula. It is expressed as

Q - CIA

where Q » peak flowrate in m3/sec
I ■ maximum daily rainfall in mm 
A - catchment area in km 
C » coefficient based on land use
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The formula is an empirical one as it does not take into account physical processes to 
any great extent. Mulvaney himself realised shortcomings of his formula and stated 
that without previous experience, use of the formula would give results "very wide of 
the truth". The formula is still used today for applications such as design of high
way culverts. In New Zealand a similar empirical formula is commonly used, known as 
the TM61 (Technical Memorandum No 61) formula.

During the 1950's more sophisticated rainfall-runoff relationships were introduced 
to deal with flood problems. With the availability of the computer new methods to deal 
with hydrological problems were developed, ranging from the very simple to the very 
complex. They can be grouped into the categories illustrated in Figure 3.4 below.

i

Figure 3.4: General Methods for Modelling Streamflow

The statistical models have little physical basis, while other models make vary
ing attempts to describe the runoff phenomenon in a physically realistic manner.
No one method is superior, each having its merits and used according to available 
data and the problem being studied.

A discussion of the models shown in Figure 3.4 is given in the following sections.

3.2.2 Statistical Models

The random nature of rainfall has led to widespread use of statistical methods in 
studying rainfall and runoff. Those statistical methods can be subdivided into the 
three following groups: (a) regression and correlation techniques, (b) probabilistic 
methods, and (c) stochastic methods.

Regression and correlation techniques involve a functional relationship between 
the measured data, that is, between rainfall and runoff. If the plotted relationship 
does not fall on a straight line, one or both variables are transformed. The use of 
logarithms, squares, reciprocals and differences are commonly used to produce a suitable 
result. The general equation for multiple regression is written as

QCt) » a + b R(t) + c R(t - 1) + d R(t - 2)
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where Q(t) » flow in period t

R(t) - rainfall in period t 

a,b,c,d ... are constants

The relationships are measured by the coefficient of correlation, standard deviation, 
confidence limits and tests for significance.

Probabilistic methods determine the frequency and probability of events. The 
probability is given by the number of occurrences of a variable in a given sample of 
data divided by the total number of occurrences. The method is time-independent as it 
ignores the actual sequence of events. The probability of extreme events is determined 
from statistical properties of the available data population.

i
Stochastic methods generate hypothetical sequences of events based on statistical 

and probability characteristics of past records. The statistical parameters defining 
the probability distribution and type of random generator can be changed for different 
records. An example of a stochastic model is the one-season Markov model in which

Qi - u * P (qi_i - p) * Ri a /1 - P*

where q^ - the streamflow in period i (day, month, year) 

p ■ the data population mean 

o » the standard deviation of streamflow 

p .» the lag-one serial correlation

Ri ■ a random component

Values of p, o and p are determined from historic records of streamflow. Streamflow 
in the next period can then be generated using these parameters. The method is time- 
dependant and considers random and non-random components of the historic record.

The major limitation of statistical methods is that generated flows are only as 
accurate as the parameters used to generate them. While these parameters may be 
accurate for the period from which they were developed, they may not be reliable for 
prediction of future years. For example, Linsley (1976) notes the case of a stochastic 
model where a 33 year record of streamflow gave notably different parameters to a 65 
year record. Another limitation of statistical methods is its inability to allow for 
man-made changes in a catchment, which may have a significant effect on streamflow.

3.2.3 Unit Hydrograph Models

The unit hydrograph concept was introduced by Sherman (1932) and has since been 
subject to continued research (Collins, 1939; Paynter, 1952; Snyder, 195S, 1961; 
O'Donnell, 1960; Levi and Valdes, 1964; Eagleson et al., 1966, Bayazit, 1966, amongst 
numerous others). Sherman observed that in a given catchment area, rainfall of similar 
durations produced flood hydrographs of the same shape. Since the physical characteris 
tics of a catchment (eg size and shape) remain unchanged, it was suggested that storms 
of similar rainfall properties result in similar shaped hydrographs. The unit hydro
graph concept therefore assumes that a unit volume of rainfall excess (10 mm) of a 
given duration always produces a unique surface runoff hydrograph, called the unit 
hydrograph. Morgan et al. (1939) extended the concept by developing the S-curve 
enabling the construction of unit hydrographs of different rainfall durations. To
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estimate the hydrograph of short period storms, the instantaneous unit hydrograph concept 
was introduced by Clark (1945).

Nash (1957) used a linear model with 2 parameters, K and n, to model the unit 
hydrograph. The parameter K has the dimension of time while n is dimensionless. If 
n is an integer, the model physically represented a cascade of n equal linear reservoirs, 
each with a reservoir constant K. The generalised Nash model allowed for non-integral 
values of n, including n less than unity. The impulse function is expressed as

-t/Ke

where m is the probability density function of the Gamma distribution. This allowed 
the hydrograph to be calculated using statistical tables which was a practical and 
economic advantage. Nash used the model to analyse 90 catchmen'ts and found that good 
correlations were given by the relationships

and K - 11 A 0.3 .3 L0.1

where L » main channel length in miles

A ■ catchment area in square miles 

S • slope in parts per thousand

Alternatively the values K and n could be calculated using the method of moments 
(Nash, 1959, 1960).

Dooge (19S9) proposed a model of the catchment as a cascade of linear storage 
reservoirs in which storage and translation effects were taken into account. The 
resulting unit hydrograph equation was solved with the aid of Poisson probability 
tables.

Diskin (1964) produced a two cascades model (Figure 3.5) that had greater flexibility 
than the single cascade model proposed by Nash. Diskin and McCarthy (1972) also presented 
a two cascades model to represent two different parts of the catchment, one with a fast 
response, and the other a slow response. Wittenberg (1975) extended this model by giving 
a physical identification to these responses - the fast response representing impervious 
areas and the slow response representing pervious areas of the catchment. Diskin et al. 
(1978) proposed a similar model in which different rainfall excess inputs are applied 
to each of the cascades.

All of these cascade models could be improved by identifying the number of reservoirs 
and the cascading effect with actual areas in the catchment. In a catchment with many 
different land uses, different rainfall excess volumes could be associated with each 
reservoir. This would allow calculation of runoff at any location in the catchment in 
a realistic manner, rather than just at the outlet.

The major disadvantages of the unit hydrograph concept are the need for an 
arbitrary separation of baseflow from an observed hydrograph, an infiltration loss for 
rainfall excess and the assumption of linearity. This latter assumption is clearly 
one of the major shortfalls of the concept. It is incorrect to suggest that one hydro
graph alone can be representative of surface runoff from the basin. Variations in 
rainfall patterns and properties produce variations in hydrograph shapes due to many 
inter-reacting physical processes. Also areal variation in basin moisture conditions
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and seasonal effects can have a major effect on runoff. Another disadvantage is again 
that man-made changes in the catchment (eg land use changes) cannot easily be modelled 
In general the unit hydrograph has been observed to over-estimate hydrograph peaks (eg 
Porter, 1972; Fleming, 1975; Diskin et al., 1978).

3.2.4 Hydraulic Models

Hydraulic methods of modelling the hydrograph solve the partial differential 
equations of continuity and momentum that describe the flow. Generally the methods 
model the channel system alone although others model the land surface, in which case 
the equations are modified.

The continuity equation is

322A + 
3t <u 3.21

and the momentum equation is

I? * & (£) • - ■ & • *) • u V

where A » cross sectional area in m2 
Q = flowrate in m3/sec

qL » lateral inflow per unit time per unit length in m2/sec 
Sf ■ friction slope

3.22
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So - land or channel bottom slope 
g = acceleration due to gravity in m/sec2 
V » velocity in the direction of flow in in/sec 
t = time in sec
x = distance in direction of flow in metres

Exact analytical solutions to equations 3.21 and 3.22 are often not available and 
numerical solutions with the aid of a computer are required (eg finite difference or 
finite element methods).

Chen (1962) derived the momentum equation for surface runoff by making the 
following assumptions.

1. The momentum coefficient equals one.

2. The rainfall intensity is uniform over the plane.

3. The surface is a plane.

4. The slope is less than S per cent so that cos 9=1 and sin 9 = tan 9.

5. The effects of surface tension are negligible.

Morgali and Linsley (1965) and Abdel-Razaq, Viessman and Hernandez (1967) used finite 
difference methods to solve the equations. Liggett and Woolhizer (1967) studied the 
following numerical methods to compare the results.

1. Method of characteristics.

2. Unstable method.

3. Diffusion method.

4. Lax-Wendroff method.

5. Leap-frog method.

6. Implicit finite-difference methods.

In finite difference methods they noted the sensitivity of solutions to grid spacing.
It was concluded that the method of characteristics was the most accurate of the methods 
tested.

In all numerical methods, solution of the momentum equation is both time consuming 
and difficult. For this reason simplifications to the equations have been made. By 
neglecting some of the minor terms of equations 3.21 and 3.22 the following equation 
results, known as the diffusion equation.

♦ w 3.23

where w and y are assumed to be constant. Generally w is the speed of the flood wave, 
but in fact depends on attenuation of the flood wave. Equation 3.23 forms the basis of 
diffusion methods of modelling the hydrograph. Further approximations result in a 
kinematic wave equation which is written as

22 * w 22 . 0 3.24

or Q « ahn as a simplified form

where h = depth of flow in metres 
a, n are constants
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A detailed description of kinematic wave theory was presented by Lightill and Whitlam 
(1953) who discussed its application to floods flows. The theory does not consider 
attenuation of the flood wave, therefore in situations where this is significant 
(such as in long rivers) the kinematic wave equation cannot be used.

The kinematic wave theory was adapted for surface runoff by Henderson and Wooding 
(1964) who used the method of characteristics to solve the equations. A major contri
butor in modelling the hydrograph was Wooding (1965, 1966). He considered the flow to 
consist of two phases, firstly, catchment runoff and secondly, channel flow. The 
catchment is represented by two identical sloping rectangular planes forming a V shape, 
the apex of which forms the main channel system (Figure 3.6).

/

Figure 3.6: Representation of Wooding's Catchment Model

In determining catchment runoff, infiltration was taken into account and hence the 
continuity equation included a term for this loss to rainfall. The continuity 
equation and stage-discharge relation for catchment runoff are then

, i . f
3t 3x

and q ■ ahn

For channel flow, the equations are

2« + 
3t

32
3x q

q * ahn

where i « rainfall rate in m/s 
f » infiltration rate in m/s 
a, n, A and N are constants.
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Dimensionless terms were introduced, with

f' _f_
io

where L - length of the plane
subscript s refers to the steady state conditions 
subscript o refers to a scale value

i' - f’

n (h’)n_1

Similar expressions were used for channel flow. The solution can be expressed by the 
following equations:

for catchment runoff: ■
dt'

dt'

q' -

for channel flow: d r\h’ 1
dt' 1 1

— (Ax') - N . (H')N-1
dt'

Q' - (H')N

where A - catchment runoff time to steady state 
channel flow time to steady state

The model was used on three catchments by Wooding (1966) with values of n » 2.0,
N - 1.5 and A = 0.5. The effects of complex storms were studied by building up a 
series of constant intensity storms and therefore precipitation and infiltration 
could vary with time but were distributed uniformly in space. The only unknown is ts 
which is found by a trial and error approach of'fitting the calculated hydrograph with 
an observed one.

The method assumes that the Froude number is less than 2 and will not apply to very 
steep catchments where flow is in the form of a sequence of roll waves. As with all 
hydraulic models catchment runoff is assumed to occur as sheet flow over an even plane 
which is a simplification. In reality the catchment is rolling country and contains 
many small streams. Furthermore the channel is assumed to be straight (rather than 
winding) and of uniform cross section and slope. The model could be improved if a 
better geometrical description of the stream network could be given because small 
streams are incorporated in the catchment phase of the model. Also, rather than treat 
the whole catchment as a single unit of catchment runoff and channel flow, it could be 
possible to represent it as a number of these units. This would allow modelling of non
homogeneous conditions and non-uniform areal distributions of rainfall. Despite its 
weaknesses the model was an improvement on many previous studies because it gave a 
more realistic representation of the catchment processes.

Woolhiser and Ligget (1967) state that there is no unique solution for the 
kinematic wave form of the rising hydrograph and that it is dependant upon frictional 
effects, slope of the plane and the Froude number. Kibler and Woolhiser (1972) used 
kinematic wave theory to describe surface runoff and used the cascade concept to 
account for variations in slope, length, width and roughness of the catchment.
However they concluded that serious errors may arise because kinematic wave theory
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does not account for discontinuities in the water surface profile at each of the 
breaks in slope. Lighthill and Whitlam (1955) discussed spatial variations and found 
that no theoretical difficulties arise if the variation is treated as continuous and 
the relationship between depth, discharge and spatial coordinate x is of the form

q = a(x) hn

A model which allows for variations in the catchment and considers it as a 
converging plane was presented by Sherman and Singh (1976).

Hydraulic models are said to be theoretically more accurate than many others.
An advantage is that a finite difference routing scheme allows the catchment or river 
to be divided into physically realistic regimes. Hence they can allow for different 
rainfall intensities over different parts of the catchment. Different land uses can 
be allowed for, although the problem of discontinuities can arise.

A criticism is that representation of the catchment area Sr river as a one dimen
sional plane is an oversimplification and does not realistically describe the flow.
A major economic disadvantage is the large computer storage required to solve finite 
difference equations.

3.2.5 Hydrologic Models

Hydrologic methods of modelling the hydrograph deal with storage effects of the 
flood wave. They are based on a simplified continuity equation and a storage- 
discharge relationship, and therefore do not directly include the effects of 
resistance to flow.

The continuity equation is given by

I - Q » —
dt

where I » inflow to the storage in m’/sec
Q * outflow from the storage in m3/sec

2Y ■ rate of change of storage in m3/sec

The simplest form of storage-discharge relationship is the linear equation 
expressed as

S * K Q

where K » storage delay time in secs.

The relationship has been used by numerous researchers (eg Viessman, 1966, and Watt 
and Kidd, 1975). The assumption of linearity is incorrect as it states that the time 
of travel of the flood wave remains constant (and equal to K) for all values of 
discharge. There are two effects which account for the time distribution of a flood 
wave. The first is translation which causes the time lag between the wave at one 
location (inflow) and another location downstream (outflow). The second is attenuation 
which causes the difference in wave shape at the two locations. Furthermore, the 
relationship between storage and discharge is different for the rising stage of the 
flood to the failling stage (resulting in the loop rating curve).

Linsley et al. (1949) considered storage in a channel reach to consist of 
two types of storage. Firstly, prism storage, which lies beneath a line parallel 
to the channel bottom, and secondly the wedge storage which lies between this
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parallel line and the water surface profile. The stage or discharge at the outflow 
location gives a satisfactory measure of prism storage. However, it does not give an 
indication of the wedge storage as the wave moves through the reach. During the rise 
of a flood the wedge storage increases the total storage volume and decreases it during 
the falling stages.

As a simplification it is common to assume a mean curve through the loop which 
relates storage to outflow as

S - k Qm 3.23

where S » storage in m3
Q * outflow in m3/sec
k, m are constants ;

This type of relationship may be subject to errors, varying in magnitude with variation 
of wedge storage. The error depends on the rate of change of flow and if small, methods 
that ignore wedge storage may be reasonably successful. However in streams where changes 
in flowrate are rapid, the methods are unsatisfactory. Only in a reservoir where the 
water surface is level, is storage related to discharge alone.

To account for wedge storage, Linsley et al. included the influence of discharge 
at the inflow location I, and expressed the storage as

S - | [x Ira/n ♦ (1 - x) Qm/nj 3.26

where a, b, m, n, x are constants.

The constant x is a dimensionless factor which expresses the relative influence
of inflow and outflow on storage. If the wedge effect is negligible then x « 0. The
ratio - often appears as a constant K and is a measure of the time of travel through 

b
a reach.

Numerous routing methods have been derived from the use of equation 3.26. The 
most common method is that known as the Muskingum method by McCarthy (1938) in which 
jj- is assumed to equal one, and is expressed as

S - K [x I + (1 - x) Q] 3.27

or S » KQ + K x(I - Q)

where KQ represents the prism storage and kx (I - Q) the wedge storage.

Kidd (1978) reports on a method in which non-linearity is introduced into the 
equation by varying the lag time K.

The storage is given by

S » K [x I + (1 - x) Q]

where K = CQ_n
C and n are constant parameters

Other refinements of the Muskingum method have been made by Cunge (1969) and Bettess 
and Price (1976). Cunge showed that the original Muskingum method is a finite difference
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form of equation 3.24, the kinematic wave equation

22 + u 22 . 0
3t 3x

Price (i978) discusses Cunge ' s work and the Variable Parameter Diffusion (VPD) 
method, which is based on the diffusion equation. He presented a new method termed 
the Variable Parameter Muskingum-Cunge (VPMC) method in which equation 3.27 is used to 
derive a finite difference scheme that represents the equation

22
3t

3.28

xprovided

and

l . a(Q)
? c(Q) Ax

.-*122- « c(Q) Ax 1

Equation 3.28 is a diffusion-type equation (see equation 3.22) in which u and u> are 
replaced by functions of discharge c(Q) and a(Q).

A disadvantage of these hydrologic methods is that the catchment is modelled as 
a single storage unit. Laurenson (1964) recognised that catchment storage is in 
fact distributed, rather than concentrated. To allow for this, the catchment was 
modelled as a cascade of non linear storages (Figure 3.7). Each individual storage is 
expressed as

S - k Qm

where k and m are constants. It can be noted that this equation is a special case of 
equation 3.26 with x - 0. It canalso be written as

S - KQ

with K - k Q™'1

which states that the storage delay time for each storage is proportional to the 
discharge. This means isochrones of the catchment are not unique but vary with dis
charge. To evaluate the constants k and m, Laurenson introduced the dimensionless 
area-time diagram (ie a relative isochronal map) which gave relative storage delay 
times for each storage element. The model was an improvement on many others because 
each storage was physically identified with actual areas of the catchment. Furthermore 
subdivision of the catchment into elements allowed areal variation in rainfall excess 
and overcame the problem in large catchments where rainfall excess is not uniform. An 
account of wedge storage is also given by considering the storages to be distributed. 
Porter (1975) modified Laurenson's model by identifying each storage element with a 
specific subcatchment of the area. This provided a more realistic representation of 
the catchment in that each storage was confined by subcatchment boundaries rather than 
relative isochrones. Storage elements therefore occurred both in parallel and in 
series.

Practical disadvantages of both the Laurenson and Porter models were need for 
hydrograph analysis to determine constants k and m and construction of a dimensionless 
area-time diagram which is difficult and tedious to prepare. Mein et al. (1974) 
eliminated these disadvantages by using trial and error methods to determine k and m
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which also eliminated the need to have an area-time diagram. Generally values of m in 
the literature lie in the range of 0.60 to 0.80. In contrast, values of k vary widely 
as it is related to the lag time. Most researchers regard it as a fixed parameter for 
each storage element. Kidd (1978) reported values of k being related to the average 
slope and length of the catchment.

la) CATCHMENT DIVIDED INTO ISOCHRONES 
OF EQUAL TRAVEL TIME

O1

Q3

(b) SERIES OF NON-LINEAR CONCENTRATED STORAGES

Figure 3.7: Laurenson's Catchment Model

The major disadvantage of the Laurenson, Porter, and Mein et al. models is that 
the land catchment areas and channel system are combined together as one storage 
element. Little account is given to the channel system alone, whose storage character
istics may differ markedly from the land catchment area. Hence storage-discharge 
relationships may not be accurately defined in routing 'flow from one storage element 
to the next. An improvement could be made by treating land and channel systems 
within each subcatchment separately, although this may have computational disadvantages

A different non linear storage model has been used by Falk and Niemczynowicz 
(1978, 1979) and Kidd (1978). The storage equation expressed as

St.T = k Q™
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is a three parameter model (k, m, r) in which the parameter r produces a time lag 
effect. For r * 0 the model reduces to the two parameter model. This model has an 
advantage over the two parameter model because the latter has no explicit solution and 
has to be solved by computer using an iteration technique. By introducing a time lag, 
the three parameter model can be solved using a step by step tabulation basis without 
the need for a computer. However the time lag can only be estimated accurately by trial 
and error. Observation of the results of two parameter models (Laurenson, 1964;
Porter, 1972, 1975; Mein et al., 1974) suggests that introduction of a storage lag 
time would produce more accurate results in estimating the time to peak and timing of 
the hydrograph shape.

In comparison with hydraulic models, hydrologic models do have the advantage of 
simplicity and efficiency of computer time. Their accuracy in modelling the hydrograph 
is also favourable. Porter (1972, 1975) compared a hydraulic method (Wooding's model), 
the unit hydrograph method and his own modification to Laurenson’s model. An
illustration of these results are shown in Figure 3.8. Porter concluded that overall, 
the hydraulic method was not able to perform any better than the hydrologic methods. 
Consequently he adopted his own method because of the greater flexibility and major 
computational advantages.

4 Wooding 5. Unitgrapti

STORM HYDROGRAPH OF AUGUST 1956-SOUTH Ck.

Figure 3.8: Comparison of Hydraulic, Hydrologic and Unit Hydrograph Methods 
(After Porter, 1972, 1975)
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3.2.6 Continuous Water Balance Models

With the increasing change in environment, lifestyles and land usage during the 
1960's there arose new hydrologic problems. For example urbanisation led to flooding 
problems and increased water demands led to strains on the supply of water. It was 
apparent to researchers that a new model type based on the actual physical processes 
involved in the rainfall-runoff process had the greatest potential for hydrograph 
analysis. This new model type is called the water balance model. The method seeks to 
simulate behaviour of rainfall as it falls onto the land surface and its subsequent 
movement through the soil layers as described in section 3.1. A simplified illustration 
of the structure of a water balance model is presented in Figure 3.8.

i

Evapotranspiration

Figure 3.9: Illustration of a Water Balance Model

A typical model has a number of storages and the following are an example.

1. Interception Storage - representing rainfall that falls on vegetation.

2. A Zone Soil Storage - representing moisture that is stored in the A soil horizon

3. B Zone Soil Storage - representing moisture that is stored in the B soil horizon

4. Groundwater Storage - representing moisture that is stored deep in the soil
layers and contributes to groundwater flow.

A water balance model keeps an account (or balance) of water that enters and leaves the 
system as a whole and also of each individual storage.

Input data to the model consists of rainfall and potential evapotranspiration 
rates. Rainfall in any interval first satisfies the deficit in vegetation storage.
Any remaining rainfall leads to infiltration and surface runoff. Moisture that is 
infiltrated is stored in the A zone soil layer and subsequently some stored moisture 
may percolate to the B zone. In turn, moisture from the B zone percolates into the
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groundwater storage zone and water released from the active groundwater storage produces 
groundwater flow. Moisture is lost from vegetation storage and soil moisture zones by 
the process of evapotranspiration. The rate of movement of water depends on physical 
properties that describe the movement. For example, surface runoff is described by the 
cover, slope and length of the surface. Moisture movement between storage zones is 
described by properties such as the soil permeability, moisture content, porosity etc. 
These physical properties are given as input parameters. Some of these can only be 
determined by calibration in which the simulated streamflow is compared with the 
recorded streamflow. Generally numerous parameter trials are required before a satis
factory simulation can be obtained.

Linsley and Crawford (1960) first presented such a model in 1960 which was the 
beginning of the Stanford Watershed Model series. Later Crawford and Linsley (1966) 
presented the well known Stanford Watershed Model IV (SWM IV) which has since been 
widely tested throughout the world. The authors made the following objectives in 
formulating the model.

1. The model should describe hydrologic behaviour of a large variety of streams and 
rivers with a high order of accuracy.

2. The model should be easily applied to different catchments by simply changing the 
hydrologic data.

3. The model should be physically realistic so that estimates of other information
in addition to streamflow (eg surface runoff, groundwater flow, actual evapotrans
piration etc) can be obtained.

A description of the model is given in Appendix A.

The SWM IV model has been modified in various ways by many researchers. It was 
originally written in a seldom used computer language called BALGOL. James (1970) 
developed a FORTRAN version of the model and named this version the Kentucky Watershed 
Model (KWM).

To overcome the trial-and-error approach of determining the main parameters,
Liou (1970) developed a self-calibrating version of the KWM called OPSET which 
automatically re-estimated 13 parameters. The approach used a computerised optimisation 
procedure to determine the optimum set of parameter values by matching simulated 
flows with recorded flows. The model was applied to twenty catchments. Ross (1970) 
used these results to establish relationships between the model parameters and field 
measurements of properties such as soil permeability and available water content.

However one major disadvantage of OPSET (amongst several others) is that it 
considers the catchment as a whole and it cannot be subdivided into segments or 
subcatchments. Linsley et al. (197S) state that if a self-calibrating model such as 
OPSET were to include segmentation, with each segment having different parameter sets, 
then the number of iterations increases exponentially, and computer time becomes 
excessive.

Huang and Gaynor (1977) subsequently improved this latter model and called the 
new model MOPSET. A kinematic method of streamflow routing is used in place of the time- 
area histogram method that the SWM IV uses. This enabled the effects of channel improve
ments, changes in cross-sections and storage effects due to hydraulic structures to be 
modelled. The model allows segmentation and therefore overcomes this deficiency of 
OPSET. However the computer time required by MOPSET is still very high.

Ricca (1972) also made modifications to the SWM IV model in the Ohio State
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University version. This included several subroutines that graphically plotted the 
recorded and simulated hydrographs, together with the superimposed rainfall hyetographs.

The most advanced modification to the SWM IV model has been by the original 
developers, Crawford and Linsley who established a private consulting firm (Hydrocomp 
International Ltd) in 1968. They have named their version the Hydrocomp Simulation 
Program (HSP). Included in HSP are hydraulic reservoir routing techniques and kinematic 
wave channel routing techniques. HSP is also capable of modelling numerous other 
features such as flood plain mapping, water quality and sediment flow simulation, 
stormwater and urban flooding studies, urban drainage design and water quality problems 
of urban runoff. HSP has been applied to numerous catchments, both urban and natural, 
particularly in the USA, and is a model that has been thoroughly tested. It would be 
true to state that no other model has been as widely used and examined, both by 
practising hydrologists and researchers. Copies of HSP can be/leased from Hydrocomp 
International Ltd or alternatively, the firm runs user-supplied data for its customers.

Numerous other water balance models have also been developed. They may be classified 
into general purpose models where a broad variety of catchments can be modelled, or special 
purpose models which are developed for a particular need or application. A number of these 
models are briefly described below. .

Boughton (196S) presented a simple model based on a daily time interval which 
did not include a groundwater flow component or a channel routing function. It was 
modified by Murray (1970) and included interflow and groundwater flow components and _ 
also a linear routing scheme.

Huggins and Monke (1967) developed a special purpose model that dealt primarily 
with surface runoff. The model neglects all subsurface components of runoff and the 
effects of evapotranspiration, and therefore is not a complete representation of the 
hydrologic cycle. It uses the concept of finite elements of land surfaces to compute 
runoff from each element. A finite difference form of the continuity equation is then 
used to relate rainfall, moisture storage and runoff.

Shultz (1968) produced a linear distributed-system model for simulating the flood 
hydrograph in which discrete storm rainfall data was used rather than continuous data.
The model was for the specific purpose of determining the design flood. A model for 
estimating flood peaks was also produced by Lichty, Dawdy and Bergmann (1968) and was 
applied to small watersheds to develop flood frequency relationships.

A model for agricultural purposes was presented by Holtan and Lopez (1970) called 
the USDAHL-70 model. It subdivided the catchment into a number of surface zones in 
which evapotranspiration, infiltration and surface runoff is calculated. Surface 
runoff moves from one zone to an adjacent zone where infiltration losses also occur.
Each surface soil zone has a number of soil layers, each with different characteristics. 
Fleming (1975) mentions an example of the model applied to a catchment with three 
surface zones, seven crop types and four soil layers. Work on the model has been 
extended by Holtan, Yen and Comer (1972) and Holtan and Lopez (1973). It has been 
used to study vegetation, soil types, water yields, crop management, land use changes, 
irrigation and also sediment erosion.

Jamieson and Wilkinson (1972) developed the DISPRIN model which is conceptually 
similar to the USDAHL model. It has three different surface zones defined as upland, 
hillslope and bottomslope areas of the catchment. Applications have included flow 
forecasting, data generation and reservoir regulation.

A model that deals primarily with urban runoff is the Storm Water Management Model 
(SWMM) by the US Environment Protection Agency (1971). It uses hydraulic routing
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techniques rather than hydrologic techniques. The catchment is subdivided into its 
natural units such as parking lots and city lots. Rainfall on each lot is first 
routed as surface runoff to the gutter or storm drain inlets, where it is then routed 
as open or closed channel flow to its specified outlet. The model has been modified 
by Roesner et al. (1974) and is referred to as the STORM model and includes simulation 
of water quality.

The US Army Corps of Engineers (1972) developed the SSARR model for use on large 
catchments, primarily for streamflow and flood forecasting, and for reservoir design 
and operation studies. Subcatchments and soil types, channel confluences, reservoir 
sites, diversion points, and other distinguishing points are modelled. Streamflow 
can therefore be calculated for all the significant points in the catchment.

The HEC-1 model by the US Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center 
(1973) incorporated a number of computer programs. These include- programs for flood 
hydrograph computations, water surface profile computations, reservoir system analyses, 
monthly streamflow synthesis and reservoir system operation for flood control.

A model aimed at flow forecasting in areas where snowmelt is prominent was 
developed by Quick and Pipes (1972). The model requires data on snow, rain, temperature, 
lake discharge and monthly evaporation and simulates a monthly record of flow.

Porter (1972) produced the Monash model which incorporates two versions, one called 
HYDROLOG operating on a daily basis and the other called HRCYCL that operates on an 
hourly basis. The versions are conceptually identical. The model is a general purpose 
one and has been used on large catchments, where the catchment is subdivided into its 
natural subcatchments which may be connected both in series and parallel.

Black and Aitken (1977) produced a model for simulation of urban catchments in 
which the pervious and impervious areas are considered separately.

Moore and Mein (1976) applied three different water balance models to four Australian 
catchments to evaluate the performance of such models. The three models used were the 
daily versions of the Boughton, Monash and SWM IV models. The Boughton model is a very 
simple model whilst the Monash and SWM IV models are both relatively complex. The 
latter two models are similar, the major difference being that the Monash model uses 
functions which are less empirical and has a simpler arrangement of storages.

The four catchments consisted of differing hydrologic conditions and performance 
of the models varied for the different catchments. Generally, it was found that 
performance of the Boughton model was less successful than the other two, which overall 
performed equally well. Comparison of models was difficult because for example, in 
one particular catchment the mean flow was produced better by the Monash model, but 
the range of flows better by the SWM IV model. Hence the choice of model over one 
would depend on the purpose of application. Although the Boughton model performance 
was not equal to the other two, it produced adequate monthly flows and might be 
attractive because of the minimal computer time required and its simplicity in use.

The major disadvantage of water balance models is that they require a large 
number of input parameters to describe the various processes and their interaction.
The initial parameter values often give poor results. Hence calibration is required 
to obtain a good fit between the recorded and simulated results and this may be 
expensive in computer time. Also different parameter sets may give similar results, 
implying that the model is not physically realistic. However the major handicap 
of water balance models is the need for experience and expertise in using the model
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correctly. A good understanding of the model and the way in which it responds to 
parameter changes is imperative for effective use and can only be gained through much 
time and effort.

3.3 SELECTION OF MODEL

The objective of the study is to develop or select a model to simulate streamflow 
in the Kaipara catchment. The catchment is subject to widely varying catchment charac
teristics and at present experiences.both drought and flooding problems. It is also 
under pressure of land use changes which may create further problems. For this reason 
an aim of the study is to use a model that makes an attempt to simulate the processes 
involved in producing streamflow, and one capable of modelling the different catchment 
characteristics and also any changes in the catchment.

/

The hydrograph of streamflow is the end product of the variable distribution 
of precipitation, evapotranspiration, physical catchment characteristics and soil 
moisture conditions, both in time and area. The purpose of hydrology is to account 
for these changes in the observed hydrologic variables and to predict the hydrologic 
behaviour of the catchment.

In Section 3.1 the literature survey identified the individual processes involved 
and investigated mathematical expressions used to describe them. The processes 
involved were interception, infiltration, percolation, interflow, groundwater flow, 
surface runoff and evapotranspiration. Whilst these processes can be identified and 
expressed individually it is a more difficult task to connect these together and 
describe their interactions which eventually produce streamflow.

In Section 3.2 the literature survey reviewed the general streamflow models. 
Statistical models, although commonly used, were not studied in detail because they do 
not relate the runoff phenomenon to known physical processes. Other models reviewed 
which do give at least some attention to physical aspects were:

(a) Unit hydrograph models

(b) Hydraulic models

(c) Hydrologic models

(d) Continuous Water Balance models.

Continuous water balance models appear to have many advantages over the other 
models and is clearly the most attractive. However there are also a number of 
disadvantages. They include the need for a thorough understanding of the model and 
experience in its use. Other disadvantages lie in the computer processing time and 
optimization of the many parameters that is required.

It should be realised that the runoff phenomenon is a complex interaction of many 
processes and whether each of these can be modelled accurately is questionable. 
Incorrect modelling of just one of the processes has an effect on all other processes 
and errors in one storm event will have a cumulative effect on the subsequent ones. 
Water balance models attempt to simulate an overall runoff pattern accurately including 
groundwater flows, peak flows and mean monthly and annual flows. In comparison other 
types of models deal with one storm event and can therefore be expected to model 
individual hydrographs more accurately.

The main advantage of water balance models is that it is capable of simulating a 
continuous hydrograph in a time dependant sequence. In contrast the other models
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(apart from statistical models) only produce single storm events of very short
period. They also rely on an arbitrary separation of baseflow and an infiltration 
loss to determine rainfall excess. Other disadvantages of each model are mentioned 
throughout Section 3.2, but the main limitation for their use in this study is that 
they only effectively model the surface runoff component.

Thus a water balance model is most suitable to carry out the work on the Kaipara 
catchment and is chosen accordingly.

Of the many water balance models available, the Stanford Watershed Model IV was 
selected because it has been most widely used and has shown to be successful in many 
applications. Despite its weaknesses, the model has been well received, for example 
Bell (1966) states "... greater confidence may be placed on runoff predictions from 
extreme conditions with the Stanford technique which attends mare thoroughly to the 
individual processes (than any other model)." Ibbitt and O'Donnell (1971) say 
"... (it is) the most generally applicable catchment model ...". Fleming (1975) lists 
14 researchers who have used the model in their studies , and an example of its use is 
given by Viessman et al. (1977).

The results of the model and a full discussion of its use for the Kaipara catchment 
is given in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER A

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS USING STANFORD WATERSHED MODEL IV

This Chapter presents a summary on the suitability of the Standard Watershed Model IV 
to simulate streamflow in the Kaipara catchment. A small drainage area known as the 
Kumeu Experimental Basin was used to test the model. The basin was considered to be 
a single land segment only and thus the channel routing proces^' of the model was not 
utilized. A description of the basin and the SWM IV model are given in Section 2.9 and 
Appendix A respectively.

Simulation runs were carried out on the PRIME 400 computer with a visual display 
unit, allowing an immediate inspection of the results. Twelve months of recorded data, 
from August 1977 to July 1978 were available for comparison with the simulated continu
ous record.

4.1 CALIBRATION OF THE MODEL

Calibration to obtain the model parameters for the catchment was carried out both 
objectively and subjectively. Initially the coefficient of correlation was used as the 
objective function to measure the goodness of fit between the recorded and simulated 
flows. However, it soon became apparent that use of the coefficient of correlation 
alone could give rise to misleading conclusions. Or in other words, optimising the 
objective function does not necessarily give the best fit in reproducing a continuous 
hydrograph of the record. The reason for this is that the coefficient of correlation 
only compares the magnitude of flow rates at corresponding times. It does not measure 
the more important factor, the shapes of the flood hydrographs. For example in a 
record where groundwater flow predominates, a set of parameters that produced
reasonable groundwater flow but poor peak flows, would probably have a higher coefficient 
of correlation than a set which produced the opposite results. Another situation in 
which the coefficient of correlation is inadequate is when the shapes of the hydrographs 
are well reproduced but there is a timing difference.

During the calibration phase, it was found that a visual examination of the recorded 
and simulated hydrographs in conjunction with the objective function was more effective 
in determining the best set of parameters.

A considerable amount of time was spent in the calibration phase due to the number 
of input variables involved. Initial trials gave a poor simulation of both the shape 
of the hydrograph and their peak values. Selected parameters which resulted in an 
overestimation of the peak flows, led to an underestimation of the groundwater component 
and vice versa.

An attempt was made to simulate the peak flows more accurately. Whilst this could 
be achieved, the resulting hydrograph shapes were unsatisfactory and the annual water 
balance was overestimated. Parameters could be chosen to give a good overall hydrograph 
shape, particularly the groundwater component, but it was difficult to reproduce major 
floods accurately.
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It soon became apparent that it would be difficult to calibrate the model without 
establishing some criteria as a basis of comparison. In addition to the use of visual 
inspection and the coefficient of correlation, calibration was achieved by matching the 
following statistics of the recorded flows.

(a) the mean annual flow to reflect the water balance of the catchment

(b) the mean daily peak flows of the three major floods of the record. This was 
selected as a criterion because it is essential that the model should simulate 
peak flows with a reasonable degree of accuracy.

The final set of parameters which best satisfied the above criteria is listed in
Table 4.1 and was obtained through sensitivity analysis. The coefficient of correlation 
corresponding to this parameter set was not the highest recorded but ranked sixth in 
the trials. Figures 4.1 to 4.6 illustrate the final results that were achieved.

The discussion in the remainder of this Chapter refers to the results obtained by 
this set of parameters.

Name of Parameter Symbol Value

Impervious Fraction A 0.010

Manning's n NN 0.035

Surface Runoff Length L 1000.0

Surface Runoff Slope SS 0.05

Interception Volume EPXM 2.5

Infiltration Constant INF 0.12

Interflow Constant INTER 3.00

Nominal Lower Zone Capacity LZSN 7.0

Nominal Upper Zone Capacity UZSN 0.3

Interflow Recession Constant IRC 0.20

Groundwater Recession Constant KK24 0.80

Evapotranspiration Loss Constant K3 0.23

Groundwater Loss Constant K24L 0.S0

Variable Groundwater Recession Constant KV 0.00

Table 4.1: Final Parameter Values

4.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

To determine the optimum set of parameters a sensitivity analysis was used.

Changes in parameters affected the simulated hydrograph in several ways. For example, 

the peak flow may have increased, but the rate of recession also changed along with the 

mean flow. Effects of parameter changes on the optimum set is shown in Table 4.2. In 

the sensitivity analysis only one parameter is changed at a time, the others remaining

at the final values.
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It is interesting to note the effect of the parameter EPXM representing the inter
ception storage capacity, on the coefficient of correlation. The highest coefficient 
of correlation is actually obtained by increasing EPXM from 2.5 mm to 7.6 mm. This 
change gave a better overall result than that adopted, but because an interception 
capacity of 7.6 mm for the basin was not realistic it was not used.

The sensitivity analysis illustrates that parameters INF and INTER are important 
and have marked effects on both the mean and peak flows. The parameter INF determines 
the rate of infiltration and its value has ranged between O.OOS and 1.35 in the 
literature. Its sensitivity is illustrated by the effect on all 5 criteria selected 
to determine final parameter values. The most pronounced effects are on the three 
peak flows which are all over-estimated. Decreasing INF from 0.12 to 0.0S increases 
Peaks A, B and C by 61%, 52% and 784 respectively. Increasing INF to 1.00 decreases 
the peaks by 434, 6S4 and 674. A much lower coefficient of correlation also results 
for these two changes in INF. The parameter INTER determines the level of moisture 
that enters interflow detention, and its value varies between 0.50 and 5.00. Increasing 
INTER from 3.0 to 4.0 did not have major effects on any of the criteria, whereas 
decreasing its value to 1.0 affected several of these. There was a significant decrease 
in the coefficient of correlation and decreases in the mean flow and Peak B of 164 
and 144, repsectively. However Peaks A and C increased by 444 and 464.

The parameter LZSN is the lower zone nominal capacity and represents the storage 
capacity in the zone of aeration from near the soil surface to the bottom of the root 
zone. An increase in its value physically means that the storage capacity would 
increase and therefore be capable of storing more moisture. It is a controlling factor 
in many processes such as infiltration, interflow, percolation to groundwater and also 
evapotranspiration from the lower zone. Therefore this parameter is mentioned as an 
important parameter, yet changes in its value led to surprisingly small effects. 
Increasing LZSN by more than twice (from 7.0 to 15.0) changed the mean flow by -0.534 
and Peaks A, B, C by 3.634, -3.144 and S.484. Decreasing LZSN to 3.0 had no effect on 
Peak A, increased Peak B by 6.674 and decreased Peak C by 6.774 whilst the mean flow 
increased by 5.894.

In contrast the upper zone nominal capacity UZSN is sensitive to changes and has 
marked effects on the mean flow as well as peak flows. This parameter represents the 
storage capacity of the thin layer of soil at the surface and includes surface storage 
in the form of puddles (surface detention). Values of USZN can range from 0.10 to 2.0. 
It is not very large but is rapidly depleted by evapotranspiration and therefore absorbs 
much of the rainfall of small storms and initial rainfall of large storms. A decrease 
in UZSN from 0.30 to 0.10 increased the mean flow, Peaks A, B and C by 74, 1204, 164 
and 424 respectively. An increase in UZSN to 0.50 lowered the three peaks by 334, 44, 
and 184 but increased the mean flow by 0.624. These changes illustrated that UZSN was 
an important parameter in calibration.

Water is discharged from an interflow storage at a rate dependent on the parameter 
IRC. It is the conventional recession constant given by the ratio of the interflow 
rate at any time, to the interflow rate 24 hours earlier. Therefore its values can 
range from 0.0 to 1.0. Analysis of recorded storms in the record suggested that IRC 
should range between 0.50 and 0.90. Hence initial simulation runs used this range of 
values and found that all peak flows were well underestimated. Changes in the other 
parameters did not significantly increase peak flows and hence simulation results were 
poor. It was subsequently discovered that reducing IRC began to have pronounced 
effects on peak flows and the results began to "at last" become more promising. The 
final value of IRC is 0.20. An increase to 0.60 reduces Peaks A, B and C by 294,
304 and 314 respectively. The mean flow only slightly increased by 2.214. Reducing
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IRC even further to 0.05 had very little effect on the mean flow again, but significantly 
increased Peaks A and C by 20$ and 19$, but peak B by only 1.65$. It was concluded that 
IRC is an important parameter and may be determined more effectively by calibration 
rather than storm hydrograph analysis.

The remaining parameters control groundwater flow from the basin and therefore 
as expected have little effect on peak flows. The most sensitive of these parameters 
is K24L which models the fraction of groundwater that is lost to the system, either 
by percolation to deep inactive groundwater storage or that amount which bypasses the 
outlet. Its sensitivity is reflected in the coefficient of correlation and also in 
the mean flow. Decreasing this fraction from 0.50 to 0.10 increases the mean flow by 
42$ whilst increasing it to 0.90 reduces the mean flow by 36$.

COLUMN

RCW
+
1
2

3
4
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15

16
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22
23

1 2 3 4 5 6 / 7 3

PARAMETER
FINAL 

VALUE OF 
PARAMETER

CHANGED 
VALUE OF 

PARAMETER

DAILY
COEFF.

OF
CORREL

MEAN
FLOW

(litres/sec)

Peak A
15 Aug 1977 
(litres/sec)

Peak B
18 June 1978 
(litres/sec)

Peak C
20 July 1978 
(litres/sec)

RECORDED
SIMULATED

1.00
0.746

105 .
118

1228
923

1450
1275

1592
1861

i/ALura
vALucS

EPXM 2.5 0.0 0.739 131 (11) 1062 (IS) 1237 (1) 1803 (-3)
7.6 (204) 0.757 112 (-5) 934 (1) 1291 (1) 1846 (-1)

INF 0.12 0.05(-58) 0.631 130 (10) 1486 (61) 1934 (52) 3312 (78)
1.00(733) 0.630 97 (-18) 530 (-43) 451 (-65) 623 (-67)

INTER 3.0 1.00(-67) 0.570 99 (-16) 1333 (44) 1095 (-14) 2714 (46)
4.00 (33) 0.721 126 (7) 918 (-D 1368 (7) 1350 (-1)

LZSN 7.00 3.00(-57) 0.747 125 (6) 923 (0) 1360 (7) 1735 (-7)
S.OO(-29) 0.748 122 (3) 933 (1) 1305 (2) 1804 (-3)

15.00(114) 0.727 117 (-1) 957 (4) 1235 (-3) 1963 (S)

UZSN 0.30 0.10C-67) 0.669 127 (8) 2035 (120) 1483 (16) 2637 (42)
0.50 (67) 0.712 119 (1) 619 (-33) 1228 (-4) 1527 (-18)

IRC 0.20 0.05C-7S) 0.721 121 (3) 1105 (20) 1296 (2) 2218 (19)
0.60(200) 0.723 121 (3) 652 (-29) 897 (-30) 1291 (-31)

KK24 0.80 0.50(-38) 0.736 122 (3) 934 (1) 1428 (12) 1961 (S)
0.95 (19) 0.737 113 (-4) 945 (2) 1216 (-5) 1844 (-1)

K3 0.23 0.1S(-35) 0.744 122 (3) 940 (2) 1276 (0) 1861 (0)
0.30 (30) 0.744 120 (2) 940 (2) 1275 (0) 1861 (0)

K24L o.so 0.10(-80) 0.753 167 (42) 984 (7) 1373 (8) 1965 (6)
0.90 (80) 0.695 75 (-36) 396 (-3) 1177 (-8) 1757 (-6)

KV 0.00 0.50 0.744 121 (3) 940 (2) 1275 (0) 1861 (0)
1.00 0.744 121 (3) 940 (2) 1275 (0) 1861 (0)

Table 4.2: Sensitivity Analysis of the Final Parameter Values

Notes: 1. The value in brackets in column 3 is the $ difference between the final
parameter value in column 2 and the changed value in column 3.

2. The value in brackets in columns 5, 6, 7, 8 is the $ difference between the 
simulated value produced by the final parameter (row 2), and the simulated 
value produced by the changed parameter.
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4.3 SUMMARY OF FLOW STATISTICS

The coefficients of correlation between the recorded and simulated flows are as 
shown in Table 4.3 below.

Coefficient of Correlation

Hourly Flows 0.746

Daily Flows 0.823

Monthly Flows 0.913

Table 4.3: Coefficient of Correlation

These compare favourably with other tests of the model and other water balance models 
(eg Porter, 1972; Wood, 1973; Moore and Mein, 1976).

The mean flow and standard deviation of flows are presented in Table 4.4. The 
mean recorded flow for the period is 105 litres/sec and the simulated flow is 118 
litres/sec, an error of 12.4%. The error is moderate and more accurate values were 
obtained using a different set of parameters but it led to larger errors in peak flow 
estimates.

Statistics Recorded Simulated i error

Mean Daily Flow (litres/sec) 10S 118 12.4

Standard Deviation of Daily Flows 130 201 11.7

Table 4.4: Mean Flow and Standard Deviation

Mean monthly flows are given in Table 4.5 and are illustrated in Figure 4.7. 
Values of mean recorded and simulated daily flows are presented in Table 4.6. It can 
be seen that in the drier months from December to April when flows are low, simulation 
results have larger errors, and notably in February and March where errors of 750% 
and 333% occur. This was an unexpected result, however the model emphasis had been on 
simulation of flood peaks rather than minimum flows. Tests by others of the model 
have produced similar results in simulation of mean monthly flows.

Year 1977 1978

Month Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July

Recorded (1/s) 132 130 76 57 46 13 4 6 52 94 235 403
Simulated (1/s) 116 89 48 67 39 32 34 26 184 136 231 356

% Error - -12 -32 -37 18 93 146 750 333 254 45 -3 -12

Table 4.5: Comparison of Mean Monthly Flows
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SUMMARY OF SIMULATED AND RECORDED FLOWS IN LITRES PER SECOND

1977 1978

AUS SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY J UN JUL

1ACT 168 90 36 52 20 19 3 2 1 103 46 174
SIM 253 74 32 91 4 21 5 5 1 194 19 168

2ACT 125 135 349 39 18 16 2 1 1 87 43 153
SIM 136 80 268 29 3 7 1 4 1 164 16 147

3ACT 85 178 212 1?? 18 14 3 31 1 65 39 136
SIM 107 104 139 351 2 4 1 212 1 119 12 129

4ACT 65 188 149 118 16 13 5 60 2 53 36 128
SIM 94 113 67 207 2 3 1 230 33 104 10 112

5ACT 48 236 124 64 14 12 4 19 3 45 35 202
SIM 82 132 52 69 1 2 1 64 14 93 8 213

6ACT 36 165 100 54 13 10 2 12 3 40 34 221
SIM 71 98 46 77 1 2 1 34 3 84 6 197

7ACT 28 127 124 89 13 10 1 9 2 65 44 176
SIM 60 88 79 174 1 1 1 30 ; 1 167 5 /395

8ACT 21 116 131 54 11 14 1 7 1 105 152 253
SIM 51 88 63 61 1 58 1 30 1 263 383 216

9ACT 16 131 90 64 13 55 1 5 1 101 80 268
SIM 42 107 42 97 36 323 1 29 1 155 140 144

1OACT 11 94 76 109 19 47 1 5 2 81 64 197
SIM 35 80 35 94 112 217 1 27 1 111 40 123

11 ACT 61 82 68 69 46 24 1 4 2 67 56 363
SIM 102 68 29 49 75 57 1 24 1 96 21 111

12ACT 27 72 67 56 199 28 1 3 2 58 53 381
SIM 54 59 37 36 716 126 1 20 1 89 18 99

13ACT 12 102 65 53 64 24 1 3 1 50 47 327
SIM 32 141 29 31 187 67 1 17 1 82 18 87

14ACT 7 96 54 49 186 16 * 1 3 1 95 43 720
SIM 26 120 19 26 373 27 1 13 1 190 17 75

15ACT 1228 279 52 40 144 13 1 3 1 391 41 391
SIM 923 271 15 21 229 17 1 11 1 547 16 64

16ACT 305 336 45 41 83 11 4 2 26 312 57 260
SIM 270 207 12 42 119 13 105 9 456 350 46 54

17ACT 242 273 44 50 63 9 20 2 142 195 796 208
SIM 148 153 9 43 92 10 400 7 787 213 970 174

18ACT 238 177 35 36 52 8 28 2 90 149 1450 346
SIM 127 97 8 18 79 8 189 5 455 177 1275 591

19ACT 180 142 31 31 42 6 11 2 133 122 551 869
SIM 104 35 6 11 66 6 55 4 463 159 593 388

2OACT 152 124 32 126 65 6 6 2 150 100 497 1592
SIM 100 77 5 191 175 5 29 3 467 142 409 1861

21ACT 133 109 45 88 48 6 4 2 200 85 487 708
SIM 96 69 4 156 38 4 23 3 654 125 392 1449

22ACT 116 91 45 58 36 6 3 1 100 78 434 866
SIM 90 59 3 42 49 3 20 2 334 109 412 941

23ACT 111 77 35 45 31 5 2 1 76 70 319 430
SIM 83 50 2 20 35 2 16 1 264 94 318 657

24ACT 132 104 31 38 29 4 3 1 51 63 283 363
SIM 89 73 2 15 28 2 13 11 226 82 298 568

25ACT 97 87 30 34 30 4 3 1 41 58 262 270
SIM 76 47 1 13 22 1 46 12 200 70 272 480

26ACT 85 72 28 29 27 3 3 1 34 56 253 609
SIM 69 35 1 11 17 1 24 3 174 60 259 389

27ACT 78 63 27 ?6 24 3 3 1 28 52 247 355
SIM 63 30 1 9 14 1 10 1 150 51 264 321

23ACT 73 59 26 25 21 3 2 1 150 48 237 425
SIM 56 26 1 7 11 1 6 1 237 43 245 277

29ACT 73 55 24 24 19 3 1 205 45 247 449
SIM 51 22 1 6 9 1 1 413 36 236 239

3OACT 69 53 24 22 27 2 1 103 43 205 396
SIM 48 20 30 5 128 1 1 176 29 202 204

31ACT 62 102 29 3 1 47 266
SIM 51 391 35 5 1 24 173

MEAN ACT 132 130 76 57 46 13 4 6 52 94 238 403
MEAN SIM 116 89 48 67 89 32 34 26 184 136 231 356

TABLE 4.6 ACTUAL AND SIMULATED MEAN DAILY FLOWS
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Figure 4.7: Recorded and Simulated Mean Monthly Flows

A summary of the simulated water balance is given in Table 4.7 which gives the total 
streamflow as 43% of the total rainfall and the actual evapotranspiration as 37% of the 
rainfall. Simulated components of this streamflow are presented in Table 4.8 which gives 
surface runoff as only 3.3% of the total streamflow and interflow as 50.9%. A summary of 
the recorded data for the 12 month period of simulation is given in Table 4.9. The 
simulated and recorded streamflows correspond well and it may be noted that the actual 
simulated evapotranspiration is only 56% of the potential evapotranspiration.

INPUT (mm) SIMULATED OUTPUT (mm)

Total Rainfall 1312 Total Streamflow 563
Change in Storage - 8 Total Evapotranspiration 483

Groundwater Loss 258

Sum 1304 Sum 1304

Table 4.7: Water Balance
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Simulated
Components mm *

Surface Runoff
Interflow

Groundwater Flow

18.6
286.6
257.8

3.3
50.9
45.8

Total Streamflow 563.0 100.0

Table 4.8: Components of Total Streamflow

I

Recorded Data (12 months) (mm)

Total Rainfall 1312
Total Potential Evapotranspiration 855

Total Recorded Streamflow 501

Table 4.9: Recorded Data

4.4 SIMULATION OF PEAK FLOWS

The quality of simulation of peak flows varied. Hydrograph shapes for the two 
highest mean hourly flows are shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. A comparison of the recorded 
and simulated peak mean hourly flows is given in Table 4.10. The largest error is at 
65% for peak C.

For water balance models these peak hydrograph shapes would be regarded as good 
simulations although not excellent ones. 3ecause the model is a continuous one in which 
a water balance for the whole record is aimed for, accurate simulation of individual 
storm runoff volumes is difficult.

Mean daily flows for the three peaks are also shown in Table 4.10. As previously 
mentioned, these three peaks were used as a criterion in selecting the optimum parameters 
It is pointed out that a different parameter set could produce a better peak for one 
of the storms but being a continuous model it would have an adverse effect on other 
peaks and possibly on simulation of groundwater flows. For example one set of parameters 
could simulate a mean daily flow of 1596 litres/sec for peak C giving an error of only 
0.35% but the other peaks resulted in errors of -48.5% and -14.6% for peaks A and B 
respectively.
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Figure 4,9: Peak Flow for 20th July 1978
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Peak Date Mean Hourly Peak Flows (litres/sec) Mean Daily Peak Flows (litres/sec)
Recorded Simulated % Error Recorded Simulate d 5 Error

A IS Aug 1977 6913 9444 36.6 1223 923 -24.8

B 18 June 1978 2459 1980 -19.5 1450 1275 -12.1

C 20 July 1978 3662 5969 63.0 1592 1861 16.9

Table 4.10: Peak Flows

i
4.5 SIMULATION OF THE FLOW DURATION CURVE

The flow duration curve of the mean daily flows (for flows less than 2 times the 
mean recorded flow) is shown in Figure 4.10. The simulated curve is adequately 
reproduced and illustrates that the range of flows has been reproduced to a moderate 
degree of accuracy.

% OF TIME EQUALLED OR 
EXCEEDED

Figure 4.10: Recorded and Simulated Flow Duration Curves
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4.6 COMMENTS ON THE RESULTS

Generally, the results have been disappointing although they have compared 
favourably with results of other similar studies. Most disappointing was simulation 
of peak flow hydrograph shapes (see Figures 4.8 and 4.9). Both the rising and falling 
limbs of the hydrograph have not been well simulated, and nor have peak values.

Simulation of mean monthly flows have been satisfactory although for lower summer 
flows they have been overestimated. Similarly groundwater flows have been simulated 
to a satisfactory degree of accuracy but not to a high degree.

4.7 POSSIBLE EXPLANATION OF ERRORS

4.7.1 Data Errors '

The accuracy of any water balance model is dependant on the reliability of the 
data used, particularly the rainfall data and the recorded streamflow data.

Analysis of results in this study revealed errors in the rainfall data during the 
last month of July. In the initial runs there was a time lag of 4*i days between a 
peak simulated and recorded flow. A check on rainfall data at the DSIR Kumeu Research 
Station revealed an error in rainfall data. To match timing of the peak simulated and 
recorded flows, it was necessary to adjust the rainfall data. This involved removal «
of 108 hours of rainfall data from the record. The result was a much improved simulated 
record. Another error (that still remains) is that the recorded hydrograph shows a 
rise from the 11th to the 14th of July (1978) whereas the simulated hydrograph does not 
show a storm event (see Figure 4.6). The rainfall record used had no rainfall recorded 
during these days, but data from the DSIR station showed that this is in error. The 
last week of July also suggests errors in rainfall data. It may have been better to 
omit the month of July because of these errors but this would only have given two major 
peak flows to use for simulation.

Other possible data errors would be in recorded flows which are dependant on the 
accuracy of the rating curve. A theoretical rating is used for stage heights greater 
than 1.7 metres (6.48 m’/s) and therefore it is difficult to assess the accuracy 
of peak flows greater than this stage.

Errors would also be present in evapotranspiration data, however these would have 
negligible effects on storms in comparison with rainfall and flow data. On the whole 
both rainfall and flow data in this study can be expected to be reasonably reliable and 
would not be the major source of differences in the recorded and simulated flows.
The gauge rainfall is representative of rainfall over the basin and river flow record
ings are well controlled, although as previously mentioned peak flows are subject to 
a theoretical rating.

4.7.2 Model Inadequacy

Major differences in the results could arise because of the structure of the model 
and also the inadequacy of the functions to describe the processes and their interactions. 
It is doubtful whether the model adequately describes the rainfall runoff processes on 
this particular basin and whether it is reproducing physically realistic results.

As an example, the model suggests that only 3.3% of the streamflow arises from 
surface runoff and that SO.9% arises from interflow (see Table 4.8). However the soil 
structure of the basin is such that interflow would not occur. Observation of the
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continuous hydrograph (Figures 4. 
conditions are simulated at less 
until the last three months when

1 to 4.6) indicates that initially soil moisture 
than actual values but gradually simulation improves 
the moisture conditions are over-estimated.

The model incorporates four storages of interception, upper zone, lower zone and 
groundwater storage (Figure 4.11), however movement of the water between the storages 
does not appear to occur in a realistic manner. Rainfall is first subject to intercep 
tion in the model and the excess is divided between pervious and impervious areas. 
However impervious areas do not have any vegetation cover and should therefore be 
subject to the total rainfall.

The upper and lower zones are defined by nominal capacities, rather than finite 
capacities. "The purpose of this is to avoid the abrupt change which would occur if 
an absolute capacity were reached, and to allow a smooth transition in simulation as 
the lower storage increases" (Linsley, 1976). Therefore it appears that this feature 
was adopted to present a better simulation of results.

Infiltration is controlled by the current lower zone moisture rather than the upper 
zone moisture. Infiltrated water enters the lower zone storage whilst the remaining 
volume is divided between the interflow detention and surface detention (see Appendix 
A). In reality, infiltration is controlled by the upper zone because the moisture 
content of the surface soil layer determines the infiltration rates. Moisture is lost 
from the upper zone storage by percolation directly to the groundwater zone. In practice 
movement is from the lower zone to the groundwater zone. Surface runoff is modelled by 
equations based on laboratory experiments on small surface areas and empirical formulae. 
Interflow runoff is simulated according to the linear recession rate, rather than 
a non-linear rate. Evapotranspiration is assumed to occur from the lower zone based 
on a linear variation in potential evapotranspiration varying from zero in some parts 
of the catchment to a maximum rate dependant on the vegetation type and density. Again 
there is little evidence to support this linear variation, although some variation would 
undoubtedly occur.

The relationships describing the movement of water appear to be intuitive rather 
than be based on any known physical relationships. The functions attempt to produce 
the simulated streamflow rather than the actual physical response. The SWM IV model has 
performed very well on larger catchment areas. However, it appears that simulation of 
smaller areas and on single land segments (in which the channel routing process is not 
used) has given less successful results. A possible explanation for this is that in 
a large catchment modelled with many land segments, runoff from the individual segments 
may not be very accurate, but the channel routing process has smoothed out the errors.

4.8 IMPROVEMENTS ATTEMPTED

Numerous attempts were made to improve the results of the simulation. These 
included modifications to various functions of the model such as that describing the 
infiltration and surface runoff processes. However significant improvements did not 
eventuate.

It was thought that a smaller time interval of 5 or IS minutes might produce more 
satisfactory results because the time of concentration for the basin is less than one 
hour. However the results produced at these intervals gave less satisfactory results 
which is not unexpected as it is more difficult to simulate catchment behaviour at 
smaller time intervals.
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Figure 4.11: Flowchart of the Stanford Watershed Model
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4.9 CONCLUSIONS

Although the SWM IV model has been widely used, its results have been varied. 
Linsley (1976) states that a model which appears to give excellent results for one 
catchment may be quite poor on another. In New Zealand the SWM IV has previously been 
used by Wood and Sutherland (1970) and Wood (1973). Wood and Sutherland evaluated the 
performance of the model on four experimental basins and one larger catchment. They 
concluded that the model performance was also disappointing particularly on a daily 
basis. Hourly simulations were only slightly more accurate and model parameters were 
significantly different to those used in the daily version. They suggested that the 
physical processes and properties were not being realistically modelled.

However it is claimed that a good water balance model is more accurate than other 
hydrologic methods of modelling streamflow. Therefore in an attempt to improve the 
results for this particular basin it was decided to formulate a new water balance 
model. The main objective in developing the new model called the Auckland Rainfall 
Runoff Model (ARRM), is to describe processes in terms of actual physical properties 
rather than to retreat to the empiricism that the SWM IV model uses. The ARRM model 
is based on the hydrologic processes as described in Section 3.1 and also uses some of 
the concepts of modelling streamflow as described in Section 3.2. A full description 
of the ARRM is presented in Chapter 5 following.
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CHAPTER 5

DEVELOPMENT OF THE AUCKLAND RAINFALL RUNOFF MODEL

5.1 STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL

The Auckland Rainfall-Runoff Model (ARRM) is a general water balance model 
designed to simulate the land phases of the hydrologic cycle. The processes considered 
in modelling rainfall to runoff are as follows.

(a) Interception

(b) Infiltration

(c) Percolation

(d) Interflow

(e) Groundwater Flow

(f) Surface Runoff

(g) Evapotranspiration

(h) Minor Impervious Area Runoff

Figure 5.1 is a schematic outline of the structure of the proposed ARRM model.

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the Structure of the ARRM ''odel
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The model can be used on any hydrologically homogeneous catchment, subcatchment, 
drainage basin or smaller area of land. For application in large catchments with differ 
ing hydrologic characteristics the model may be used in conjunction with the Kaipara 
River Model (Mukumba, 1978). The following discussion refers to a single hydrologically 
homogeneous land segment.

Input data for the ARRM consists of four separate computer files which are

(i) Input parameters and catchment information

(ii) Potential evapotranspiration data

(iii) Rainfall data

(iv) Recorded streamflow data

Potential evapotranspiration data is given as daily values and-'can be obtained from 
pan evaporation data or calculated from meteorological data. An input parameter PEFACT 
is used to change the potential evapotranspiration data from recording station values 
to a mean catchment value.

The time interval of the rainfall and streamflow data is specified by the user but 
must be the same for both. The model has been designed for a range of intervals between 
5 minutes and 1 hour although it could be used for both shorter and longer periods if 
necessary. As the recorded rainfall may not be representative of rainfall over the land 
segment a factor RFACT is used to give a better estimate of the mean rainfall and water 
balance but may not account for the variance of rainfall. Individual storm rainfall 
may therefore still be inaccurate.

5.2 INTERCEPTION

Rainfall that falls on a land segment is first subject to interception storage 
and is accounted for in the model by one input parameter, the vegetation storage 
capacity VSC. It represents the maximum volume of interception storage available to 
the vegetation and is dependant on the type of vegetation covering the land.

The following values of VSC are used:

Land Cover VSC (mm)

Grassland
Light Forest and Bush 

Heavy Forest

0.0 - 2.5
2.5 - 4.0
4.0 - 6.0

Table 5.1: Vegetation Storage Capacities

Rainfall is assumed to directly fill any available storage and is therefore 
dependant on the current interception storage.

ie if P j VSA then VS = VSC

if P < VSA then VS = VSI + P

where P » rainfall in mm
VSA = vegetation storage available ■ VSC - VSI 
VSI « initial or current storage

VS = vegetation storage after rainfall
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The parameter VSC has little effect on .. the hydrograph of a major storm but does 
affect those caused by storms of low rainfall. Interception also affects the overall 
runoff volume, ie mean annual flow.

5.3 SOIL MOISTURE ZONES

The model consists of the following soil moisture storage zones.

1. The A Zone

This zone is referred to as the A horizon which is the topsoil layer. It extends 
to a typical depth of 100 to 200 mm, and comprises the grass root zone.

2. The B Zone

The B horizon is typically 1 to 2 metres in depth. It coi&esponds to the zone 
of aeration from the base of the A horizon to the bottom of the root zone.

3. The C Zone

This zone is the C horizon from the base of the B horizon to the bottom of the 
active groundwater zone. This depth varies considerably even within a catchment 
and is difficult to define because of complexity of the geological structure.
When little is known of the geology and water table, it is suggested that for the 
purposes of water balance model the C zone depth could be assumed to lie between 
1 and 20 metres.

In the model these three zones are defined with a fixed capacity. However the C 
zone is considered to consist of two zones of variable capacity, viz.

(a) The F zone representing the remaining zone in the zone of aeration, that is, it 
extends from the base of the B horizon to the top of the water table. As the water 
table level rises, the height of this zone decreases.

(b) The Groundwater Storage zone representing the active groundwater storage, that 
is, the zone of saturation from the top of the water table to the base of the
C zone. The zone varies directly with the water table and is always at full ' 
capacity (ie saturated).

These zones are illustrated in Figure 5.2.

The input parameters which describe the storage capacity of these zones and the 
flow of moisture between the zones are listed in Table 5.2.

ZONE DEPTH (mm) POROSITY SATURATED
PERMEABILITY

PORE Sl2£ 
DISTRIBUTION 

INDEX
BUBBLING
PRESSURE

RESIDUAL
SATURATION

A ZONE AZD APOR AKS ALAM APB ASR
B ZONE BZD BPOR BKS BLAM BPB BSR
C ZONE CZD CPOR CKS CLAM CPB CSR

Table 5.2: Input Parameters for Soil Storage Zones

Typical parameter values are given in the tables below.
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Soil Zone Depth

Parameter Typical Depth (mm)

AZD 100 - 200

BZD 1000 - 2000
CZD 1000 - 20,000

Table 5.3: Typical Range of Zone Depths

I

The remaining parameters depend on the type of soil in each layer, as shown in Table
5.4 below.

Soil Type Porosity
Saturated

Permeability
(mm/min)

Pore Size 
Distribution 

Index, X

Bubbling 
Pressure 

(mm)
Residual

Saturation

Gravels 0.30 - 0.40 > 600 1.0 - 6.0 1 - 50 0.00 - 0.10
Sands 0.40 - 0.50 5.0 - 600 1.0 - 5.0 100 - 500 0.08 - 0.20
Loams 0.35 - 0.50 1.0 - 5.0 1.0 - 4.0 200 - 700 0.18 - 0.22

Clayey Soils 0.40 - 0.55 < 0.01 1.0 - 3.0 300 - 800 0.20 - 0.35
Peaty Soils 0.60 - 0.80 0.1 - 5.0 1.0 - 2.0 100 - 300 0.10 - 0.25

Table 5.4: Typical Values for Soil Parameters

These values are obtained from the work of Brooks and Corey (1966) and the terms are 
defined in Section 3.1.3. The moisture storage capacity of each zone is given by the 
thickness of the zone times its porosity.

Although the F zone and groundwater storage zone vary in capacity individually 
at any instant, the total soil moisture capacity of the two zones combined is always 
constant and equivalent to the C zone capacity.

5.4 INFILTRATION

The infiltration process is probably the most important factor to be considered 
in any water-balance model. Infiltration rates are highly variable and are dependant 
on many factors such as soil type, vegetal cover and initial moisture content (Section 
3.1.2). In a water balance model, a simple and reliable method for calculating 
infiltration is required. It would also be an advantage to use a method that has a 
theoretical basis and uses the physical properties of different soil types, rather 
than an empirical method. Philips equations (Section 3.1.2) are simple and have a 
theoretical basis. However they were tested on only one soil type of clay. Although 
sorptivity is identified as a physical property of soils, values for a wide range of 
soils are not available.

Brooks and Corey (1964) carried out extensive tests on a large number of different 
soils to establish soil properties (Section 3.1.3) but their tests dealt with the 
percolation of moisture in soils rather than infiltration. Manley (1977, 1978), using
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Philip's equations and the work of Brooks and Corey, was able to link the properties 
involved in the infiltration process with the properties of percolation. He established 
a relationship between the sorptivity, the saturated permeability and the
capillary suction. Such a relationship has a great advantage because it makes it 
possible to describe both the infiltration and percolation processes using 
a minimum number of properties of the soil.

5.4.1 Determination of the Mean Infiltration Capacity

Returning to Darcy's equation, and using the approximation that K » Ks,

3Z
3t 5.1

/

where Ks

P

saturated permeability (mm/min)

capillary suction in advance of the wetting front (mm) 

depth to the wetting front (mm)

Integration of the inverse of equation 5.1 gives

Using the power series by Philip for the depth to the wetting front

S t1 ♦ A t

5.2

(see equation 3.6)

5.3

and differentiating with respect to time gives

— • h S t'4 * A
3t

5.4

Philip (1957d) has shown that equations 5.3 and 5.4 are satisfactory approximations 
to equations 5.2 and 5.1. Using the above four equations it is possible to redefine 
the sorptivity, S, and the constant A. As t tends to infinity, the infiltration rate 
tends to the constant value of Ks which can be shown from equation S.l. Substituting 
this condition in equation 5.4 gives

A = Ks

This is an assumption which is not strictly correct as Philip has shown that equations 
5.3 and 5.4 are not valid for large times (greater than 10s secs). However, as an 
approximation, it is sutiable for small times.

Now substituting equation 5.2 in 5.3 with A = Ks gives

M 1I”
Substitution of the expansion of log (1 ♦ y)

1 Z - P [ ■
Iks J 1L 1i p

[ i { 2 - P Lag *

2 3

♦ Z - P

U M ] ]

y 2 y 3
- x_ + z_ - ... for y < 1 gives

(r-
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for the condition that — 4 1.
P

Assuming that Z is much smaller than P which is often the case for moisture move
ment in soils, the additional terms in the above equation can be ignored. Therefore

and

Substituting into equation 5.3 gives

Z - (2KS Pt)*1 + Ks t S. 5

Manley checked the accuracy of equation S.5 with equation S.2 which is an exact 
equation, and found that the approximations gave satisfactory results. The value of 
Ks in equation 5.5 is the saturated permeability at the top of the soil surface (A 
Zone). Equation 5.5 gives the depth of potential infiltration in terms of the initial 
capillary suction P. It is now left to define P in terras of the saturation S. Such 
a relationship is available from the work of Brooks and Corey as described previously 
in Section 3.1.3.

ie

where

5.6

5.7

where Sr, X, and P^ are constants 
are given in Table 5.4.

for a given soil of the A tone and values of which

Equation 5.S gives the potential infiltration depth at any instant of time during 
a period of continuous rainfall. The sorptivity given by (2KS P)remains constant 
throughout this period of rainfall and is evaluated at t ■ 0, ie the capillary suction 
P which varies with the saturation takes on the value given by the saturation when 
the rainfall began. It only takes on a new value for a new period of rainfall.

In the model, the value of the infiltration in a discrete time interval during a 
period of continuous rainfall (ie no cessations) is required. Consider a typical 
situation (Figure 5.3) after a moisture supply begins.

The sorptivity is calculated for the moisture conditions at this initial time 
where t * 0. The depth to the wetting front after a time t is given by equation 5.5 
as

Z, =■ (2KS P)*1 t? * Ks t? 5.3

After a time t2, the depth to the wetting front since t = 0 is

Zz = (2KS P)4 tz^ * Ks tz1» S.9

The change in depth to the wetting front during the time interval t[ to t2 is

AZ » Z2 - Zi s. 10
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Figure 5.3: Potential Infiltration Rate During a Period of Continuous Rainfall

Equation 5.10 then gives the change in depth to the wetting front which now needs 
to be multiplied by the available pore space per unit depth, to give the infiltration 
capacity. It is related to the current soil saturation S and the porosity of the soil 
n, by

F = AZ (1 - S)n S.ll

Equation 5.11 has been derived using an analysis by Philip (1957) for infiltration 
into a soil sample. Philip did not consider the effects of vegetation cover, but 
emphasised the effect of infiltration with soil moisture content. It is a well known 
observation that the stripping of vegetation cover leads to a decrease in infiltration. 
Therefore equation 5.11 is modified by an input parameter SURF which relates infiltration 
to the type of vegetation cover. The value of SURF is equivalent to "A" in Holtan's 
equation (Section 3.1.2) and typical values are given in Table 5.S. The infiltration 
capacity in the model is therefore given by

F - SURF . AZ (1 - S) n 5.12

where AZ is given by equations 5.6 to 5.10 

S = current saturation

n = porosity
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The parameter controlling the infiltration rate is Ks, the saturated permeability
at the surface soil.(denoted by SKS). Initial values are chosen from values of saturated
permeability in Table 5.4.

Values of SURF

Cover or Land Use
Early

Growth
Stage

Full
Growth
Stage

Fallow Land 0.10 0.30
Row Crops 0.10 0.20

Small Grains 0.20 0.30
Hay (legumes) 0.20 0.40

Hay (sod) 0.40 0.6£
Pasture (Bunch Grass) 0.20 o Jo

Temporary Pasture (sod) 0.40 0.60
Permanent Pasture (sod) 0.80 1.00

Woods and Forest 0.80 1.00

Table 5.5: Values of the Parameter SURF

5.4.2 Areal Variation in Infiltration

In the above analysis a homogeneous soil is assumed, whereas in the field there 
is a considerable variation in the infiltration capacity.

Analysis of hydrographs in this study suggested that surface runoff occurs over 
only a portion of the basin. For example a pattern of rainfall occurred over the basin 
as shown in Figure 5.4(a) resulting in the hydrograph of Figure 5.4(b). It was noted 
that there was an immediate repsonse to even the small initial volume of rainfall.
A simple subtraction of a constant infiltration volume was made to give a volume of 
rainfall excess equal to the volume of surface runoff. The rainfall excess diagram 
indicates that the surface runoff should have commenced later than shown by the record. 
It was further noted that even very small volumes of rainfall produced a change in the 
stream flow. This suggests that infiltration is highly variable over the area and that 
surface runoff occurs only over a portion of the area.

Many researchers such as Freeze (1972a), Betson (1964), Dunne and Black (1970), 
and Hewlett and Nutter (1970) have carried out analyses which support the concept of 
a partial area leading to surface runoff. Freeze suggests that surface runoff occurs 
from areas that are closest to the stream channel where the soil moisture content is 
higher as a result of previous downslope water movement.

Crawford and Linsley (1966) introduced the assumption of a linear variation in 
infiltration over the area. This assumption is equivalent to the broken line of the 
frequency distribution illustrated in Figure 5.5. It is suggested (HSP Operations 
manual, Hvdrocomp, 1976) that the actual frequency distribution is more likely to be that 
shown by the solid line of Figure 5.5 and the corresponding cumulative frequency 
distribution as shown in Figure 5.6. Experience has indicated that while the linear 
distribution is a satisfactory approximation a flat curve might be more realistic.

Therefore the ARRM introduces a simple polynomial expression to represent the 
solid curve of Figure 5.6 which is just as simple for the calculation of infiltration
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Figure 5.5: Frequency Distribution of Infiltration 
Capacity

Fraction of Area with Infiltration Capacity 
Equal to or less than the Value Indicated

Figure 5.6: Cumulative Distribution of IC
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as the linear one. To calculate the volumes of infiltration and surface detention, 
given the mean infiltration capacity, it is convenient to describe the abscissa of 
Figure 5.6 as a function of the moisture supply r. This is shown in Figure 5.7.

Fraction of Aroa with infiltration 
Capacity Equal to or loss than the 
value Indicated.

E
E

a
J!
*
I«4 O

Figure 5.7: Areal Variation in Infiltration in the ARRM

The intersection of the curve of Figure 5.7 and the volume of moisture supply 
r, give the mean length (or area) over which surface detention forms and leads to 
surface runoff. Hence the abscissa is described as the "runoff area fraction", RAF, 
which is a function of the moisture supply r. Hence it is convenient to formulate the 
polynomial expression as

RAF - f(r)

with RAF as the abscissa and r, the ordinate.

In doing so, the following four conditions are assumed

(1) f(0) - 0

(2) f(2F) = 1.0

(3) f'(0) » 0

(4) f'(2F) - 0

where F is the mean infiltration capacity over the area, as given by equation 5.12. 
Letting,

RAF = f(r) = A + Br * Cr2 + Dr3

and substituting the four above conditions results in the simple expression

RAF = f(r) for r < 2F

RAF = 1.0 for r i 2F

5.13

5.14

Hence given the mean infiltration capacity F, for the area and the volume moisture 
supply r, the fraction of area leading to surface runoff can be calculated. The 
volume of surface runoff for r < 2F is therefore
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r

f(r)
0 (2F)2 UF) 5.15

The volume of infiltration (which enters the A zone) is given by the difference in the 
rainfall and surface runoff volumes. A summary of these volumes is given in Table 5.6.

r < 2F r > 2F

Volume of Surface 
Detention Vr

r3 r“ r - F(2F) * 2 . (ZF)3

Runoff Area
Fraction RAF

3 te)' ■' te)' 1.0 !'

Volume of Infiltration r - Vr F

Table 5.6: Summary of Infiltration and Surface Detention Response to Rainfall 
over the Land Area due to Areal Variation of Infiltration Capacity

5.5 PERCOLATION

A relatively simple method to calculate percolation was developed by Brooks and 
Corey (1964, 1966) as described in Section 3.1.3. Their work is based on the equations 
describing partially saturated flow and also on a large number of experimental tests 
with different soil types. This method is used to calculate percolation in the model. 
It is based on equations 3.1, 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14.

5.5.1 Percolation from the A Zone

Percolation from the A Zone into the B Zone is given by

where

VA *‘eA l3LJA

keA * ksA seA(2 + 3xaW

and SeA = (SA - SrA)/(1.0 - SrA)

where [jQ - (L * PB - PA)/L

and PB - PbB (SeB) 1/AB

Pa ’ pbA (seA)</xA

The variables in the above equations are defined as follows:

VA = percolation from the A zone in mm/min 

keA “ effective permeability at base of A zone (or top of B zone) in mm/min
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ksA = saturated permeability at base of A zone (or top oc B zone) in mm/min 

SeA = effective saturation of A zone

XA = pore size distribution index of A zone 

Sa = saturation of A zone

SrA = residual saturation of A zone 

Pg = capillary suction pressure of B zone in mm 

PA - capillary suction pressure of A zone in mm

L » distance between the mid-points of the A and B zones in mm

P5B ■ bubbling pressure of B zone in mm 

SeB “ effective saturation of B zone

Xg » pore size distribution index of the B zone I

P]jA = bubbling pressure of A zone in mm

It is seen that percolation from this zone is dependant on the moisture content of both 
A and B zones.

5.S.2 Percolation from the B Zone

Percolation from the B zone into the F zone is given by

is assumed to equal one because the change in capillary suction with depth 
is small.

The effective permeability keg is given by

keB ksB
<- (2+3Xg)/Xg
JeB

where Seg ’ (Sg - Srg)/(1.0 - SrB)

where the subscript B refers to the B zone. The saturated permeability at the base 
of the B zone, ksB, controls the percolation from the B zone (BKS in Table 5.2).

5.5.3 Percolation from the F Zone

Percolation from the F zone into the 
expressions of the percolation from the B

VF «

groundwater storage zone is by similar 
zone.

where (WF « 1

and keF = ksC
C C2*3Xc)/Xc

■ eF

where SeF = CSF - srF)/(i.o - S

where the subscript F refers to the F zone.
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5.6 INTERFLOW

It is emphasised that interflow occurs only with special types of soil and geological 
features. It is included in the model to give it flexibility. If interflow is unlikely, 
the input parameters defining interflow can be set to zero. Manley (1978) suggests that 
the interflow runoff should be a function of the slope of the soil zone layer, the 
average cross-sectional area of lateral flow and the effective permeability. Only the 
effective permeability varies with time and therefore Manley gives interflow runoff as

INTERFLOW = IS . ke/ks

or INTERFLOW = IS . Se(2+3X)/X

where IS is the interflow runoff from the upper zone at saturation.
/

The ARRM uses essentially the same expressions. The A zone interflow discharge 
is

AQINT = CONI . AZC . SeA(:2 + 3XA^/XA

where CONI is an input parameter between 0 and 1.0.

It is the fraction of A zone storage that leads to interflow runoff when the A zone 
is completely saturated. Similarly the B zone interflow discharge is

BQINT - CON2 . BZC . SeB(2+jXB^/xB 

where CONZ is an input parameter also between 0 and 1.0.

5.7 GROUNDWATER FLOW

A number of different methods (see Section 3.1) were tried in attempting to model 
groundwater flow. It was found that a simple linear storage-discharge relationship 
in conjunction with the continuity equation, gave satisfactory results and because of 
its simplicity was adopted here. The storage-discharge relationship is

S « KQ 5.16

where S = groundwater storage in mm 

K » timing constant in min 1 

Q = groundwater flowrate in mm.min"1

The continuity equation is

(Ii * Iz) - (Qi * Qz) - S.17it

where Ii » inflow to groundwater storage at the beginning of the time interval 
in mm/min

I2 » inflow to groundwater storage at the end of the time interval in mm/min

Qi = outflow from groundwater storage at the beginning of the time interval 
in mm/min 1

Q2 = outflow from groundwater storage at the end of the time interval in mm/min

51 » storage at the beginning of the time interval in mm

52 » storage at the end of the time interval in mm
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Substituting equation 5.16 into equation 5.17 and rearranging gives

Q2 » Ci(Ii * 12) * C2Q1

where Ci » ------------
QK + At

C2 »
2K + At

The value of K is determined from the input parameter RECESS which is an average value of 
the daily rate of groundwater recession. It takes on a value between 0 and 1.0 and 
is best determined by calibration of the model. It can be shown that

1 - (RECESS)p •

where P » -A1— (1440 = number of minutes per day)
1440

In some catchments, where acquifers are leaky, there may be some groundwater lost to 
deep percolation into an inactive storage, or the groundwater and surface water basin 
boundaries may be different. Also the stream under consideration may be a tributary 
of a river, in which case there would be some groundwater flow bypassing the outlet.
To allow for this the model allows a certain loss from the storage as

GWL = GPASS . Qz

where GWL » volume of losses from groundwater storage
GPASS = an input parameter between 0.0 and 1.0

Hence the groundwater flow into the stream QGW is

QGW =■ (1.0-GPASS) Qz

5.8 SURFACE RUNOFF

Surface runoff is modelled on the concept of partial area runoff (ie runoff is 
derived from only part of the area and not the whole area). Partial area runoff arises 
from the concept of areal infiltration capacity as mentioned in Section 5.4 and Figure 
5.7) .

The surface runoff equations are derived from the continuity equation and a storage- 
discharge relationship. The model treats the land segment as a reservoir or storage of 
variable size and hence the storage relationship used is of the form

St ’ Kt Qt

where Kt = k£ Q™

The relationship can alternatively be written as

where m is a constant for which a value of 0.60 has been used in this study. In the 
literature values range between 0.60 and 0.30. Mein et al. (1974) give analytical
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and empirical evidence for values of m and show that for a rectangular cross - section 
of flow m ■ 0.60. In this study changes in m had very little effect on runoff. The 
value of kt varies with time and is given by the relationship

kt = ROUGH . RAF

ROUGH is a measure of the surface roughness of the land segment being considered and 
is dependant on many factors such as land cover, slope and length of the segment. Its 
value is constant for the land segment and has be determined by calibration.

RAF is variable. It is the fraction of area contributing to the runoff, as described 
in Section S.4, and is given by equations 5.13 and 5.14, ie it is the fraction of area 
over which surface detention storage occurs and which generates runoff in the given time 
interval (Figure 5.8). RAF is found from the cumulative infiltration capacity curve 
and is known to vary because surface storage builds up during a storm (ie rising limb 
of the hydrograph) and recedes down the slope after the storm ceases (falling limb).

Figure 5.8: Illustration of Partial Area Runoff Due to Areal 
Variation in Infiltration Capacity

The concept implies that the variation in infiltration capacity decreases from the 
highest to the lowest point of the land area. This will be true, particularly as 
surface runoff tends to move downhill with time making the lower land increasingly 
wetter and therefore lower in infiltration capacity. It supports the conclusion of many 
researchers that more surface runoff occurs with high intensity rainfall from areas 
lower in the catchment and close to stream channels where the water content is high 
because of downslope runoff movement.

Equation 5.18 then gives a function relating the surface detention storage to the 
surface runoff discharge rate. The actual discharge is continuously estimated by 
solving the continuity equation.
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Now in general, the continuity equation is

Y (ii ♦ i2) - (qi + q2) - S2 - S2

where ii and i2

qi and q2

Si and S2

inflow in previous and current time intervals respectively 
(m’/s per unit area)

outflow in previous and current time intervals respectively 
(m’/s per unit area)

storage remaining at the end of the previous and current time 
interval respectively (m’ per unit area)

In the modelling of surface runoff, ii and i2 are the rainfall excess volumes.
However, for practical reasons, these rainfall excess volumes arise from both the surface 
detention storage at the end of a time interval plus the current rainfall passing 
interception, which added, are subject to infiltration. Hence in the continuity 
equation, ii is modified by the allowance of So (detention storage two time intervals 
ago), and i2 by the allowance of Si. Thus Si is set equivalent to zero in the 
continuity equation.

The continuity equation in its modified form is then

Y (ii * i2) - y + ’ Sz 5.19

where i2 = rainfall excess in the current time interval (m’/s per unit area). It 
is actually given by Vr2 (see Table 5.6) where r is equal to the amount 
of rainfall passing interception plus the detention storage at the end 
of the previous time interval.

Similarly
ii ■ rainfall excess in the previous time interval (calculated by the same 

criterion as i2)

Substituting equation 5.18 into 5.19 and rearranging gives

■ 2S2
4 x it

. . q2 » ii + i2 - qi - -7- (k2 q2m) 5.20
it

where m = constant = 0.6

Equation 5.20 can be solved by trial and error, setting q2 initially equal to 
qi on the right hand side for the first trial. The iteration will converge very rapidly 
if it is sufficiently small. It will always tend toward the final solution from below 
on the rising limb of the hydrograph and from above on the falling limb. This may lead 
to a systematic error in the result, so to reduce the likelihood of systematic errors, 
the Newton-Raphson method is used for the solution of equation 5.20. To start the 
iterative process, the initial value of q2 is estimated as b(qi + i2). The equation 
solved has the form

% = 9»
at(q2 ♦ qi - i2 - ii) + 2 k2q2m

At + 2k2 m q™'1
5.21

where qn is a new estimate of q2 . m » 0.6
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Two conditions are used for testing of convergence of the solution. The first is that 
the absolute value of the difference between the old and new estimate of q2 must be 
less than 2i of qn. The second is that the absolute value of the difference must be 
less than some acceptable error, ie the values to which discharges are measured. If 
both conditions are not satisfied, then q2 takes on the value of qn and another estimate 
is found using equation 5.21. This is repeated until at least one of the conditions is 
satisfied with q2 finally taking on the latest value of qn- Generally, no more than 2 
iterations are required. This method can arrive at the solution from either above or 
below. Mein et al. (1974) suggest a choice of time interval that gives at least five 
points on the rising limb of the hydrograph. However the time of concentration should 
also be considered. It is recommended that a time interval of no more than one-half 
of the time of concentration, and if practical, even less, be used.

i
5.9 EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

The first consideration in determining evapotranspiration from a land segment is 
to determine the potential evapotranspiration for the given time interval. Fleming 
(1970) proposed two diurnal distributions for evaporation (see Section 5.1). One is 
for a clear day and the other for a cloudy day (Figure 5.9). They are used in 
conjunction with daily pan evaporimeter measurements or monthly values from various 
evaporation formulae (eg Penman, Thornthwaite, etc).

The distributions calculate the potential evapotranspiration during a time interval 
at any time of the day in which evapotranspiration is assumed to start soon after sunrise 
and cease at sunset. The model requires daily values of potential evapotranspiration 
data together with an indication of whether each day is cloudy or clear. If daily 
pan values are available they need to be converted to potential evapotranspiration by 
multiplying by a pan factor (usually between 0.65 to 0.85). In New Zealand climate
stations record cloud amounts and if greater than 3/8 the day is assumed to be cloudy.
The input parameters required for defining the distributions are SUNRIS (an average
time of sunrise for the area) and DAYLEN (the average length of the day, ie sunrise to
sunset).

Having determined the potential evapotranspiration for the time interval it is 
now necessary to find the actual evapotranspiration in that time interval, which is 
dependent on the availability of water.

Evapotranspiration is assumed to occur from the three following storages in the 
order presented.

1. Interception Storage at the potential rate

2. The A zone at a rate dependant on the potential evapotranspiration and 
vegetation type

3. The B zone at a rate dependant on the potential evapotranspiration and 
vegetation type.

Moisture from the A zone is removed by transpiration of plants that have their 
roots in this zone. The vegetation type is assumed to have a maximum possible suction 
potential. Vegetation over the land segment will be at different stages of growth and 
condition and therefore it is likely that the suction potential for drawing moisture 
from the soil is variable over the area. Some vegetation will transpire more freely 
than others. To account for this variation, a cumulative distribution (similar to that 
of infiltration, Sect ion 5.4.2) is used. The potential moisture loss due to evapotrans
piration from the A zone is therefore given by
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Figure 5.9: Non-Dimensional Diurnal Evaporation 
Distributions

The terms EVI and DHOUR in Figure 5.9 are defined as follows: 
(Potential Evapotranspiration abbreviated PE)

Average daylight PE rate total 24 hours 
daylength

where daylength = time from sunrise to sunset

EVI = evaporation
PE during time interval 
average daylight PE rate

DHOUR = time index

time from sunrise
daylength
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PE1* ) 
2TPA3j

zone in mm

PMLA ■ PE - -
(TPA2

where PMLA ■ potential moisture loss from the A

PE ■ potential evapotranspiration applied to the A zone in mm (after inter
ception is satisfied)

TPA » an input parameter defining the maximum evapotranspiration suction 
potential for the A zone in mm (see Table S.7)

This relationship is illustrated in Figure 5.10.

i

PE

f
transpiration suction 

potential

Fraction of Area with a 
transpiration suction prossurt 
loss than or equal to tho 
value indicated

Figure 5. 10: Areal Variation in Transpiration Suction Potential

The actual evapotranspiration from the A zone is then given by PMLA so long as there 
is sufficient moisture available in the A zone. .

The actual evapotranspiration from the B zone is considered in an identical manner 
to the A zone. The potential moisture loss due to evapotranspiration from the B zone 
is given by

PMLB - PE f PE3 . PE1* ) 
(tPB2 ' 2TPB3J

where PMLB ■ potential moisture loss from the B zone in mm

PE ■ potential evapotranspiration applied to the B zone in mm (after the A
zone is satisfied)

TPB « an input parameter defining the maximum evapotranspiration suction 
potential for the B zone in mm (see Table 5.7)
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Land Cover (with 
roots that penetrate 

into the given 
soil zone)

Value of TPA or TPB

Open Land IS - 16

Grassland 16 - 17

Light Forest 17 - 18

Heavy Forest 18 - 20

Table 5.7: Maximum Evapotranspiration Potentials

5.10 IMPERVIOUS AREAS

Most catchments contain varying degrees of impervious areas such as roads, foot
paths, buildings and rock outcrops on which there is no infiltration. In hydrologic 
models three different classes of impervious areas are to be distinguished. These 
consist of

Cl) Indirectly Connected Impervious Areas

These are areas that are indirectly connected to the stream by storm drains 
such as is typical of urban areas. Rain that falls on these impervious 
areas have a lag time before it eventually reaches the stream.

(2) Unconnected Impervious Areas

These are impervious areas that are not connected to the stream at all and 
do not directly contribute to streamflow. Examples of these types of areas 
are in rural areas where rainfall falls on roads and then drains to earth 
ditches, becoming then subject to infiltration. Rooftops with downpipes 
that discharge to the soil are also in this category.

(3) Immediately Connected Impervious Areas

These are areas that are immediately connected to the stream, that is, they 
are adjacent to the stream. Typical areas are factories or commercial land 
sited next to the stream, exposed water surfaces such as lakes or the stream 
itself. In the majority of rural areas, this area is very small, often less 
than S percent of the total land segment. Hence its contribution to storm 
runoff is negligible. However in catchments with large lakes or significant 
channel surface areas, or in urban areas, the percentage of total area may 
be significant. For these immediately connected impervious areas, the 
runoff is instantaneous and there is no appreciable lag time.

The first class of impervious area applies to urban catchments and therefore is not 
considered in the model. The second class is treated as negligible because water that 
falls on these areas is later subject to infiltration. The third class is represented 
in the model by

QIMM = R1 . FAIMM' . AREA

where QIMM = runoff from immediately connected impervious areas 
R1 » rate of rainfall falling over the area

AREA » total land area
FAIMM » fraction of immediately connected impervious area. Generally it is 

between 0.0 and 0.20.
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5.11 CALIBRATION AND INPUT PARAMETERS

There are four parameters that are obtained by calibration, these being ROUGH,
SKS, CKS and RECESS. ROUGH is the surface runoff roughness factor and is a measure of 
the roughness of the land and effectively determines the storage and timing of surface 
runoff. Increasing the value of ROUGH has the effect of reducing the peak and increas
ing the baselength of surface runoff. It is the most important parameter in the model 
and the only parameter for which an initial value is difficult to prescribe. It is 
hoped that further use of the model will give an initial estimate. In this present 
study, a wide range of values was tried. The first estimate was 0.33, but it was soon 
apparent from peak hydrographs that the estimate was too low. Values were steadily 
increased and a final value of 200 was adopted. SKS is the saturated permeability at 
the surface and determines the level of infiltration. It also affects the magnitude 
of peak flows. Initial values can be taken from Table 5.4. CJCS is the saturated 
permeability of the C zone and determines the rate of percolation into the groundwater 
storage and therefore is a major factor in determining the groundwater flow. RECESS 
is the groundwater recession rate and therefore also determines the groundwater flow 
rate. In calibration, the best combination of ROUGH AND SKS is required for simulating 
the storm hydrographs. Similarly the best combination of CKS and RECESS are the 
important parameters which determine the rate of groundwater flow.

The remaining parameters can be found from maps or the various tables given in 
this Chapter.

5.12 COMPUTER PROGRAM

The ARRM model was written in the FORTRAN IV language and was developed for the 
Prime 400 computer system. A listing of the program and relevant operating instructions 
are given in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 6

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS USING ARRM MODEL

This Chapter presents the results of the ARRM model used on the Kumeu Experimental 
Basin. The model allows the user to choose any specified time interval. As the time 
of concentration of the basin is approximately one hour, fifteen minutes was chosen as 
the time interval for simulation. The period of simulation is the same as that used 
for the SWM IV model (Chapter 4), that is 12 months from August 1977 to July 1978.

6.1 CALIBRATION OF THE MODEL

As with the SWM IV model, a considerable amount of time and numerous trials were 
required before an adequate simulation of results was reached. Initial trials were 
poor in simulation of both peak flows and groundwater flows. The groundwater component 
was over-estimated. As an initial step it was felt more efficient to calibrate the 
model using a 24 hour period of record only. The flood on 15 August 1977 was selected 
because it contained the highest instantaneous peak flow. This step proved to be 
useful in setting the order of magnitude for parameter values that were to be used for 
calibration of the whole record. The calibration using the flood produced good results 
in simulating the general hydrograph shape and peak value as shown in Figure 6.1 which 
shows the mean simulated and recorded 15 minute flows. However, when the results were 
presented as mean hourly flows (Figure 6.2) the peak hourly flow was over-estimated.

Various values of the parameters ROUGH and SKS were tried in an attempt to obtain 
a better simulation of hourly flows. The sensitivity of the parameter ROUGH is 
illustrated by Figure 6.3 and the best hydrograph shape obtained is shown in Figure 
6.4.

When these parameters were used for the whole record, the storm hydrographs on 
18 June 1978 and 20 July 1978 were over-estimated. The next step in the calibration 
was to find a more suitable combination of ROUGH and SKS for the whole record. The 
value of SKS obtained from the 15 August 1977 was held constant, and values of ROUGH 
adjusted. Then values of CKS and RECESS were varied, CKS initially being held constant 
until satisfactory values were obtained.

As with the swm IV model it was difficult to choose a final parameter set because 
of the difficulty of finding a criterion on which to base the selection. For consistency 
and comparison of results, the same basis of selection as the SWM IV model was adopted, 
namely the coefficient of correlation, the mean flow and the three mean daily peak 
flows in conjunction with a visual inspection of the continuous hydrographs. Again, 
parameter sets giving the highest coefficient of correlation were not chosen.

The model consists of a large number of parameters and they can be divided into 
two groups. Firstly, the major parameters which are those changed during calibration. 
Secondly, the minor parameters which are not changed and are used to describe the 
characteristics of the catchment. The two groups are shown below in Tables 6.1 and 
6.2 along with their final calibrated values. The results presented in the remainder
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of the Chapter refer to those produced by these values. The continuous hydrograph 
produced is shown in Figures 6.5 to 6.10.

Name of Major Parameter Symbol Value

Surface Runoff Roughness Factor ROUGH 200
Saturated Permeability at the Surface SKS 0.30
Saturated Permeability in the A Zone AKS 0.28
Saturated Permeability in the B Zone BKS 0.25
Saturated Permeability in the C Zone CKS 0.06

Daily Groundwater Recession Rate RECESS 0.990
i

Table 6.1: Major Parameters and Their Final Values

Name of Minor Parameter Symbol Value

Fraction of Immediate Area Runoff FAIMM 0.05
Time of Sunrise SUNRIS 7.00

Mean Length of Daylight Hours DAYLEN 10.5
Vegetation Storage Capacity VSC 2.5

Surface Runoff Exponent MN 0.60
Surface Infiltration Constant SURF 0.80

A Zone Interflow Constant CONI 0.00
B Zone Interflow Constant CON2 0.00

Fraction of Groundwater Bypassing Outlet GPASS 0.00
A Zone Depth AZD 200
B Zone Depth BZD 1000
C Zone Depth CZD 15000

A Zone Residual Saturation ASR 0.22
B Zone Residual Saturation BSR 0.22
C Zone Residual Saturation CSR 0.22

A Zone Porosity APOR 0.463
B Zone Porosity BPOR 0.472
C Zone Porosity CPOR 0.480

A Zone Distribution Index ALAM 0.23
B Zone Distribution Index BLAM 1.60
C Zone Distribution Index CLAM 2.00

Bubbling Pressure in the A Zone APB SO
Bubbling Pressure in the B Zone BPB 10

A Zone Transpiration Suction Potential TPA 16.0
B Zone Transpiration Suction Potential TPB 16.0

Table 6.2: Minor Parameters and Their Values
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Figure 6.b; Mean Daily Flows
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Figure 6.8: Mean Daily Flows
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6.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A sensitivity analysis was carried out to determine the final parameter values and 
also to gauge the sensitivity of various parameters. The effect of changes in the major 
parameters is presented in Table 6.3. The figures given illustrate the effect of 
changing one parameter, and the comparison is between the final selected value and the 
change rather than between the actual recorded value and the change.

The analysis shows that the parameters ROUGH, SKS and AKS have the greatest 
effect on the three daily peak flows. For example changing the surface roughness factor 
ROUGH from 200 to ISO changed peaks A, B and C by 24%, 7% and 20% respectively. It 
had a minor effect on the mean flow showing a 3% change and on the coefficient of 
correlation which changed from 0.854 to 0.852. The saturated permeability at the sur
face SKS, and the saturated permeability for the A Zone, AKS, are relatively sensitive 
to changes. This is to be expected because they determine the infiltration rate and 
percolation of water from the A zone, respectively. The changes in the saturated 
permeability of the B zone, BKS, has little effect on the mean flow or the peak flows. 
Again this has physical reasons because BKS does not directly lead to streamflow.

In contrast the saturated permeability of the C zone, CKS, is an important parameter 
because it determines the mean flow and groundwater flow, and also moderately affects 
peak flows. For example, a change in CKS from 0.06 to 0.01 resulted in a -52% 
change in mean flow. It has a major effect on groundwater flow, as is illustrated by 
the increase in the coefficient of correlation from 0.854 to 0.870. It may be noted 
that this change in CKS gave a higher coefficient than that finally adopted. Other 
simulation trials gave coefficients of correlation up to 0.882 but these resulted in 
a large error in the mean flow because of over-estimates in both small and large storms, 
and were therefore not finally used.

The other parameter which shows moderate sensitivity is the daily recession rate 
RECESS, which affects both the groundwater flow and the recession of flood peaks.
Very small changes in its value have moderate effects on the mean flow and flood peaks, 
but it can have a significant affect on groundwater flow. For example, changing RECESS 
from 0.99 to 0.97 changed the coefficient of correlation from 0.854 to 0.839 which is 
the lowest in Table 6.3.

A pleasing aspect of the sensitivity analysis was that the change in a parameter 
produced an expected result. For example an increase of SKS physically indicates an 
increase in the infiltration rate and one therefore expects the mean flow and peak 
flows to be reduced. This feature of the ARRM model parameters has been an advantage 
over the SWM IV model in which a parameter change often gave unexpected results, such 
as one peak increasing but another decreasing. This made calibration difficult in 
the SWM IV model because the effects of parameter changes could not be predicted.

f
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COLUMN

ROW
A

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3

PARAMETER
FINAL 

VALUE OF 
PARAMETER

CHANGED 
V.ALUE OF 
PARAMETER

DAILY
COEFF.
CORREL

MEAN
FLOW

(litres/sec)

PEAK A
15 Aug 1977 
(litres/sec)

PEAK B
18 June 1978 
(litres/sec)

PEAK C
20 July 1978 
(litres/sec)

RECORDED VALUES ----- -
SIMULATED VALUES ----- ►

1.000
0.854

105
106

1228
1223

1450
1409

1592
2312

ROUGH 200 150 (-25)
250 (25)

0.850
0.852

109 (3)
103 (-3)

1512 (24)
1019 (-17)

1507 (7)
1284 (-9)

2777 (20)
1949 (-16)

SKS 0.30 0.20 (-33)
0.50 (67)

0.351
0.854

115 (8)
99 (-7)

1322 (8)
1094 (-11)

1710 (21)
1011 (-28)

2814 (22)
1925 (-17)

AKS 0.28 0.10 (-64)
O.SO (79)

0.355
0.858

127 (20)
99 (-7)

1390 (14)
1115 (-9)

1954 (39)
lA24 (-20)

3136 (36)
1973 (-15)

3KS 0.2S 0.10 (-60) 
0.50 (100)

0.853
0.855

104 (-2)
106 (0)

1223 (0)
1223 (0)

1403 (0)
1412 (0)

2305 (0)
2314 (0)

CKS 0.06 0.01 (-83)
0.10 (67)

0.870
0.869

51 (-52)
141 (33)

1175 (-4)
1261 (3)

1208 (-14)
1S28 (8)

2121 (-8)
2416 (4)

RECESS 0.990 0.970 (-2)
0.995 (1)

0.839
0.843

108 (2)
103 (-3)

1259 (3)
1208 (-1)

1663 (18)
1315 (-7)

2S06 (8)
2259 (-2)

Table 6.3: Sensitivity .Analysis of the Final Parameter Values

Note: 1. The value in brackets in column 3 is the % difference between the final
parameter value in column 2 and the changed value in column 3.

2. The value in brackets in columns S, 6, 7, 8 is the i difference between 
the simulated value produced by the final parameter (row 2), and the simu 
lated value produced by the changed parameter.

6.3 SUMMARY OF FLOW STATISTICS

A comparison of the simulation results between the ARRM and SWM IV models is given 
in this section to illustrate their performance.

The coefficient of correlation between the recorded and simulated flows for the 
two models is shown in Table 6.4 below. It is pointed out however, that the results 
were the "best" (and not necessarily optimal) that could be achieved during the 
research period.

Coefficient of Correlation

ARRM SWM IV

Daily Flows 0.3S4 0.823

Monthly Flows 0.978 0.913

Table 6.4: Coefficient of Correlation
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The coefficient of correlation for the ARRM is higher than the SWM IV which 
indicates that the ARRM model has a better overall goodness of fit. The value of the 
coefficient of correlation compares favourably with values reported by other water 
balance models.

The mean flow and standard deviation for the two models are compared with the 
recorded values in Table 6.5.

Statistic Recorded
ARRM SWM IV

Simulated 1 Error Simulated 1 Error

Mean Daily Flow (litres/sec) 105 106 0.95 118 12.4

Standard Deviation of Daily Flows 180 205 13,9
/

201 11.7

Table 6.5: Mean Flow and Standard Deviation

As the Table illustrates, the ARRM simulates the mean flow very accurately and a 
15.91 error in standard deviation of the daily flows is reasonable. As pointed out in 
Chapter 4, a more accurate mean flow for the SWM IV model could be achieved, but this 
adversely affected peak flows.

Mean monthly flows are presented in Table 6.6 and the ARRM model results are illus
trated in Figure 6.11. Values of mean recorded and simulated daily flows are given in 
Table 6.7.

Year 1977 1978

Month Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July

Recorded (1/s) 132 130 76 57 46 13 4 6 52 14 238 403
ARRM Simulated (1/s) 126 104 63 72 62 34 21 14 118 103 219 334

SWM IV Simulated (1/s) 116 89 48 67 89 32 34 26 184 136 231 356

ARRM i Error -5 -20 -17 26 35 162 42S 133 127 10 -8 -17
SWM IV 1 Error -12 -32 -37 18 93 146 750 333 254 45 -3 -12

Table 6.6 Comparison of Mean Monthly Flows

Simulation of monthly flows is seen to be more satisfactory for the wetter months 
than dry months where large errors occur. This is shown by percentage errors of both 
models being greater than 1001 from January to April. The errors arise from over
estimation in low intensity storm hydrographs as illustrated by Table 6.7 and Figures 
6.7, o.S and 6.9. The largest error is in the driest month, February, for both the ARRM 
and SWM IV models. Monthly flows have been simulated more accurately by the ARRM model 
for 3 months and in general have produced better results.
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SUMMARY OF SIMULATED AND RECORDED FLOWS IN LITRES PER SECOND

1977 1978

AUS SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL

1ACT ' 168 90 86 51 20 19 2 2 1 102 46 174
SIM 154 89 129 74 12 22 12 15 1 132 20 174

2ACT 125 134 348 39 18 16 3 2 1 87 43 153
SIM 133 105 185 52 10 19 10 13 1 110 16 149

3ACT 85 178 212 122 18 15 3 31 1 65 39 136
SIM 112 120 144 171 8 16 9 170 7 93 14 128

4ACT 64 188 149 117 16 13 5 59 2 53 37 128
SIM 97 146 127 95 7 14 8 22 40 80 12 138

5ACT 49 236 124 64 14 12 4 19 3 45 36 202
SIM 83 160 106 82 6 12 3 31 17 69 10 177

6ACT 36 164 100 54 13 10 2 12 3 40 34 221
SIM 71 136 95 114 5 10 6 21 15 63 8 219

7ACT 28 127 124 89 13 9 1 9 2 65 44 176
SIM 61 113 122 94 4 9 5 16 13 144 52 218

8ACT 21 116 131 54 11 14 1 7 1 105 151 253
SIM 53 135 97 78 4 73 4 14 11 109 119 169

9ACT 16 131 91 64 12 54 1 5 1 101 80 268
SIM 45 111 81 146 75 155 3 12 9 130 54 146

10ACT 11 94 76 109 19 47 1 5 2 81 64 197
SIM 48 95 68 116 47 76 3 10 8 103 43 125

11ACT 61 81 68 69 46 24 1 4 2 67 56 362
SIM 97 82 58 100 197 65 8 9 7 88 37 108

12ACT 26 72 67 56 199 27 1 3 2 58 53 381
SIM 67 70 78 86 81 109 2 7 15 76 32 92

13ACT 12 102 65 53 63 24 1 3 2 50 47 327
SIM 57 101 61 95 100 66 2 6 5 65 27 79

14ACT 7 96 54 49 186 16 1 3 2 95 43 720
SIM 51 79 52 72 208 57 1 5 4 181 23 68

15ACT 1228 278 52 40 143 13 1 3 1 391 40 391
SIM 1223 168 44 62 124 49 1 5 15 348 26 59

16ACT 305 336 45 41 83 11 3 3 26 312 57 260
SIM 462 208 43 84 106 42 64 4 247 213 136 50

17ACT 242 272 44 50 63 9 20 3 142 195 796 208
SIM 208 164 32 59 95 36 122 3 294 182 1100 136

18ACT 237 176 35 36 52 8 28 3 89 149 1450 346
SIM 111 141 28 51 79 31 45 3 172 163 1409 357

19ACT 180 141 31 31 41 6 11 2 133 122 550 869
SIM 92 121 24 47 88 26 36 2 280 134 432 209

20ACT 151 123 32 126 65 6 7 2 150 100 496 1592
SIM 79 104 20 156 120 23 31 2 367 115 313 2312

21ACT 133 109 45 88 48 6 4 2 200 85 487 708
SIM 68 91 31 59 79 19 26 2 261 99 349 1783

22ACT 116 91 45 59 36 6 3 2 100 78 433 866
SIM 62 77 18 49 68 17 22 1 257 96 304 1022

23ACT 111 78 35 45 31 5 3 2 76 70 319 429
SIM 68 70 15 40 58 14 19 1 212 73 281 485

24ACT 131 104 31 38 29 5 3 1 51 63 283 363
SIM 72 100 13 34 50 12 16 21 182 66 282 399

25ACT 96 87 30 34 30 4 3 1 41 58 262 270
SIM 58 77' 11 29 49 10 46 4 157 54 273 329

26ACT 85 73 28 29 27 3 3 1 34 56 253 609
SIM 49 60 10 25 37 9 24 3 135 46 260 275

27ACT 78 63 27 26 24 3 3 1 28 51 247 355
SIM 48 57 12 21 32 8 20 3 116 40 247 237

28ACT 73 59 26 25 21 3 3 1 150 48 237 425SIM 38 44 7 18 27 6 19 2 337 34 247 203
29ACT 73 55 25 23 19 3 1 205 44 247 449

SIM 43 38 6 16 23 5 9 158 29 233 177
30ACT 69 53 24 22 27 3 1 102 43 205 396

SIM 37 51 53 13 70 12 1 126 25 204 180
31ACT 62 102 29 3 1 47 266

SIM 48 107 29 32 1 22 145

MEAN ACT 132 130 76 57 46 13 4 6 52 94 238 403MEAN SIM 126 104 63 72 62 34 21 14 118 103 219 334

Table 6.7: Actual and Simulated Mean Daily Flows
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MEAN MONTHLY RECORDED FLOW 
( litres / sec )

Figure 6.11: Mean Monthly Flows

Table 6.8 shows the water balance for the 12 month period giving the total input 
and simulated output from the basin. Of the total rainfall the model simulates 39$ as 
streamflow, 60$ as evapotranspiration and 1$ as being stored in the soil system. The 
components of the simulated streamflow are presented in Table 6.9 which gives surface 
runoff as 34$ of the total streamflow and groundwater flow as the remaining 66$.
Table 6.10 shows the recorded data. A comparison of Tables 6.8 and 6.10 shows that the 
model simulates 773 mm of evapotranspiration which is 90$ of the recorded evapotrans
piration of 8SS mm. These values obtained by simulation appear to be realistic and 
suggest that the model is performing satisfactorily in producing yearly components of 
both rainfall and streamflow. Differences in the total rainfall in Tables 6.0 and 
4.7 arise from round-off errors in the data.

INPUT (mm) ARRM SIMULATED OUTPUT (mm)

Total

Change

Rainfall

in Storage

1297

- 18

Total Streamflow

Total Evapotranspiration

S06

773

Sum 1279 Sum 1279

Table 6.8: Water Balance
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Simulated Components mm % of Total
1

Streamflow

Surface Runoff 171 34 %

Groundwater Flow 335 66 %

Total Streamflow 506 100 4

Table 6.9: Components of Total Streamflow

I

Recorded Data (12 months) (mm)

Total Rainfall 1297

Total Potential Evapotranspiration 8SS

Total Recorded Streamflow 501

Table 6.10: Recorded Data

6.4 SIMULATION OF PEAK FLOWS

The model produced excellent values in simulating the mean daily flows for peaks 
A and B with errors of -0.41% and -2.83% respectively. Peak C was reproduced with an 
error of 45.23% but errors in rainfall data were probably the main cause of this error 
With the criterion of reproducing mean daily peaks, simulation of the major hydrograph 
peaks was not as accurate when presented as hourly flows or as 15 minute flows. The 
results of these peak flows are presented in Tables 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 along with 
the SWM IV results. Mean hourly flows of peaks A and C are shown in Figures 6.12 and 
6.13. The ARRM model produced more accurate mean daily peak flows whilst mean hourly 
peak flows produced a similar degree of overall accuracy.

Mean Daily Flow (litres/sec)

Date ACTUAL
RECORDED

SIMULATED
ARRM

SIMULATED 
SWM IV

% ERROR 
ARRM

% ERROR 
SWM IV

15 Aug 1977 1228 1223 923 -0.4 -24.8
13 June 1978 1450 1409 1275 -2.8 -12.1
20 July 1978 1592 2312 1861 45.2 16.9

Table 6.11: Daily Peak Flows
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Mean Hourly Flow (litres/sec)

Date ACTUAL
RECORDED

SIMULATED
ARRM

SIMULATED 
SWM IV

% ERROR 
ARRM

% ERROR 
SWM IV

15 Aug 1977 6913 4189 9444 -39.4 36.6
18 June 1978 2 4 5 9 2400 1980 -2.4 -19.5
20 July 1978 3662 4008 5969 9. S 63.0

Table 6.12: Hourly Peak Flows

Peak Flows (at 15 minute interval, litres/sec)

Date ACTUAL
RECORDED

SIMULATED
ARRM % ERROR

15 Aug 1977
18 June 1978
20 July 1978

8080
2535
3729

4251
4063
5379

-47.4
60.3
44_. 2

Table 6.13: IS Minute Peak Flows

Figure 6.12: Peak Flow for 15th August 1977 Figure 6.13: Peak Flow for 20th July 1978
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The simulated hydrograph of peak A when presented as mean hourly flows is poorly 
reproduced as shown in Figure 6.12. The peak value has an error of -39.4%. As 
mentioned in Section 6.1, a better simulation of this peak could be obtained by using 
a different value for the parameter ROUGH (see Figure 6.4) but this had adverse effects 
on other peaks. Furthermore, it appears that the hydrograph shape depends on the time 
interval over which the flow is averaged. This is because the hydrograph has very steep 
rising and falling limbs which illustrate the very sensitive nature of the basin.

The hydrograph of peak B is caused by only a moderate rainfall and a high base-
flow. It has not been shown graphically but is very flat. Table 6.12 shows a -2.4%
error in the mean hourly peak flow. The hydrograph shape of peak C on 20 July is
shown in Figure 6.13. The simulated shape and timing is poor and an error of 9.5%
occurs in the peak hourly flow. However the reasons for this appear to lie in errors
in the rainfall data as mentioned in Section 4.7.1. This is further illustrated by 

I
the hydrograph shape on 11 to 14 July 1978 shown in Figure 6.10, in which the
recorded hydrograph shows a rise but rainfall data does not indicate a storm event. 
Generally, the simulation of the mean hourly flows as obtained by the final parameter 
values is disappointing, but emphasis was placed on simulation of mean daily peak 
flows.

6.5 SIMULATION OF THE FLOW DURATION CURVE

An aim of the model was to produce a continuous runoff hydrograph with a reasonable 
degree of accuracy of peak flows as well as of lower flows. An accurate simulation of 
the actual range of flows would be an advantage because the model could then be used 
for both flood and drought studies as well as for average runoff conditions. An 
indication of the moderate to low flows can be obtained by construction of the flow 
duration curve which illustrates the variability of various ranges of streamflow.
The recorded and simulated flow duration curves for flows equal or less than two times 
the mean flow are presented in Figure 6.14 and show a good degree of correspondence.

Fiaure 6. 14 : Simulated anil Recr-Je.I Fi'iw Duriritn ru—.-fl*
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6.6 CONCLUSIONS

In some aspects the ARRM model performance has been disappointing. However, the 
results are satisfactory considering the limitations of the data, the sensitivity of 
the experimental basin and also the performance of other similar models. The length 
of data record should be longer to give a better assessment of the degree of accuracy.
In particular, errors in the data made calibration difficult. Clearly the ARRM model 
needs to be extensively tested and possibly modified. However the results presented 
appear promising.

A direct comparison of the SWM IV and ARRM models would probably be unfair on the 
basis of one single simulation. However the structure of the ARRM model and equations 
relating the movement of water is based on physical concepts rather than on empirical 
equations. Both models have weaknesses, mainly in the model complexity and the need 
for numerous parameter trials in calibration. The SWM IV model*'has less parameters, 
although the number that are changed in calibration is about the same. The SWM IV 
model has performed well on many catchments and has proven successful in many different 
applications. The ARRM model on the other hand has been specifically designed for the 
Kumeu Experimental Basin. Its performance on other catchments is unknown.

The success of the ARRM model lies in the surface runoff and infiltration 
components of the model. Its strength lies in the use of parameters which are 
physically based. However, it can be argued that the use of different parameters could 
produce similar results. The only parameter which is not well defined is the surface 
runoff roughness factor, ROUGH. Further testing may give better guidelines, by relating 
ROUGH to physical characteristics of the catchment.

An aim of the study was to use the model in a predictive sense for land use changes 
in a catchment. The model structure is such that if land use changes occur, the effects 
can be modelled by simply changing the model parameters. For example land use changes 
could be modelled by making the following calibrations.

(a) Urbanisation - increase ROUGH

(b) Deforestation - increase SURF and decrease VSC and TPB

(c) Increased Irrigation - increase SURF, decrease VSC, TPA and TPB.

However, as pointed out earlier, further testing of the model is required. At best 
the model can only give an assessment of the possible effects of land use changes, 
ie.as a guide. Ultimately the end objective or purpose in using the model should be 
realised. Often it will be used for design purposes and the model will give at least 
some indication of the possible results. Despite the model weaknesses the dilemma or 
question arises, "What else do we use?"

Tests so far show that the model performance is satisfactory in predicting 
effects of land use changes.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to develop a mathematical model to simulate the effect 
of land use changes on streamflow in the Kaipara catchment. The Kaipara, like many 
river basins, is subject to development, involving urbanisation^, changes in agricultural 
production, forestry, industrial development and irrigation. The effect of any of 
these changes on streamflow is difficult to predict, but some measures of the possible 
effects are required to avoid costly mistakes in social, economic and environmental 
terms.

The present research led to the development of the Auckland Rainfall Runoff Model, 
a water balance model that uses continuous rainfall data to produce continuous stream- 
flow estimates. Continuous streamflow simulation gives important design data, such as 
peak discharges, their time of occurrence and streamflow yields. Although the model 
has been developed for and used to simulate runoff from the Kumeu Experimental Basin 
in the Kaipara catchment, it is a general model and can be adapted to other catchments. 
Further development and additions to the model are possible. The model can also be 
used for data generation - for example, given a long record of rainfall and a short 
record of flow, the flow record can be extended by calibrating the model for the short 
record and then simulating the flows for the longer period of rainfall. Another 
example is in the checking and filling in of flow records, that is when malfunction of 
a flow gauge has occurred and a short period of flow record is missing. The model 
could also be used for transposing records of a nearby gauged stream, with some modifi
cation, to another site where records are required.

The model can 
the design,such as

be used in hydrologic design to determine those factors which affect 
flow peaks, low flows, continuous water levels and runoff volumes.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The ARRM model has been designed as a tool for prediction purposes in hydrologic 
studies. The model testing has been limited and therefore the major recommendation 
is that further testing of the model be carried out.

Insofar as the Kaipara catchment is concerned it is recommended that the Regional 
Water Board continue the study in the catchment either by their own staff or by 
commissioning further work. This should involve

(a) the use of up to date data in the Kumeu Experimental Basin and

(b) the use of the model in conjunction with the river model (Mukumba, 1978), to 
simulate in-channel streamflow.

Subsequently, the model should be used with the two dimensional river model currently 
being developed . These additional studies may indicate modifications to the model
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or its parameter values.

It is also recommended that the model be applied to other catchments.

Testing of the model under a variety of conditions would yield information for 
parameter selection. In particular, this background information will enable the use 
of the model in predictive sense as well as on ungauged catchments through calibration 
of parameters with physical characteristics and properties of the catchments.

'[

(
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APPENDIX A

THE STANFORD WATERSHED MODEL IV

This appendix gives a detailed description of the Stanford IV model and the 
modifications made to it by the original developers, Linsley and Crawford. The model 
simulates the rainfall-runoff process of the hydrologic cycle using the 4 following 
storages:

i
1. Interception Storage

2. Upper Zone Storage

3. Lower Zone Storage

4. Groundwater Storage

Various mathematical functions are '
movement between the tones. These

(a) Infiltration

00 Surface Runoff

(c) Interflow

(d) Percolation between Zones

(«) Groundwater Flow

(f) Evapotranspiration

(«) Streamflow Routing

A flowchart of the model is shown in Figure A1 and a discussion of the various 
components is described below.

A. I INPUT DATA

The model reads hourly rainfali data and daily potential evapotranspiration data. 
It can use variable time intervals between 5 minutes to 6 hours, however the computa
tional procedures are identical. An allowance can be made for different rainfall over 
the different segment areas by incorporating a rainfall factor Ki for each segment.

A.2 INTERCEPTION

Interception is modelled by an input parameter EPXM which represents the maximum 
volume of interception storage for the segment. Any rain that falls in a given period 
first fills any deficit in the interception storage.

A.3 IMPERVIOUS AREA RUNOFF

An allowance is made for direct runoff from impervious areas directly connected 
to the stream. Such areas include roads, rock outcrops, buildings, impervious soils,
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i

Figure Al: Flowchart of the Stanford Watershed Model
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and exposed water surfaces of streams, ponds and swamps. Any water in excess of inter
ception is available to this area.

A. 4 UPPER ZONE STORAGE

The soil moisture storage in the uppermost surface soil and surface storage in the 
form of puddles and depressions are modelled by the upper zone storage (UZS). It is 
defined by a nominal capacity UZSN which can be exceeded. However as the ratio UZS/UZSN 
exceeds 1, the fraction of water which enters this zone is minimal.

A.5 LOWER ZONE STORAGE

The lower zone represents storage in the zone of aeration near the soil surface 
to the bottom of the root zone. It is defined by a nominal capacity LZSN and is the 
value of moisture storage when one-half of any infiltration water passes through to the 
groundwater storage.

The lower zone storage (LZS) can actually exceed LZSN by a factor of 2 or more. 
However when the ratio reaches 2 infiltration is very small, as illustrated by Figure
A2.

A. 6 INFILTRATION

The Philip equations for the potential infiltration rate f, and capacity F, are 
utilized to determine infiltration.

f = >i St'*5 + A 

F = S? + At

A is very small and therefore
S2fF = 1-

which is (incorrectly) assumed to be constant. It is argued that the Philip equations 
assume homogeneous soil properties with depth and because permeability decreases with 
depth, the above equation is modified to

fFb = constant

where b is greater than 1 and generally assumed equal to 2.

Therefore constant 
—n-----r

The ratio LZS/LZSN is used to indicate the current level of infiltration capacity 
F. Substitution of an input parameter INF for the constant gives

f = INF
(LZS/LZSN)2

which is illustrated in Figure A2. A linear variation in infiltration over the segment 
is assumed, and therefore f actually represents the mean potential infiltration rate 
for the segment. The actual infiltration is dependant on the supply rate R and is 
calculated as the shaded area of Figure A3.
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Figure A2: Infiltration as a Function of Soil Moisture Figure A-o: Areal Variation in Infiltration 
Capacity

The actual infiltration varies with the rainfall intensity until R > 2f. Figures 
A2 and A3 are related by the ratio LZS/LZSN. Hence the position of the line of Figure 
A3 changes with each time interval as LZS/LZSN changes. A similar linear variation for 
the fraction of area leading to interflow runoff is used. This is illustrated together 
with the variation of infiltration in Figure A4. The value of C also varies with the 
lower zone soil moisture ratio as

C » INTER 2(LZS/LZSN)

where INTER is an input parameter. The relationship is illustrated in Figure AS.

INTERFLOW e AS A FUNCTION OF ILZS/LZSNi

Ligure A4: Interflow and Surface Jc.cn'.. ion
Variations

Figure \5: Interflow as .a Function of 
LZS/LZSN

As illustrated by Figure A4 the surface detention storage is divided into the surface 
runoff detention and the interflow detention.

A.' SURFACE RUNOFF

As the detention volume moves over the surface soil towards the stream it is 
subject to retention in the upper zone. Figure A6 shows the percentage of detention 
retained in the upper zone as a function of UZS/UZSN. It is expressed as

Pr 100 UZS
UZSNJ

(- 1.0 , UZI1

UZI1J

where UZI1 2.0
r
12

UZS 1
. uzsnJ 1.0 1.0

( ‘-0 • G

if UZS/UZSN is not greater than two.
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When UZS/UZSN is greater than 2 the percentage is

Pr
100. : i.o - ——)UZI2

I ll.O * UZI2J J

where UZI2 2.0

Figure .'.6:

Upper Zone Soil Moisture Ratio (UZS/UZSN)

Surface Detention Retained in the Upper Zpnc

The portion of the surface runoff detention which escapes the upper zone leads to 
surface runoff. Surface runoff is modelled by the continuity equation and a depth- 
discharge equation. The continuity equation is

D2 ■ Di + AD - Q At

where Di ■ surface detention at beginning of interval in m3 

D2 • surface detention at end of interval in m3 

AD » increment of detention added during the interval in m3

Q = average outflow rate during the interval in m3/sec 

At » time interval in secs

5
y’ S

The depth-discharge relationship is given by the Manning equation

Q

where

where

y • 1000 d^l.O ♦ 0.6 ’

where Q ■ discharge in m’/sec

y ■ depth of flow in metres 

S • slope

n » Manning's roughness coefficient 

d » detention depth in mm

de ■ detention depth at equilibrium in mm 

L » average length of surface runoff 

i • water supply rate in nun/hr

This equation for de is an empirical expression which gives good results when applied 
to experimental surface runoff hydrographs. For the hourly version of the model, the 
surface runoff calculations are carried out each 15 mins. This is because in the
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continuity equation given above, the flowrate at the beginning of the interval is used 
as an approximation for the average flowrate during the interval.

A. 3 INTERFLOW

A discharge (QINT) occurs from the interflow detention storage (SI) given by the 
linear storage-discharge relationship

with

QINT

KI •

= KI . SI

1 - (IRC)"
At

ToOT

where IRC = interflow recession constant.
I

The interflow recession constant is the commonly used recession constant given by the 
ratio of interflow rate at any time to the interflow rate 24 hours earlier.

A.9 UPPER ZONE PERCOLATION

Percolation occurs from the upper zone to the lower zone and is calculated as

PERC • 0.003 . INF . UZSN ’

Percolation only occurs when UZS/UZSN is greater than LZS/LZSN otherwise no movement 
takes place.

A. 10 LOWER ZONE REDISTRIBUTION

Moisture is added to the lower zone storage through infiltration and percolation 
from the upper zone. A percentage of this incoming moisture is redistributed to the 
groundwater storage which is illustrated by Figure A7 and calculated as

and

where

» 100 . LZS [ 1.0 1lz
for LZS ,

' LZSN ' I 1.0 + Z J LZSN

- 100 ,. 1 1.0
1

- f 1-° 1lz 1
for LZS „

ll.O * zJ1 1 LZSN

LZS
LZSN

1.0 1.0Z - 1.5

Figure A7: Infilirat.'.tii ILiLsria" Gr-unHzte: Ticrap.e
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A. 11 GROUNDWATER FLOW

Water discharges from the groundwater storage according to the following expression 
(calculated at 15 minute intervals in the hourly model).

GWF = KG (1 + KV . GWS) . SGW 

1 At
with KG » 1.0 - (KK24)^ 0500

and GWS ■ 0.97 (GWS + inflow to groundwater storage)

where GWF ■ groundwater discharge in m’/sec

SGW = current groundwater storage in m3 

GWS * a groundwater slope index in m3
I

KK24 is an input parameter which is the ratio of the groundwater flow at any time, to 
that 24 hours earlier. KV is also an input parameter which enables the depletion rate 
to gradually shift from a higher initial value to KG as GWS decreases between storms 
when there is no moisture being added to the groundwater storage.

An allowance is made for leakage from the groundwater storage which percolates 
below the lowest point in the stream channel, and is lost from the system. This amount 
is a fixed percentage of all incoming moisture to the groundwater storage given by the 
input parameter K24L.

A.12 EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

There is a continuous loss of moisture from four storages dependant on the current 
potential evapotranspiration. The sequence of evapotranspiration loss is from

1. Interception storage at the potential rate

2. Upper tone storage at the potential rate

3. Shallow groundwater at the potential rate

4. Lower zone storage at a rate dependant on LZS/LZSN

Evapotranspiration from shallow groundwater is assumed to occut over a fraction of the 
land segment where the water table is close enough to the surface for transpiration 
by vegetation. This fraction of area is given by an input parameter K24EL. Evapotrans
piration that occurs from the lower zone is based on the evapotranspiration opportunity. 
It is assumed that some parts of the segment will have no moisture available for 
evapotranspiration and that there will be a linear variation from zero to a maximum r 
over the remainder. The value of r is dependant on soil moisture conditions and 
vegetation type and is given by

0.25 ) f LZS 1 
1 - K3J IlZSNJ

K3 is an input parameter which is an indication of the fraction of the watershed with 
deep rooted vegetation. If K3 is less than 0.5 then a fraction of the segment given 
by (1 - 2K3) is considered to have zero evapotranspiration. The actual evapotranspir
ation rate is determined as the shaded area in Figure A8. Hourly potential evapotrans
piration is determined from the input daily values using a fixed diurnal distribution.
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VXco

o =U □

P«rc«nt of Area with a Oaily Evapo- 
♦ranspirafion Opportunity Equal to 
or less than the Indicated Value

Figure AS: Graph Illustrating Assumed Variation 
of Evapo-transpiration Opportunity in a Watershed 
Segment and Illustrating the Method of Calculating •

Actual Evapotranspiration

i
A.13 STREAMFLOW ROUTING

The discharge from each land segment is given by the addition of the impervious 
area runoff, surface runoff, interflow and groundwater flow. To determine the flowrate 
at the outlet, the discharge from each segment is subject to a routing procedure. The 
SWM IV model previously used a modified form of the Muskingum routing procedure. This 
required construction of a channel time-delay histogram, which represented the time of 
delay of the flow in a reach, to the outlet. The translated flows are then routed 
using

Qz > I - k (I - QJ

where Qi = outflow at beginning of time interval in m3/s 

Q2 ■ outflow at end of time interval in m’/s

I * average inflow rate for the interval from the translated flow in m’/s

k is a routing coefficient determined from the Muskingum K as

_ 1/K - At/2
" 1/K + At/2

where At is the routing interval.

This procedure is very simple and fast but assumes a linear discharge - storage 
relationship. It can be modified by making k a function of the discharge. However 
the selection of this function is difficult to estimate.

The model now uses a kinematic routing method. The continuity equation

I - Q ■ ds
dt

where I » average inflow in m’/sec

Q « average outflow in m’/sec

— = change in storage in m’/sec 
dt

is used in conjunction with the Manning equation

Q
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ARRM MODEL

B.l PROGRAM ABSTRACT

Title Auckland Rainfall Runoff Model

Capability Simulates streamflow from rainfall data by 
processes on a land area. The program is 
only and can use a variable time interval

simulating the hydrologic 
used for a single land segment 
between S minutes and 1 hour.

Input Data Rainfall, Evapotranspiration and Recorded Streamflow data, 
in Section B.2.

Further details

Ouptut Simulated and Recorded Streamflow
Continuous Streamflow Hydrograph 
Components of Streamflow.

Language Fortran IV
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Flowchart

START

READ INPUT PARAMETERS

INITIALIZE VARIABLES

READ RAINFALL, RIVERFLOW AND EVAPORATION DATA
I

START OF SIMULATION CYCLE

V
Water Balance Calculations

1. Interception
2. Infiltration
3. Surface Runoff
4. A Zone Interflow
5. Percolation from A to B Zone
6. B Zone Interflow
7. Percolation from B to F Zone
8. Percolation from F to Groundwater Zone
9. Groundwater Flow

10. Immediate Area Runoff

A
STREAMFLOW

PLOT RESULT

EVAPORATION

END OF SIMULATION CYCLE

\z

SUMMARY OF SIMULATION

V

STOP

?(NG IIBP*RV Figure BI: Flowchart of Computer Program for the ARRM Model
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B.2 INPUT DATA

Input data for the model consists of four separate computer files, namely:

(a) FILE1 - Catchment Description and Input Parameters

(b) FILE2 - Daily Potential Evapotranspiration Data

(c) FILE3 - Recorded Rainfall Data

(d) FILE4 - Recorded Streamflow Data

B. 2.1 FILE1

The following table sets out the format of FILE1 and gives a guideline to select
ing initial parameter values.

CARD
OR LINE SYMBOL FORMAT TYPICAL VALUES SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

1 TITLE S0A1 Title of Job and Catchment Description

2 NDAYS no Number of Days of record
NOUT no 0 or 1 0 supresses components of continuous hydrograph
TM FI0.2 5 - 60 Time interval of simulation in minutes
AREA F10.2 Catchment Area in km2
FAIMM F10.2 0.0-0 .20 Fraction of immediate area runoff

3 RFACT FIO. S Rainfall Factor, converts input rainfall data 
from gauging station to catchment rainfall in mm

FFACT F10. 5 Flow Factor, converts riverflow data at gauging 
station to m3/s

PEFACT F1O.S Potential Evaporation Factor, converts evapora
tion data from climate station to catchment
potential evapotranspiration in mm

NPI no Indication of plotting interval. If plot is 
required for each interval, NPI = 1, if,plot 
required for every say 20th interval NPI » 20
etc.

4 RMAX F10.6 Maximum Rainfall in mm, for plot
FMAX F10.6 Maximum Flow in m3/s, for plot
SUNRIS F10.6 Mean Time of Sunrise in hours
DAYLEN F10.6 Mean length of day in hours ie sunrise to sunset
QERROR F10.6 Value to wnich flowrates are measured, eg if flow

rates are recorded to one decimal place, QERROR = 
0.1; if to two decimal places QERROR ■ 0.01 etc.

S VSC F10. 5 0.0 - 6 . 0 Vegetation Storage Capacity in mm (See Table 5.1)
ROUGH FIO. S Try 10 - 1000 Surface Runoff Roughness Factor
MN F10.5 0.60 - 0.80 Surface Runoff Expone.it
SURF FIO. S 0.10 - 1.0 Surface Infiltration Factor (see Table 5.5)

6 CONI FIO. S 0.00 - I. 00 A Zone Interflow Fraction
CON2 FIO. S 0.00 - 1.00 B Zone Interflow Fraction
GPASS F10.5 0.00 - 1.00 Fraction of Groundwater Bypassing Outlet
RECESS F10.5 0.00 - 1.00 Daily Groundwater Recession Constant

7 SKS FIO. S Surface Saturated Permeability in mm/rain
AKS FIO. S A Zone Saturated Permeability in mm/min
BKS F1O.S B Zone Saturated Permeability in mm/min.
CKS F10. 5 C Zone Saturated Permeability in mm/min 

(See Table 5.4)

Expone.it
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CARD
OR LINE SYMBOL FORMAT TYPICAL VALUES SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

8 AZD
BZD
CZD

F10.1
F10.1
F10.1

100 - 200
1000 - 2000
1000 - 20,000

A Zone Depth in mm
B Zone Depth in mm
C Zone Depth in mm 
(See Table 5.3)

9 ASR
BSR
CSR

F10.5
F10.S
P10.S

A Zone Residual Saturation
B Zone Residual Saturation
C Zone Residual Saturation
(See Table 5.4)

1 1° APOR
BPOR
CPOR

F10. S
F10.5
F10.5

A Zone Porosity
B Zone Porosity
C Zone Porosity ;
(See Table S.4) •

11 ALAM
BLAM
CLAM

F10.S
F10. S
F10.5

A Zone Distribution Index
B Zone Distribution Index
C Zone Distribution Index
(See Table 5.4)

12 APB
BPB

TPA
TPB

F10.S
F10.S

F10. S
F10.S

A Zone Bubbling Pressure in mm
B Zone Bubbling Pressure in mm 
(See Table 5.4)

A Zone Transpiration Potential in mm
B Zone Transpiration Potential in mm 
(See Table S.7)

13 VS I
AZSI
BZSI
FZSI
GWSI

F10.2
F10.2
F10.2
F10.2
F10.2

0 - VSC
0 - AZD x APOR
0 - BZD x BPOR
0 - CZD x CPOR*
0 - CZD x CPOR*

Initial Vegetation Storage
Initial A Zone Storage
Initial 3 Zone Storage
Initial F Zone Storage
Initial Groundwater Storage

Note * (FZSI ♦ GWSI) must be less than CZD x CPOR.

Table BI: Catchment Description and Input Parameters

B.2.2 File2

FILE2 contains daily potential evapotranspiration values (denoted by APET) and an 
indication of whether the day is cloudy or clear (denoted by JCLOUD). If the day is 
cloudy then JCLOUD » 1 and if the day is clear then JCLOUD « 0. Each day is recorded on 
a separate line (or card) and the following format is used:

APET F10.S 
JCLOUD 110

Values of APET should represent the daily catchment potential evapotranspiration 
in mm. However values from a weather station can be used directly by using PEFACT in 
Table BI to convert APET to the correct value.
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B.2.3 FILE5

FILE3 contains recorded rainfall data denoted by RAIN(K) for each time interval 
required. Each line in the file contains 1 hour of data. For example at present the 
program has dimensions of RAIN(4) in which 4 values are read for each hour (ie time interval 
» 15 minutes). If the user wishes to use a time interval of say 10 minutes then the dimen
sion of RAIN(4) will have to be changed to RAIN(6) to read 6 values for each hour. At 
present the rainfall data is read in 4112 format and changes in this format may be desir
able for other users. Where no rainfall occurs in a given interval, a value of zero is 
assigned and therefore the file may contain numerous zeros depending on the length of the 
record. The rainfall data should represent mean catchment values and the factor RFACT 
in Table BI can be used to convert raingauge values to catchment values.

f
B.2.4 FILE4

FILE4 contains recorded streamflow data denoted by ACTQ(K). The program reads the 
recorded flow for each interval and therefore the dimension of ACTQ(K) must be the same 
as RAIN(K) above. Again each line in the file reads 1 hour of data. At present the 
flow data is read in 4112 format and can be changed if required. The factor FFACT in 
Table BI can be used to convert values of ACTQ into m3/s.

B.3 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The program as listed in section B.4 following is set up to run on the Prime 400 
computer with a visual display unit. The program can easily be adapted for use on other 
computers. To run the program on the Prime 400 computer once it has been successfully 
compiled, say as *ARRM, the following steps are to be followed.

(a) Type in the VDU, R *ARRM

It will respond by asking you to type in the names of all files.

(b) Type in the VDU, FILE1
OUTPUT
FILE2
FILE3
FILE4

The file OUTPUT will be created for writing all the results into. Alternative 
names for this file can be used so long as it contains six characters or less.

The program will begin to run after step (b) so long as there are no errors.
When the run is completed, the VDU will respond by OK and the results can be inspected 
by editing the newly created file OUTPUT.
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100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

210

C
C

220

C
C
C

1 • FHAX =',F10.6z/z
2 ' SUNRIS ®'zF10.6,Z,
3 ' OATLEN =,zF10.6zZz
4 ' QERROR =,,F10.6zZ>

REAO(5Z1OO) VSCZROUGHZHNZSURF 
FORMAT(4F10.5)
WRITEC6,110) VSCZROUGH,HNZSURF 
FORHATC VSC s',F10.5z/z

1 • ROUGH ®',F1O.5Z/Z
2 ' HN ='ZF1O.5,/Z
3 ' SURF *'„F1O.5Z/)
READ(5,100) C0N1zC0N2zGPASSzRECESS 
URITE(6,120) C0N1,C0N2,GPASS,RECESS 
FORHATC C0N1 =*',F10.5,Zz

1 * C0N2 ®'ZF1O.5Z/,
2 1 GPASS ®',F1O.5Z/,
3 ' RECESS *',F10.5)
REAO(5,100) SKS,AKS,BKS,CKS 
URITE(6,130) SKS,AKS,8KS,CKS 
FORHATC SKS * 'ZF1O.5Z3XZ'

1 3XZ' CKS » ',F10.5)
REA0(5,14O) AZ0,8Z0,CZD 
FORHAT(3F10.1)
URITE(6,150) AZDzBZD,CZO 
FORHATC AZO - ',F10.1,3Xz'
READ(5,100) ASR,BSR,CSR 
URITE(6,160) ASR,BSR,CSR 
FORHATC ASR ’ ’ZF1O.5Z3XZ’
REAO(5Z1OO) APOR,BPOR,CPOR 
URITE(6,170) APOR,BPOR,CPOR 
FORHATC APOR « ,ZF1O.5Z3XZ'
READ(5,100) ALAH,8LAH,CLAH 
URITE(6,180) ALAH,BLAH,CLAH 
FORHATC ALAH - ',F1O.5Z3XZ'
READ(5,100) APB,8P8,TPAZTPB 
URITE(6,190) AP8ZBPB,TPAZTP9 
FORHATC APS ® 'ZF1O.5,3XZ'

1 ' TPA » ,,F1O.5,3XZ'
REA0(5,200) VSI,AZSI,BZSIzFZSIzGUSI 
FORHAT(5F10.2)
URITE(6,210) VSI,AZSI,BZSIzFZSIzGUSI 
FORHATC//,' VSI •'zF10.2z3Xz* AZSI ='zF10.2z3Xz/,

1 ' BZSI ®'zF10.2,3Xz' FZSI »',F10.2,3Xz' GUSI =’,F10.2Z///>

AKS 'zF10.5,3Xz' BKS = 'zF10.5,

BZD 3 •zF10.1z3Xz' CZD = ',F10.1)

3SR 3 ',F1O.5,3XZ' CSR « ’,F10.5)

8P0R 3 ',F1O.5Z3X,' CPOR = *,F10.5)

BLAH 3 'ZF1O.5Z3XZ' CLAH ® \F10.5)

BPS 3 •ZF1O.5Z3X,
TPS 3 •zF10.5)

IF(HN.GE.1.0) GO TO 560 
IFCNOUT.EQ.D WRITE(6z220)
FORHATC///,5X,' STREAHFLOU COMPONENTS ',//,

12X,'DAT',2X,'HR',2X,'SUHR1',4X,'SUHAQ',4X,'SUMSQ',4X,'SQ2', 
25X,'SAQINT',4X,'SBQINT',4X,'SQGU',4X,'SQIHH•,//)
C0EFF1=(1.0-FAIHM)»AREA*1.E06
C0EFF2=FAIMH*AREA»1.E06

HINT IS THE NO. OF INTERVALS PER HOUR

NINT*60.0/TH
ERROR=QERR0R*60.0*1000.0/(AREA*1.E06)
AF»1.0/ALAH
BF»1.0/BLAH
CF=1.0/CLAH
AP*(2.0+3.0*ALAH)*AF
BP»C2.0+3.0»8LAH)*8F
CP®(2.0+3.0*CLAH)*CF
AZC=AZO*APOR
BZC=8ZO*8POR
CZC«CZO*CPOR
AZSHIN=CASR+0.05)«AZC
BZSHIN®C8SR*0.05)«8ZC
GUC0N»1.0/(1.0-(RECESS**(TH/24.0/60.0)))
C1=TH/(2.0*GWC0N+TH)
C2=(2.0*GUC0N-TH)/C2.0»GUC0N+TH)
DIST=O.5*(AZ0+8Z0)

C
C
C
C
C

INITIALIZE VARIABLES

RT0T=0.0
VTOT»0.0
GULTOT=0.0
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B.4 PROGRAM LISTING

.NULL.
C
C
C THE AUCKLAND RAINFALL RUNOFF MODEL
C ------------------------------------------------------------
C
C
C THE AUCKLAND RAINFALL RUNOFF MODEL (ARRM) IS A 
C GENERAL WATER BALANCE MODEL DESIGNED TO SIMULATE 
C THE LAND PHASES OF THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE. THE 
C PROCESSES CONSIDERED IN MODELLING RAINFALL TO
C RUNOFF ARE INTERCEPTION,INFILTRATION,PERCOLATION,
C INTERFLOW,GROUNDWATER FLOW,SURFACE RUNOFF,
C EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND IMPERVIOUS AREA RUNOFF.
C THE MODEL CAN BE USED ON ANY HYDROLOGICALLY 
C HOMOGENEOUS CATCHMENT,SUBCATCHMENT,DRAINAGE
C BASIN OR SMALLER AREA OF LAND. THE MODEL MAY BE 
C USED TO ASSESS STREAMFLOW RESULTING FROM LAND USE 
C CHANGES. THE MODEL HAS BEEN DESIGNED FOR A RANGE
C OF INTERVALS BETWEEN 5 MINUTES AND 1 HOUR BUT COULD
C BE USED FOR SHORTER OR LONGER PERIODS IF REQUIRED.
C THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM LISTING IS SET UP TO RUN ON 
C THE PRIME 400 COMPUTER WITH A VISUAL DISPLAY UNIT.
C THE PROGRAM CAN EASILY BE ADAPTED FOR USE ON OTHER
C COMPUTERS.
C
C
C

INTEGER DAY,HR
INTEGER FILE5(3),FILE6(3),FILE7(3),FILE8(3),FILE9(3)
DIMENSION RAIN(4),ACTQ(16),TITLE(80)
COMMON AQ,AQINT,BQINT,DAY,FMAX,HR,KK,NN,NOUT,NPI,Q2,QGW,QIMM,R1, 

1RMAX,SAQINT,SBQINT,SQ,SQ2,SQGW,SQIMM,SUMAQ,SUMR1,SUMRQ
REAL MN,11,12,K2 
CALL C0NTRL(4,0,5>
CALL CONTRL(4,0,6)
CALL C0NTRL(4,0,7)
CALL C0NTRL(4,0,8)
CALL C0NTRL(4,0,9)
WRITE(1,10)

10 FORMATCTYPE IN NAMES OF ALL FILES')
REA0(1,2O) FILES 
READ(1,20) FILE6 
READ(1,20) FILE7 
READ(1,20) FILE8 
READ(1,20) FILE9

20 FORMAT(3A2)
CALL CONTRLd,FILES,5)
CALL C0NTRL(2,FILE6,6)
CALL CONTRLd,FILE7,7)
CALL CONTRLd,FILE8,8)
CALL CONTRLd,FILE9,9)

C
C
C READ INPUT PARAMETERS
C -------------------------------------
C
C

READ(5,30) TITLE 
WRITE(6,30) TITLE 

30 FORMAT(8QA1)
REA0(5,40) NOAYS,NOUT,TM,AREA,FAIMM 

40 FORMAT(2I10,3F10.2)
WRITE(6,50) NOAYS,NOUT,TM,AREA,FAIMM
FORMATC NOAYS «',110,Z,

1 • NOUT »',I10,Z,
2 ' TM *',F10.2,Z,
3 ' AREA =',F10.2,Z,
4 * FAIMM =',F10.2,Z)
REA0(5,60) RFACT,FFACT,PEFACT,NPI 

60 FORMAT(3F1O.5,I1O)
WRITE(6,70) RFACT,FFACT,PEFACT,NPI 

70 FORMATC RFACT »',F10.5,Z,
1 ' FFACT =',F10.5,/,
2 ' PEFACT =',F10.5,Z,
3 ' NPI »',I10)

READ(5,3O) RMAX,FMAX,SUNRIS,DAYLEN,QERROR 
80 F0RMAT(5F10.6>

WRITE(6,90) RMAX,FMAX,SUNRIS,DAYLEN,QERROR 
90 FORMATC RMAX »',F10.6,Z,
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QIMTOT=O.0
92T0T=0.Q
A8ITOT=O.0
38IT0T=0.0
8GWTOT=0.0
S9TOT=0.0
A9T0T=0.0
VETOT=0.0
AET0T=0.0
BET0T=0.0
SUMR1=0.0
SUMA9=0.0
sunsa=o.o
S82=0.0
SA8INT=0.0
S88INT=0.0
SaGW«0.0
saiM«=o.o
KK»O
NN=NPI
VS=VSI
AZS=AZSI
8ZS=8ZSI
FZS»FZS1
IF(AZS.LT.AZSMIN) AZS=AZSMIN 
IF(8ZS.LT.8ZSMIN) 8ZS=8ZSMIN 
GUS=GWSI
91=0.0
11=0.0
RL=0.0
DETENT=0.0
REX=0.0
GW81=GUSI/GWCON 
GWI1=0.0

C
C
C READ RAINFALL,STREAMFLOW AND EVAPORATION DATA
C --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c .
c

DO 400 DAY=1,NDAYS
REAO(7,230) APET,JCLOUO

230 F0RMAT(F10.5,I10)
PEMIN=APET*PEFACT/DAYLEN/60.0 
DO 400 HR=1,24

C
C
C START OF SIMULATION CYCLE
C --------------------------------------------
c
c

READ(8,240) (RAIN(K),K=1,NINT)
240 FORMAT(4112)

READ(9,250) (ACTa(K),K=1,NINT)
250 F0RMAT(4I12)

DO 390 K=1,NINT
KK=KK+1
RAIN(K)=RAIN(K)*RFACT 
A9=ACT9(K)*FFACT 
RHRAIN(K)

C
C VEGETATION (INTERCEPTION) CALCULATIONS
C ----------------------------------------------------------------
c

VSA=VSC-VS
IF(R1.LT.VSA) GO TO 260 
VS=VSC
VTOT=VTOT+VSA 
R2=91-VSA 
GO TO 270

260 CONTINUE
VS=VS+R1 
VT0T=VT0T+R1 
R2=0.0

270 CONTINUE
C
C R3 IS THE RAIN REACHING THE SOIL SURFACE
C

R3=R2
R4=R3 * DETENT
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C
C
C
c

IFCR4.LE.0.05) T*0.0 
IFCR4.LE.0.05) 12*0.0 
IFCR4.LE.0.05) 32=0.0 
IFCR4.LE.0.05) 50 TO 320 
T*T+TR
IFCT.NE.TM) SO TO 280

INFILTRATION CALCULATIONS

280

C
C
C

290

300

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
c
c

AS=AZS/AZC
ASE*CAS-ASR)/C1.O-ASR)
APC«APB/(ASE**AF)
IFCAPC.LE.AP8) APC=AP8
S*C2.0*SKS»APC>**0.5
F1«0.0
CONTINUE
F2*S*T*»0.5 ♦ SKS*T 
F*SURF*CF2”F1)*CAZC-AZS)/AZD 
F1»F2
B*2.0*F
IFCR4.SE.8) GO TO 290

REX IS THE RAINFALL EXCESS

REX*CR4»*3)/CB*9) - C0.5*R4*«4)/CB»*3> 
AINF=R4-REX
RL=3.0»CR4/B)**2 -2.0*CR4/B)««3
GO TO 300
CONTINUE
REX=R4-F
AINF*F
RL*1.0
CONTINUE
AZS=AZS ♦ AINF

AT THIS STAGE AZS IS THE QUANTITY OF WATER THAT IS IN, 
ANO HAS PASSED THROUGH THE A ZONE IN THE GIVEN 
TIME INTERVAL

SURFACE RUNOFF CALCULATIONS

c
c
c

c
c
c
310

320

C

L-0

INITIAL ESTIMATE OF Q2

K2*R0U6H*RL
I2*REX/TR

11,12,31,Q2 ARE IN MM/MIN.

92*31

ITERATION RETURNS TO NEXT LINE

L=L+1
S2=0.0
IFC92.GT.0.0) S2=X2»Q2»»MN 
AB=TM*(Q2+31-I1-I2) ♦ 2.0«S2 
EF*TM
IFCQ2.GT.0.0) EF*TM ♦ 2.0*MN*K2*92»»CMN-1.0) 
3N»Q2-AB/EF
IFCQN.LT.0.0) 9N=£RR0R 
9D*ABSCQN-32)
92*3N
IFCL.E3.5) GO TO 320
IFCQD.LE.C0.02*3N).OR.30.LE.ERROR) SO TO 320 
GO TO 310 
CONTINUE 
DIFF=32-31 
11*12 
31*32 
S2=0.0
IFC32.GT.0.0) S2=K2*32««MN
DETENT*S2
REX=0.0
RL*0.0
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IFCDIFF.LE.O.O) GWI2=0.0 
IFCDIFF.LE.O.O) GO TO 340

C
C A ZONE CALCULATIONS
C
C AQINT IS THE INTERFLOW RUNOFF FROM A ZONE
C -------------------------------------------------------------------------
C

AS=AZS/AZC
ASE= CAS-ASR)/Cl,0-ASR)
AQINT»C0N1*AZC*CASE**AP)
IF(AQINT.GT.AZS-AZSMIN) AQINT=AZS-AZSMIN 
AZS’AZS-AQINT

C
C PERCOLATION FROM A ZONE TO B ZONE
C ----------------------------------------------------------
C

AS=AZS/AZC
ASE=CAS-ASR)/C1.O-ASR)
APC=APB/CASE**AF)
IFCAPC.LE.APB) APC=APB i
BS=8ZS/BZC
8SE=CBS-BSR)/C1.0-8SR)
BPC=8P8/CBSE**8F)
IFC8PC.LE.BPB) BPC=8P9
APERC=TM*AKS*CASE**AP)*CDIST+8PC-APC)/DIST 
IFCAPERC.LT.0.0) APERC=0.0 
IF(APERC.GT.AZS-AZSMIN) APERC=AZS-AZSMIN 
AZS=AZS-APERC
BZS=BZS+APERC 
IFCAZS.GT.AZC) GO TO 500

C
C 8QINT IS INTERFLOW FROM B ZONE
C -----------------------------------------------------
c

BS=8ZS/BZC
BSE=(8S-9SR)/(1.0-8SR)
BQINT=C0N2*BZC*CBSE*«BP)
IF(BQINT.GT.BZS-8ZSMIN) BQINT=8ZS-9ZSMIN 
9ZS=8ZS-80INT

C
C PERCOLATION FROM B ZONE TO F ZONE
C -----------------------------------------------------------
C

8S=8ZS/BZC
BSE=CBS-BSR)/<1.O-BSE)
BPERC=TM*8KS*8SE**BP
IF(BPERC.GT.BZS-8ZSMIN) BPERC=8ZS-8ZSMIN
BZS=BZS-BPERC
FZS=FZS+9PERC
IFCBZS.GT.BZC) GO TO 520

C
C PERCOLATION FROM F ZONE TO GROUNDWATER ZONE
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C

FZC=CZC-GWS
IF(FZC.LE.O.O) GO TO 580
FZSMIN=CCSR+0.05)*FZC
IF(FZS.GT.FZSMIN) GO TO 330
BPERC=FZSMIN-FZS
8ZS=8ZS-BPERC
FZS=FZSMIN

330 CONTINUE
FS=FZS/FZC
FSE=CFS-CSR)/(1.O-CSR)
FPERC=TM*CKS*FSE**CP
IF(FPERC.GT.FZS-FZSMIN) FPERC=FZS-FZSMIN 
FZS=FZS-FPERC

C
C GROUNDWATER CALCULATIONS
C------------------------------------------
C
C GROUNDWATER FLOW IS IN MM/MIN
C

GWI-FPERC
GWI2=GWI/TM

340 CONTINUE
GWQ2=C1*GWI1 + C1*GWI2 + C2*GWQ1 
GWI1=GWI2
GWQ1=GWQ2 .
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QGU=GWQ2*(1.0-GPASS)
GWL-GWQ2*GPASS 
GWS=GWC0N*GWQ2 
IF(GWS.LE.O.O) GO TO 540

C
C QIMM IS THE IMMEDIATE RUNOFF FROM IMPERVIOUS
C AREAS DIRECTLY ADJACENT TO THE STREAM CHANNEL
C

QIMM=R1*0.001*COEFF2/(60.0*TM)
Q2=Q2*0.001‘C0EFF1/60.0 
AQINT=AQINT*0.001*COEFF1/(60.0*TM)
BQINT=8QINT*0.001*C0EFF1/(60.0*TM)
QGW=QGW*0.001*C0EFF1/60.0

C
C TOTAL STREAMFLOW IN CUBIC METRES PER SECOND
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c

SQ=Q2+AQINT+8QINT+QGW+QIMM
C
C TOTALS OF COMPONENTS
C -----------------------------------
c
c

GWL=GWL*0.001*COEFF/60.0
GULTOT=GULTOT+GWL
QIMTOT=QIMTOT+QIMM
Q2T0T=Q2T0T+Q2
AQIT0T=AQIT0T+AQINT
BQIT0T=8QIT0T+8QINT
aGWTOT=QGWTOT+QGW
SQTOT=SQTOT+SQ
AQTOT=AQTOT+AQ
RT0T=RT0T+R1

C
c
C PLOT RESULTS

C
c

CALL PLOT
IF(R1.GT.0.05) GO TO 390

C
C EVAPOTRANSPIRATION CALCULATIONS
C -------------------------------------------------------
C

H0UR=HR-1
FHR=K
H0UR=H0UR + FHR*TM/60.0
IF (HOUR.LT.SUNRIS.OR.HOUR.GT.SUNRIS+DAYLEN) GO TO 390 
DHOUR=(HOUR-SUNRIS)/DAYLEN 
IF(JCLOUD.EQ.1) GO TO 350

C
C COMPUTE EVAPORATION INDEX FOR CLEAR DAY
C

AAA=31.4*DHOUR*OHOUR-33.6*DH0UR+2.23 
EVI=2.78-SQRT(7.73+AAA)
IF(EVI.LE.O.O) GO TO 390 
GO TO 370

C
C COMPUTE EVAPORATION INDEX FOR CLOUOY DAY
C
350 IF(DHOUR.GE.0.26> GO TO 360

EVI=6.75*(DHOUR-0.60)
IF(EVI.LE.O.O) GO TO 390 
GO TO 370

360 EVI=1.35-6.75*(DH0UR-0.8)
IFCEVI.GT.1.35) EVI=1.35

C
C CALCULATE POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION FOR TIME INTERVAL
C
370 PEJ=EVI*PEMIN*TM
C
C EVAPORATION FROM VEGETATION STORAGE
C

IF(PEJ.GE.VS) GO TO 380
VS=VS-PEJ
VETOT=VETOT+PEJ
PEJ=0.0
GO TO 390
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380

C
C
C

C
c
c

CONTINUE
PEJ=PEJ-VS
VETOT=VETOT+VS
VS=0.0

EVAPORATION FROM A ZONE

PMLA=PEJ-((PEJ**3)/(TPA**2)-(PEJ**4)/(2.0*TPA**3)) 
IFIPEJ.GT.TPA) PMLA=0.5*TPA 
IFtPMLA.GT.AZS-AZSMIN) PMLA=AZS-AZSMIN 
AZS=AZS-PMLA
PEJ=PEJ-PMLA
AETOT=AETOT+PMLA

EVAPORATION FROM THE B ZONE

PMLB=PEJ-((PEJ**3)/(TP9**2)-(PEJ**4)/(2.0*TPB**3)) 
IF(PEJ.GT.TPB) PMLB=0.5*TP9 
IFIPMLB.GT.BZS-9ZSMIN) PMLB=8ZS-BZSMIN 
BZS=9ZS-PMLB
PEJ=PEJ-PMLB
3ET0T=8ET0T+PMLB

c
c
c
c
c
c
390
400
c
c
c

END OF SIMULATION CYCLE

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

430

490

C
C
C
500
510

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

SUMMARY OF SIMULATION

CD=NDAYS
CN=NINT
CKK=24.0*CN*CD
GWLTOT=GWLTOT/CKK
QIMTOT=aiMTOT/CKK
32TOT=Q2TOT/CKK
AQIT0T=A3IT0T/CKK *
BQIT0T=8QIT0T/CKK
QGWTOT=aGWTOT/CKK
SQTOT=SQTOT/CKK
A3T0T=AQT0T/CKK
T0TIN=RT0T+VSI+AZSI+9ZSI+FZSI+GWSI
SECS=NDAYS*24*3600
TOTOUT= (a2T0T+AQIT0T+-BQIT0T+GGWT0T+GWLT0T) *1,E03*SECS/C0EFF1
T0T0UT=T0T0UT+aiMT0T*1.E03*SECS/C0EFF2
T0T0UT=T0T0UT+VS+AZS+8ZS+FZS+GWS+VET0T+AET0T+BET0T
WRITE(6,410)
FORMAT!/////,' SUMMARY OF OUTPUT ',///)
WRITE(6,420) AaT0T,S8T0T
FORMATI' TOTAL ACTUAL RECORDED FLOW IN CUMEC = ',F1Q.5,

1 //,' TOTAL SIMULATED FLOW IN CUMEC = ',6X,F10.5//)
WRITE(6,430) RTOT
FORMATI' TOTAL RAIN IN MM = ',19X,F10.2//)
WRITE(6,440) TOTIN
FORMATI' TOTAL INPUT IN MM. = ',17X,F10.2//)
WRITE (6,450) TOTOUT
FORMATI' TOTAL OUTPUT IN MM. = ',16X,F10.2//)
WRITE(6,460) a2T0T,AaiT0T,80IT0T,aGWT0T,aiMT0T
FORMATI' STREAMFLOW COMPONENT TOTALS IN CUMEC ',/,

15X,'a2T0T = ',F10.5,5X,'A8IT0T = ',F10.5,5X,'B8IT0T = ',
2F1O.5,/,5X,'8GWT0T = ' ,F10.5,5X,'8IMT0T = ',F10.5//)

WRITE(6,470) S8T0T,GWLTOT,VETOT,AETOT,BETOT
FORMATI' OUTFLOWS ',4X,' S8T0T = ',F6.3,2X,' GWLTOT = ',F6.3,/, 

1,15X,' VETOT = ',F6.1,2X,' AETOT = ',F6.1,2X,' BETOT = ',F6.1,//) 
WRITE(6,480) VSI,AZSI,BZSI,FZSI,GWSI
FORMATI' INITIAL STORAGES ',/,5X,' VSI= ',F4.1,X,' AZSI= ',F5.1, 

1X,' BZSI= ',F6.1,X,' FZSI= ',F6.1,X,' GWSI= ',F6.1,X,)
WRITE(6,490) VS,AZS,8ZS,FZS,GWS
FORMATI' FINAL STORAGES ',/,5X,' VS = ',F4.1,X,' AZS = ', 

1F5.1,X,' BZS = ',F6.1,X,' FZS = ',F6.1,X,' GWS = ',F6.1,X)
GO TO 600

ERROR MESSAGES

WRITE(6,510)
FORMATI' INCREASE A ZONE DEPTH ')
GO TO 600
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520 WRITE(6z530)
530 FORMAT(' INCREASE B ZONE DEPTH ')

GO TO 600
540 WRITE(6z550)
550 FORMAT(' GROUNDWATER STORAGE EMPTY-CHANGE PARAMETERS ')

GO TO 600
560 WRITE(6z570)
570 FORMAT(' ERROR- EXPONENT MN MUST BE LESS THAN 1.0 ')

GO TO 600
580 WRITE(6,590)
590 FORMAT(' INCREASE C ZONE DEPTH ')
600 CALL C0NTRLC4z0z5)

CALL C0NTRLC4z0z6)
CALL C0NTRLC4z0z7)
CALL C0NTRL(4,0z8)
CALL C0NTRL(4,0z9)
CALL EXIT 
ENO

C
C
C END OF MAIN PROGRAM
C ---------------------------------
C
C SUBROUTINE PLOT GIVES A CONTINUOUS PLOT
C ---------------------------------------------------------------------
C OF THE RECORDED ANO SIMULATED FLOWS.
C ----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c

SUBROUTINE PLOT
C
C

INTEGER DAT,HR 
REAL LINE(80)
COMMON AQzA9INTzBQINTzOAYzFMAXzHRzKKzNNzNOUTzNPIza2z9GWzaiMMzR1z 

1RMAXZSAQINTZSBQINTZSQZSQ2ZSQGWZSQIMMZSUMAQZSUMR1,SUMRQ
DATA BLANKZSTARZDOTZAZRZS/' 11,1A','RS11
5UMR1=SUMR1+R1
SUMAQ=SUMAQ+AQ
SUMSQ=SUMSQ+SQ
SQ2=SQ2+Q2
SAQINT=SAQINT+AQINT
S8QINT=SBQINT+BQINT
SQGW=SQGW+QGW
SQIMM=SQIMM+QIMM
IFCKK.NE.NN) GO TO 60
NN=NN+NPI
DIV=NPI
SUMAQ=SUMAO/DIV 
5UMSQ=SUMSQ/DIV 
SQ2=SQ2/DIV 
SAQINT=SA9INT/DIV 
SB9INT=SBQINT/DIV 
SQGW+SQGW/OIV 
SQIMM=SQIMM/DIV 
IF(NOUT.EQ.O) GO TO 20

C
C WRITE COMPONENTS OF STREAMFLOW
C

WRITE(6z10) 0AYzHRzSUMR1zSUMAazSUMSQzSQ2zSAQINTzS8QINTzSQGWzSQIMM
10 FORMAT(XZ2I4ZF7.2Z7F9.4)
20 CONTINUE

DO 30 J=1z80
LINE(J)=BLANK

30 CONTINUE
LINE(1)=DOT
JR=SUMR1*9.0/RMAX +71.0 
DO 40 L=71,JR

40 LINE(L)=R
JSQ=SUMSQ*64.0/FMAX +1.0 
JAQ=SUMAQ*64.0/FMAX +1.0 
IFCJSQ.GT.70) JSQ=70 
IFCJAa.GT.70) JAQ=70 
LINE(JS9)=S
LINE(JAQ)=A
IFCJSQ.EQ.JAQ) LINECJAQ)=STAR 
WRITE(6,50) LINE

50 FORMATC 'z80AD 
SUMR1=0.0 
SUMAQ=0.0
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SUMSQ=0.0
SQ2=0.0
SAQINT-0.0
SBQINT=0.0
SQGW=0.0
SQIMM=0.0

60 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO

BOTTOM

i

B.S SAMPLE OF INPUT FI LEI

i YEAR 1977 KUMEU RIVER SIMULATION
365
0.1

1
0.001

15.0
1.0

6.61
96

0.05

65.00 2.50 7.00 10.45 0.001
2.5 200.000 0.60 0.800

0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.9900
0.3000 0.2800 0.2500 0.0600
200.0 1000.0 15000.0
0.220 0.220 0.220
0.463 0.472 0.480
0.230 1.600 2.000
50.0 10.0 16.0 16.0
0.1 90.000 200.0 6000.0 15.0

B.6 DEFINITION OF OUTPUT VARIABLES

DAY Day of simulation ouptut
HR Hour of simulation output
SUMR1 Total Rainfall in the given output interval
SUMAQ Total Recorded Flow in the given output interval
SUMSQ Total Simulated Flow in the given output interval
SUMSQ2 Total Surface Runoff in the given output interval
SAQINT Total A Zone Interflow in the given ouptut interval
SBQINT Total B Zone Interflow in the given output interval
SQGW Total Groundwater Flow in the given output interval
SQIMM Total Immediate Area Runoff in the given output interval
Q2TOT Mean Surface Runoff Flow for the total period in m3/s
AQITOT Mean A Zone Interflow for the total period in m3/s
BQITOT Mean 3 Zone Interflow for the total period in m’/s
QGWTOT Mean Groundwater Flow for the total period in m3/s
QIMTOT Mean Immediate Area Runoff for the total period in m3/s
SQTOT Mean Simulated Flow in m’/s
GWLTOT Mean Groundwater Flow Losses in m3/s
VETOT Total Moisture Evaporated from Vegetation Storage in mm
AETOT Total Moisture Evaporated from A Zone Storage in mm
BETOT Total Moisture Evaporated from B Zone Storage in mm
VSI, VS Initial and Final
AZSI,, AZS Initial and F inal
BZSI,, BZS Initial and Final
FZSI,, FZS Initial and F inal
GWSI,, GWS Initial and F inal

Vegetation Storages respectively 
A Zone Storages respectively 
B Zone Storages respectively 
F Zone Storages respectively 
Groundwater Zone Storages respect
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